http://purl.access.gpo.gov/GPO/LPS10637

http://purl.access.gpo.gov/GPO/LPS10168

US: CU(OlinKF27.1549152000kq) & LC (+) :
UC(SRLF AA0006801781) & YU(MUDD, Govt. Docs. Ctr) :
UCI(Main Lib Govt. Inform. U.S.) & UCLA(Law Stacks) & UCR(GovPub US [104]) & UCD(DOC) & UCD(Shields) & UCI(Main Lib) & UCLA(Law) & UCR(GovPub US [106]) & UCSD & UCSC(McHenry) & UCSD(SSH) & WU(Hist. Soc. Lib. US Govt. Publ. & Law Lib.) & YU(Mudd, Govt.Docs. Ctr.) : Y 4.IN 8/16:H 81/16

ISBN 0160647339
http://purl.access.gpo.gov/GPO/LPS10033

US: CU(OlinKF27.1549152000kq) & LC (+) :
UC(SRLF AA0006801781) & YU(MUDD, Govt. Docs. Ctr) :
UCI(Main Lib Govt. Inform. U.S.) & UCLA(Law Stacks) & UCR(GovPub US [104]) & UCD(DOC) & UCD(Shields) & UCI(Main Lib) & UCLA(Law) & UCR(GovPub US [106]) & UCSD & UCSC(McHenry) & UCSD(SSH) & WU(Hist. Soc. Lib. US Govt. Publ. & Law Lib.) & YU(Mudd, Govt.Docs.Ctr.) : Y 4.IN 8/16:H 81/16

http://purl.access.gpo.gov/GPO/LPS10637

US: CU(OlinKF27.1549342000eq) & LC(KF27.154934+) :
HU(Documents (Lamont)) & NIU(GovPub-2nd FL-FML) & OAU(Alden5th Fl GovtDoc Mi) & UCR(Shields) & UCI(Main Lib) & UCLA(Law) & UCR(GovPub US [106]) & UCSD & UCSC(McHenry) & UCSD(SSH) & WU(Hist. Soc. Lib. US Govt. Publ. & Law Lib.) & YU(Mudd, Govt. Docs. Ctr.) : Y 4.IN 8/16:H 81/16

Haas, John
US: LC(PZ4.H1215 No FT Meade) & NNC(Butler Storage PS3558.A18 N6)

Haag, Stefan David.

Haas, Frederic
→ Lehault, Philippe
Burma Bibliographical Project

Habakkuk
→Bible, O.T.: Habakkuk

Haberd, Anne Christine.
Birmanie la Birmanie, TOTAL et les droits de l'homme :
dissection d'un chantier : rapport de situation, octobre 1996
→Laroche, Béatrice

Hack, Mary Pryor
Faithful service : sketches of Christian women / by Mary
p. 151-196: Sarah B. Judson
GB:BL(4807 bb 3)

Hackett, Bill
→Hackett, William Dunn

Hackett, Marion S.
The Acts of the Apostles in Pao (Taungthu)
→Bible, N.T.: Acts <Karen: Taungthu>

Epistles to the Ephesians, Philippians, I-II. Timothy, and the
Epistle of St. James in Pa-o (Taungthu)
→Bible, N.T.: Epistles <Karen: Taungthu>

The Gospel according to St. John in Pao (Taungthu)
→Bible, N.T.: John <Karen: Taungthu>

The Gospel according to St. Luke in Pa-o (Taungthu)

Hackett, P. R.
Religious education of Burman Buddhists. – 1921. – Chi-
cago, Univ. of Chicago, M.A. thesis 1921

Hackett, William Dunn <b. 1914>
British rule in the Shan States, 1886-1947 and the Shan
States in independent Burma, 1948-1952 : based on sources
available at Cornell, 1953 / William D. Hackett. – 1953. 25 l.
– Paper for Southeast Asia Research Training Seminar,
Jan. 27, 1953
SG: ISEAS(DOC 4123)

Our Christian mission to the Taungthu (Pao) people
→Hackett, Marion

The Pa-o people of the Shan State, Union of Burma : a so-
ciological and ethnographic study of the Pa-o (Taung-thu)
people / by William Dunn Hackett. – 1953. VI, 736 l., map,
bibliogr. l. 720-725. – Ithaca, N.Y., Cornell Univ., Ph.D.
thesis (rural sociology) 1953. – Shulman 30
AU:ANU(Menzies thesis GN635.B93.H32 microfilm)
D: B-SBB(1 R 16 [microfilm] Potsdamr Str. NfLS)
GB:SOAS(M 3479)*
SG: ISEAS(Microfilm Mfm 883)
US: CS(UAnnex Thesis HT423 1953 H121 ; Annex
Film N1282 ; Mann Film N4713 Reel 166 no.1) IU
NINC & NIU(Microforms-2nd FL-FML Microfilm) :
AC801 .H1219 1980 OrU UC(SRLF M001326370)

Hackmann, Heinrich Friedrich <1864-1935>
An den Grenzen von China und Tibet
→Vom Omi bis Bhamo : Wanderungen an den Grenzen von
China, Tibet und Birma / von H. Hackmann

Buddhism as a religion : its historical development and its
present conditions / by H. Hackmann. From the German rev.
and enl. by the author. – London : Probsthain, 1910 [1909].
XIII, 315 p., index, bibliogr. p. 300-308. – (Probsthain's
Oriental series)
D: GÖ-SUB(8° sva I,3181)
index, bibliogr. p. 300-308.
US: LC(BQ266 .H3313 1981)

Der Buddhismus. – Halle, Saale: Schwetschke
1 →Der Ursprung des Buddhismus / H. Hackmann
2 →Der südliche Buddhismus / H. Hackmann

Der Buddhismus. – Halle: Gebauer-Schwetschke, 1906. 3,
240 S., Ktn.

Der südliche Buddhismus und der Lamaismus / von H.
Hackmann. – Halle, Saale: Schwetschke, 1905. 86 S. – (Der
Buddhismus / H. Hackmann ; 2) (Religionsgeschichtliche
Volksbücher : 3. Reihe ; 5)
GB:BL-APAC(Tr 968)*

Der Ursprung des Buddhismus und die Geschichte seiner
Ausbreitung / von H. Hackmann. – Halle, Saale: Schwetsch-
ke, 1905. 74 S. – (Der Buddhismus / H. Hackmann ; 1) (Reli-
gionsgeschichtliche Volksbücher : 3. Reihe ; 4)
GB:BL-APAC(Tr 968)*

Vom Omi bis Bhamo : Wanderungen an den Grenzen von
China, Tibet und Birma / von H. Hackmann. Illus. von Al-
fred Wessner. – Halle a. S.: Gebauer-Schwetschke, 1905. 382
S., Falt.-Ktn. – Umschlagtitel: An den Grenzen von China
und Tibet
D: GÖ-SUB(8° itin I,3181)
HD-SAI(160 ldk 67/214 ; 163 kre 94/97)*
GB: BL(010058 g 5)*
F: BNF(8° O2 m.193 ; 8° O2 l.1308)
US: CU(Kroch DS710 .H12 1905) MB NYPL (Res. BEM)
UC WaU YU(Mudd Eeb 902H)
ditto. / mit ... 1 Karte. 2. Aufl. – Berlin: Curtius, 1907. 382 S., Falt.-Kt.
– Umschlagtitel: An den Grenzen von China und Tibet
AU: ANU (Menzies DS710.H3)
D: KI-ZBW (I 1382) HD-SAI (160 ldk 67/214a)*
OUL (CSL Chin.Stud W 3075 Hac)
SG: NUS (DS508 Hac)
US: CU (Kroch DS710 .H12 1907)
HU (Widener Harv.Depos. Ch 230.25.16)

Hacohen, David (b. 1898>
Burmese diary, 1953-1955 … / David Hacohen. – Tel-
– Added title and text in Hebrew
US: CU (Kroch DS710 .H12 1907)

Hadar, Leon T.
U.S. sanctions against Burma : a failure on all fronts / by
Herbert 606

Hadden, A. C.
→ Customs of the world

Hadden, John
Impressions of, and lessons from, Burma : "the land of pa-
godas and fair ladies" / by John Hadden. – [Hawick: Scot, Vair, McNairn,] 1901. 33 p. – Repr. from: The Hawick news 1901
US: UC (IGS A9887 no.1)

Haering, George John <b. 1895>
→ Market in Burma for imported foodstuffs

Härtel, Herbert
Indien und Südostasien / von Herbert Härtel und Jeannine Auboyer ; mit Beiträgen von Jean Boisselier ... [et al.] – Ber-
lin: Propyläen Verlag, 1971. 369 S., 61 Fig., 4 Kt., 408 Taf., bibliogr. p. 330-345. – (Propyläen Kunstgeschichte ; 16)
S. 135-139: Die Kunst Birmas / von Jeannine Auboyer
D: HD-SAI (inf 69 C 1)*
F: BAA (4 SL 157) Sorbonne (SAD 4= 179-16)
GB: BL (X 0421/114(16)) BL-APAC (ORW 1988 a 127)
US: UC (IGS A9887 no.1)

US: CU (Kroch N7301 .H16x 1985)

Haering, Martin <b.1915>
Zur anthropologischen Stellung der Mokén des Mergui-
Archipels / von Martin Haering. – Stuttgart: Schweizer-
D: HD-SAI (323 eth 64/567)*
GB: BL (PP 3198)
US: YU (Mudd WG 11267)

Hagen, Everett Einar <b. 1906>
Herbert 606

AU: ANU (Hope Store Bliss TBCqv H143e)
D: B-SBB (Ser.2771-96 Potsdamer Str.) MA-UB (NB 3340) HD-SAI (reg 60 G 214 Kp)*
KI-ZBW (A 34,729)
GB: CUL (9002.d.6031) FOL (LD 330/25.860)
LSE (BLPes HC106 N27) SOAS (GB330/703.904)*
J: AJK HTK KBK KTK OSK TOT
NL: KITLV (Mr 1491)
LC & OAU (Alden SE Asia x) & UCSC (McHenry) :
HC101.N352 no.96 Mu(U(TC Wilson 330 P693 no.96)
NIU (SEA HC422 .H3441956) NNC (Lehman HC422 
.H33) NYPL UC (NLRF HC101 .P56 no.96 B 3 272 534)
UCB (LawLib Asia KF1254.H145 1963 ; IGS HB11 N18.pp no.96) UCLA (YL & Management: HC101 N21p no.96)
WU (Memorial Lib. HC437 B8 H3 ; HC101 N352 no.96)
YU (Mudd Nc92 P491 96 ; SSL EGCC 9A HC51 H3)

On the theory of social change : how economic growth be-
gins / Everett E. Hagen. A study from the Center for Interna-
tional Studies, Massachusetts Institute of Technolo-
y, Ill.: Dorsey Pr., 1962. XVII, 557 p., index, bibliogr. p. 525-544. – (The Dorsey series in anthropology and sociology)
p. 432-470: The transition : the colonial case ; a case in point
Burma
D: KI-ZBW (II 46,804)
US: LC (HD82.H2)
525-544.
GB: BL (8301 b 18)*
D: HD-SAI (with O III 69)*
GB: BL (X 520/80)
US: NNC

Overall economic planning in Burma : the economic survey
of 1951 / talk by Everett E. Hagen before the Burma Council
Burma Bibliographical Project

GB:SOAS(Pam GB 330/330.286)*
Ref.: OCLC 46514779

→Planning economic development

Hager, Alice Rogers <b. 1894>
World War <1939-1945> - India
D: HD-SAI(reg 60 D 736)*
US: CSt(940.9404.C6H14)   CU(Kroch D790 .H14)
D: HD-SAI(300 his 89/8002)*
AU:ANU(Menzies DS526.3.H34  1989)
NYPL(Research BZAN)
UC(NRLF D790 .H2 $B 745 243)

ditto. Microform – Cambridge, Chicago : Harvard College Library Imaging Services, 2001. 1 microfilm reel ; 35 mm. – (Harvard medicine preservation microfilm project. Part 3 ; 04231)
US: HU(Master Microforms Film Mas 30129)

Hager ; with illus. and maps.

Hagesteijn, Renée
AU:ANU(Menzies DS263.H34 1989)
D: HD-SAI(300 his 89/8002)*
NL: KITLV(L plaatsing in leeszaal)
US: UCB(Main XM90.22858)   UCR   UCSD

Haggar →Bible, O.T. : Haggar

Haggard, Fred Porter <b. 1862>
→The Judson Centennial, 1814-1914

Haggard, Henry Rider <Sir, 1856-1925>
Ivory child ... / Sir Henry Rider Haggard. 2.a krim` – Rangoon, 1964. 213 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
US: CU(Kroch PR4731 .H18 1962)
Ref.: Bernot

Hagiography of Maha Thera Shin Arahan and an account of the reconstruction of Shin Arahan’s brickmonastery →Khin Maung Nyunt

Siegfried M. Schwertner

Hagman, Ulf <b. 1941>
Subject(s): Burma : geografi ; samfundsforhold ; pjeefer
DK: KB
S: S(x2004 br 58 040701/kep)

S: Gx(Samhvet Ref Exp) L(b04/ 2076)
Dh(N Box: Läder i flickformat)

Hague, William <1808-1887>
GB:BL(4986 dd 19(21))*
US:CU(Echols Wason BV3271 J93 H14)   HU(Widener Ind 2130.1.8)   NYPL(Research A p.v.511)   YU(SML Yale Class. Bd4 50 42 ; Divinity MU14 J921 Xh12)

Haig, Thomas Wolseley <1865-1938>
→The Cambridge history of India
3. Turks and Afghans
4. The Mughal period

Hailey, William Malcolm Hailey <Baron, 1872-1969>
→Problems of the post-war settlement in the Far East

Halkuyt Society
The book of Duarte Barbosa ; 2 →Barbosa, Duarte

A geographical account of countries round the Bay of Bengal →Bowery, Thomas

Relations of the Kingdom of Golchinda →Methold, William

The travels of Ludovic di Varthema in Egypt, Syria, Arabia Deserta and Arabia Felix, in Persia, India and Ethiopia, A.D. 1503 to 1508 →Varthema, Lodovico de

Haldar, Manikuntala

Abstract: Study on Buddhism in Burma and adjacent countries according to a Pali chronicle Sasanavamsa by Paññasamisirikavidhaja, Mon’” Thon’ Cha ra to’, 1815-1868.

Subject(s): Paññasamisirikavidhaja, MoN’” Thon’ Chara to’, 1815-1868 - Sasanavamsa

Buddhism - History ; Buddhism - South Asia - History

D: B-SBB(1 A 56318 Potsdamer Str.)

ISBN 90-279-3379-0

Haldhar, Nomita


Subject(s): Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees - Bangladesh

ISBN 0-7315-3638-X*– complex emergencies, ISSN 1443-4717 ; 99/10)

ISBN 0-7315-3638-X*

Hale, Austin


ISBN 90-279-3379-0

Subject(s): Tibeto-Burman languages

D: HD-SAI(nsp 50.23 A 82/1441)*

F: BNF(8° X 28825(14))

GB: BL(X 950/18519)

BL-APAC(V 23879)

US: LC(P3551.H34) UC(Orange County Public Library) UCLA UCR UCSI UCSD

Hale, Sarah Josepha Buell <1788-1879>

Conversations on the Burman mission / by a lady of New Hampshire. – Boston: Massachusetts Sabbath School Union, 1830. 160 p. – Rev. by the Publishing Committee. – Spine title: Burman mission. – This title has been attributed to Sarah Josepha Hale, who used the pseudonym "A lady of New Hampshire" early in her career, but is more likely to be the work of Sarah Tuttle, who wrote the other books in the series of Conversations on missions. There seems to be no direct evidence to link the work conclusively with either author.

Abstract: The materials of the following little work were chiefly drawn from the American Baptist magazine, and the Memoir of Mrs. Judson. For some of the facts, touching the first American missionaries to the heathen, the author has consulted the introduction to the sermon of the Rev. Dr. Woods, delivered on the occasion of their departure from this country in 1812. It will be remembered that she writes for the young. – Preface, dated at Exeter, N.H., July 14, 1830.

Subject(s): Judson, Adoniram, 1788-1850.

Judson, Ann Hasseltine, 1789-1826. Missions - Burma – Juvenile literature ; Sunday school literature ; Missionaries - Burma ; Missions - Burma

Burma : History ; Religious life and customs.

US: CU(Kroch BV3270 H16) HU-BA MB NNUT(Burke Union Rare ML11 C76)


Subject(s): Burma : Army Lists

GB:BL(I.S.Bu.153/6)*

Half-yearly return of wages paid, as ascertained by inquiry in June 1911, in rural areas and urban tracts / compiled in the Office of the Commissioner of Settlement and Land Records, Burma. – Rangoon : [Govt. Print., Burma] (for C.S.L.R.), 1913. 225 p. – At head of title: Burma. – Inner title: Note on the return of wages commonly paid throughout Burma in rural areas and urban tracts as ascertained by inquiry in June 1911

GB:BL(I.S.Bu.84)* BL-APAC(IOR/V/14/117)*

Halkar, Subbairau Seshagiri

→Digest of civil rulings of Burma

→A digest of criminal rulings of Burma

→A digest of the civil cases of Burma

→Digest of the Privy Council rulings
Burma Bibliographical Project

Hall, Daniel George Edward <1891-1979>
Anglo-Burmese conflicts in the nineteenth century : a reas-
ssessment of their causes ; [ a lecture delivered to the Asia So-
ciety, New Society, New York, on April 7th 1966 / by D. G. 
E. Hall. – 1966. 16 l. – [Mimeogr.]
Subject(s): Burma : History <1824-1948>
Great Britain : Foreign relations – Burma.
Burma – Foreign relations – Great Britain
US: CU(Kroch + Pamphlet DS Burma 50)

Atlas of South-East Asia

Burma / by D. G. E. Hall. – London ; Melbourne ; Sydney ; 
map, bibliogr. p. 177-180. – (Hutchinson’s university library ; 46 : British Empire history) – HRAF(AP1-27)
Subject(s): Burma : History
AU:ANU(Menzies DS485.B86.H24 1950 ; Hope Store 
Bliss ONV H17)
D: B-SBB(18027 Potsdamer Str. NfLS)

ditto. 2nd impr. – London ; New York : Hutchinson’s Univ. 
Library, 1950. 184 p., map, bibliogr. p. 177-180. – (Hutchin-
sion’s university library ; 46 : British Empire history)
D: B-SBB(7 V 344 Haus 1 NILS) GÖ-SUB(8° Hist.3384)
GB: BL-APAC(W.P.1413/46 ; T 14060 ; T 21868 ; T 21945)
OU: SOAS(GB9301.476.890 ; GB959.1.705)*
NL: KITLV(VM ss 570)
US: LC(DS485.B86 H24)

YU(DS485.B86 H33 1960)

Ref.: OCLC04379359

p. 190-194. – (British Empire history)
D: B-SBB(87426 Potsdamer Str.)
GB: SAS((591):091)
SG: ISEAS(DS530.6 H17)

NU(SDS530.6 Hal)
RUBC(959.1 HAL)

TH: CU(M 959.1 Hb)

H17 1960) MNS NIU(SEA DS528.5.H34 1960)
NCC(Barnard & Lehman : DS485.B892 H3)
UC(NRLF off campus) & UCB(Anthropology) & 
UCI(Main) & UCSD(SSH) : DS485.B86 H24 
1960

YUL(YDL DS485 B86H14b 1960)

Ref.: OCLC18678610

The Dalhousie-Phayre correspondence, 1852-1856

Dalhousie, James Andrew Broun Ramsay < 1st Marquess of >

The Dalhousie-Phayre correspondence, 1852-1856 / by D. 
G. H. Hall. – Calcutta : Govt. of India Pr., 1929. 6 p. – A pa-
er read at the eleventh public meeting of the Indian Histori-
cal Records Commission, held at Nagpur in December 1928
Subject(s): Burma : History <1824-1948>
US: CU(Kroch Asia Rare Pamphlet DS Burma 44)

Early English intercourse with Burma, 1578-1743 / D. G. E. 
Hall. – London ; New York [etc.]: Longmans, Green, 1928.
VIII, 276 p., 8 app., index, bibliogr. p. 261-264. – (Rangoon 
University publications ; 1)
Subject(s): East India Company
British : Burma

Great Britain : Commerce - Burma - History 
Burma : Commerce - Great Britain - History
AU: NLA(COE 373)
D: B-SBB(Up 4711/2020-1 Potsdamer Str. NfLS)
KI-ZBW(H II 3797) HD-SAI(reg 60 K 12)*
GB: BL(Ac 1942 b) CUL(699.c.6.1)
BL-APAC(T 11908)
YU(CCL DS485 B86 H33 1960)

The Daghregister of Batavia and Dutch trade with Bur-
ma in the seventeenth century / by D. G. E. Hall.
ISBN 0-404-54832-6
SG: Bedok+Bukit Merah(959.1 HAL)

US: LC & NIU(SEA) & OAU(Lancaster) & DS528.5.H34 
1974 MIU

The Dagregister of Batavia and Dutch trade with Bur-
ma in the seventeenth century / by D. G. E. Hall.
Rangoon : Rangoon Gazette, 1939. p. 140-156. – Repr. from 
The Burma Research Society's journal ; 29.2, 1939

GB: National Art Libr Victoria & Albert Mus

Ref.: OCLC18678610

The Daghregister of Batavia and Dutch trade with Bur-
ma in the seventeenth century / by D. G. E. Hall.
Rangoon : Rangoon Gazette, 1939. p. 140-156. – Repr. from 
The Burma Research Society's journal ; 29.2, 1939

GB: National Art Libr Victoria & Albert Mus

Ref.: OCLC18678610

The Dalhousie-Phayre correspondence, 1852-1856
Bibliographical description

SOAS(GB959.102/21.585 ; 54.279 ; 183.123)*
J: TYB(XII-25-E-20)
MY: RUL
NL: IK(IvF 7) KITLV(M ss 62 N)
SG: RUBC(382.09591 HAL)
US: CLU CU(Annex HF3508.B9 H175 1928 ; Kroch Film 511) HU(Widener Ind 8040.10) Iau LC & UW(Memorial Lib.): HF3508.B9H3 MIU
NNC(ANNEX (GL) 382.42 H14) NYPL(SIBL TLH) UCLA(YR AS472 .R16p no.1) WU
YOU(MUDD Nff85 G53 928h)
Ref.: OCLC 5019280
NLA(Luce 108 382.0920591 H175-2)
D: B-SBB(318 879 Potsdamer Str.) Gö-SUB(69 A 1521) PA-UB(55/RR 51977 H175(2))
HD-SAI(reg 60 K 13)*
F: BIULO(GEN.III.7115)
GB: BL(X 700/3341) CUL(632:2.c.95.6)
LSE(BLPES HF3508.B9 H17) BL-APAC(V 16962) OUL(IND Burma 5 d 44)
SAS(Archive D.4) SAdS(IHR A.45) SOAS(GB945.1/5905 H1298h)
Ref.: OCLC 33331
SG: NUS(DS530.63 Hal)
AU:ANU(Annex DS485.86 H25 H17) NLA(Luce 257 327.0924 HAL)
D: UC(NRLF DS485.B86 H25 $B 195 942 ; SRLF A00644136) UCLA(YRL DS485 B86H14)
UCSC(McHenry DS485.B86H3) YU(Bj35 31 ; CCL DS485 B9 H35)

A handbook for travellers in India, Burma and Ceylon. 14th ed.


SOAS(GB959.102/21.585 ; 54.279 ; 183.123)*
J: TYB(XII-25-E-20)
MY: RUL
NL: IK(IvF 7) KITLV(M ss 62 N)
SG: RUBC(382.09591 HAL)
US: CLU CU(Annex HF3508.B9 H175 1928 ; Kroch Film 511) HU(Widener Ind 8040.10) Iau LC & UW(Memorial Lib.): HF3508.B9H3 MIU
NNC(ANNEX (GL) 382.42 H14) NYPL(SIBL TLH) UCLA(YR AS472 .R16p no.1) WU
YOU(MUDD Nff85 G53 928h)
Ref.: OCLC 5019280
NLA(Luce 108 382.0920591 H175-2)
D: B-SBB(318 879 Potsdamer Str.) GO-SUB(69 A 1521) PA-UB(55/RR 51977 H175(2))
HD-SAI(reg 60 K 13)*
F: BIULO(GEN.III.7115)
GB: BL(X 700/3341) CUL(632:2.c.95.6)
LSE(BLPES HF3508.B9 H17) BL-APAC(V 16962) OLULIND(Burma d 44)
SAS(archive D.4) SAdS(HR A.45)
SOAS(GB945.1/229974)*

Subject(s): <King of Burma>
Europeans : Burma – History.
Burma : Foreign relations – Europe – History.
Europe : Foreign relations – Burma – History.
British : Burma
Burma : History
AU:ANU(Menzies DS485.B892 .H3 ; Hope Store Bliss ONV H175e) NLA(Luce 268 959 HAL)
D: B-SBB(8 V 163 Haus 1 ; 18 026 Potsdamer Str. Nf LS)
HD-SAI(reg 60 K 13)*
F: BIULO(GEN.III.16147)
G: BL(9059 df 9) BL-DSS(W51/7028)

Subject(s): <King of Burma>
Europeans : Burma – History.
Burma : Foreign relations – Europe – History.
Europe : Foreign relations – Burma – History.
British : Burma
Burma : History
AU:ANU(Menzies DS485.B892 .H3 ; Hope Store Bliss ONV H175e) NLA(Luce 268 959 HAL)
D: B-SBB(8 V 163 Haus 1 ; 18 026 Potsdamer Str. Nf LS)
HD-SAI(reg 60 K 13)*
F: BIULO(GEN.III.16147)
Historians of South East Asia

History of Burma / by D. G. E. Hall. – Rangoon : Pyei-gyi Man-Daing, 1957. 433 p. – Added title and text in Burmese

GB: SOAS(G959.01/103876 ; 103.877)*

A history of South-East Asia / by D. G. E. Hall. – New York : St. Martin’s Pr., 1955. XVI, 807 p., illus., maps, index, app., bibliogr. p. 763-789.

p. 119-143: Burma and Arakan
p. 207-223: Burma and the T’ai kingdoms in the sixteenth century
p. 315-327: Burma under the restored Toungoo Dynasty, 1600-1752
p. 328-342: The rise and fall of the Mrohaung in Arakan
p. 343-354: The beginnings of the Konbaung Dynasty in Burma, 1752-82
p. 502-518: The reign of Bodawpaya and the First Anglo-Burmese war, 1792-1826
p. 519-535: Burma from the treaty of Yandabo to the creation of the Province of British Burma, 1826
p. 588-607: The last days of the Konbaung Dynasty at Mandalay, 1862-85
p. 620-632: British Burma, 1886-1942
p. 649-654: The economic aspect of European domination: (a) Burma
p. 706-713: After the war, 1945-50: (b) Burma

US: LC & WU(Memorial Lib.) : DS511 H15 1964


D: KI-ZBW(II 30,682)
GB: BL(X 709/7887; 09059 m 3)
SOAS(G 9595.01/103876 ; 103.877)*

J: TYB(XI-1-G-35)
NL: KITLV(M 3b 94 N)
US: CU(Wason DS511 H15 1964)


D: KI-ZBW(II 30,682)
GB: BL(X 709/7887; 09059 m 3)
SOAS(G 9595.01/103876 ; 103.877)*

J: TYB(XI-1-G-35)
NL: KITLV(M 3b 94 N)
US: CU(Wason DS511 H15 1964)


D: KI-ZBW(II 30,682)
GB: BL(X 709/7887; 09059 m 3)
SOAS(G 9595.01/103876 ; 103.877)*

J: TYB(XI-1-G-35)
NL: KITLV(M 3b 94 N)
US: CU(Wason DS511 H15 1964)
Bibliographical description

p. 260-276: Burma and the T’ai kingdoms in the sixteenth century
p. 375-387: Burma under the restored Toungoo Dynasty, 1600-1752
p. 388-402: The rise and fall of the Mrohaung in Arakan
p. 403-414: The beginnings of the Konbaung Dynasty in Burma, 1752-82
p. 584-600: The reign of Bodawpaya and the First Anglo-Burmese war, 1792-1826
p. 601-617: Burma from the treaty of Yandabo to the creation of the Province of British Burma, 1826-62
p. 730-748: British Burma, 1886-1942
p. 781-786: The economic aspect of European domination: (a) Burma
p. 838-845: After the war, 1945-50: (b) Burma

Herbert 150

D: B-SBB(634937: OLS Potsdamer Str.)

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.105/83)*

US: LC(D24.5.H3)


Subject(s): Hall, E. R. : Group Captain

Burma-Siam Railroad

World War <1939-1945> – Prisoners and prisons, Japanese

World War <1939-1945> – Personal narratives, Australian

Burma : History - Japanese occupation <1942-1945>

World War <1939-1945> – Thailand

Prisoners of war - Australia - Biography

Prisoners of war – Biography


Subject(s): League of Nations – Handbooks, manuals, etc.


Ref.: OCLC 739201


GB: BL(8004 de 12)

Michael Symes : journal of his second embassy

→ Symes, Michael


US: CU(Lock. Pr. Wason Pamphlet K 9)


GB: SOAS(G959/428697)*


→ also in: Early English intercourse with Burma, 1587 to 1743. 2nd ed.

Subject(s): Burma - History

Negrais <Burma>

HD-SAI: HD-SAI

Ref.: OCLC 26523904

Hall, Diane Celebrate in South Asia

→ Viesti, Joseph F.

Hall, E. E. → A handbook for travellers in India, Burma and Ceylon


GB: BL(1.S.Bu.105/83)*

US: LC(D24.5.H3)

Journal of a residence in the Burmhan empire, and more particularly at the court of Amarapoorah. [Republished]

→ Cox, Hiram

H 9
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Biography: Prisoners of war (sw)

Prisoners of war – Thailand – Biography

D: B-SBB(4° 623 512 Potsdamer Str.) S-WLB(09392)

GB: BL-DSS(82/19080) BL-APAC(V 25751)

SG: NUS(D767.6 Hab)

US: CU(Kroch D805.B9 H17)


Hall, Gordon Langley


Missions, American
Missions – Burma

D: B-SBB(89 102 Potsdamer Str.) HD-SAI(reg 60 M 171)*

GB: BL(X 200/10411) BL-APAC(T69 18676)

SAS((591):92) SOAS(GB 920/296.164)*

SG: ISEAS(BV3271 J81H17)


KvLxCB LC(BV3271.J81H3)

NYPL(Research AD-10 271) PP YU

Hall, Harold Patrick Fielding

→Fielding-Hall, Harold

Hall, J. G. F.

GB: BL(6059 b 5)

Hall, Katherine Stanley


Subject(s): Games.

GB: SOAS(CWML U99)

Hall, Kenneth R.

→Explorations in early Southeast Asian history

Hall, Leslie Gordon

Subject(s): Burma-Siam Railroad – History

World War <1939-1945> – Concentration camps – Burma

World War <1939-1945> – Prisoners and prisons, Japanese

World War <1939-1945> – Personal narratives, Australian

AU: NLA(N & NL 940.547252 H177)

GB: BL-DSS(86/15127)

SG: CL(940.547252 HAL)

NUS(Rare books D805 *Bur. Ha)

US: CU(Kroch D805.B9 H174)

HU(Widener WID-LC) & LC & UCLA(YRL) & NIU(SEA) & OAU(Alden SE Asia) : D805.B9 H37 1985

AU: NLA(N & NL : 940.5472591 H177)

D: GÖ-SUB(97 A 1665) H1-BW

GB: BL(YA 1998 a 969)


Hall, Mary Daniels
Snap shots : around the world ; vistas of many lands / by Mary Daniels Hall. – Sterling, Ill.: Bishop Print., [1930?]. 120 p., illus.

D: HD-SAI(180 rei 90/234)*

Hall, Mary Penelope
An outline of the economic geography of Burma and Siam. – 1925. – Liverpool, Univ., B.A. thesis

GB: Liverpool(Sydney Jones Library Thesis 1165B)

Hall, Pierre E.

Subject(s): Hall, Pierre E.

Soldiers – Great Britain – Biography.

World War <1939-1945> – Campaigns – Burma.

World War <1939-1945> – Burma.

Great Britain : Army – Signaling.

GB: BL-DSS(81/3100) SOAS(E Coll 3 M /90)

Hall, William Thomas
Report on settlement operations in the Bassein and Henzada districts : season 1884-85

→Settlement < Bassein > 1884-85

Report on the settlement operations in the Henzada District

→Settlement < Henzada > 1885-86


Subject(s): Economics – Burma ; Trades and industries

GB: BL(1.S.Bu.47/3)* OUL(IND IB. Burma Xa. 12)

BL-APAC(Tr 728* ; IOR/V/27/6/10/23)

SG: NUS(Microform TN476.11 Pk.H)

→Rules for the prevention of cattle disease under section 6 (1), of the Lower Burma village act 1889
**Bibliographical description**

**Hallett, Holt Samuel <1841-1911>**
GB:BL((08229 f 3(14))*

Address of Holt S. Hallett ... upon new markets and extension of railways in India and Burmah : delivered under the auspices of the Ipswich Chamber of Commerce, on the 25th January, 1887. – London : King, 1887. 16 p. 
Subject(s): Railways – India ; Railways - Burma 
GB:BL(8244 ee 29(6))*

Address of Mr. Holt S. Hallett upon Burmah : our gate to the markets of Western and Central China ; treating with the proposed connection of Burma with China by rail-way. Delivered before the Birmingham Chamber of Commerce on the 26 May, 1887. – London : King, 1887. 20 p. 
Subject(s): Burma : Economic conditions 
Railroads – Burma ; Railroads - India. 
GB:BL(8248 dd 5(8))*

Amongst the Shans 
→ *Colquhoun, Archibald Ross*
Development of our Eastern markets for British cotton manufactures / by Holt S. Hallett. Reprinted (by permission) from the Co-operative Wholesale Societies’ Annual, for 1890. – Manchester: Co-operative Printing Society, 1890. 64 p. 
GB:BL((08227 ee 23(5))*

Letter to the Marquis of Salisbury, May 31, 1892 in relation to the Burmah-Siam frontier. – London : Foreign Office, 1892. – Confidential 
MY: RUL

Our gate to the markets of Western and Central China ... 
→ *Colquhoun, Archibald Ross*
Report on the railway connexion of Burmah and China. – Blackburn: Times Office, 1892. → also *Colquhoun, Archibald Ross* 
MY: RUL

A thousand miles on an elephant in the Shan States / by Holt S. Hallett. – Edinburgh ; London : Blackwood, 1890. XXXVI, 484 p., [8] leaves of plates, illus., maps, index, app. – Herbert 48 
Subject(s): Burma : Description and travel. 

**Shan State** (Burma) – Description and travel

*Thailand, Northern* – Description and travel

*Shan* (Asian people) 
AU:NL(AY 915.91 H186)

*Halley, David* 
With Wingate in Burma : being the story of the adventures of Sergeant Tony Aubrey of the King’s (Liverpool) Regiment during the 1943 Wingate expedition into Burma / by David Halley. 1st publ. – Glasgow ; London [etc.]: Hodge, 1944. 189 p., map. -- Herbert 379 
Subject(s): Aubrey, Tony 
Great Britain. Army. King's (Liverpool) Regiment 
World War <1939-1945> – Personal narratives, English 
World War <1939-1945> – Campaigns – Burma 
AU:ANU(Hope Store D767.6.H34 1944) 

NL(A Y 4002) 
GB:OUL 
SG:ISEAS(D767.6 H17) NUS(D767.6 Hal) 
US:FTaSU 
Ref.: OCLC 11617666

ditto. 1st repr. — ibd., 1945. 189 p., maps. 
F: BNF(16° G.286) 
GB:BL(9059 de 18) 
BL-DSS(W14/8411) 
CUL(9538.d.312) 
OUL(BOD Camera UB 222833 e.43) 
SOAS(GB959.10452 /808382 ; E Coll 3 G /19)
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Siegfried M. Schwertner

US: CST HU(Widener Harv. Depos. HB 393.345.50) LC & MuN(TC Wilson Ames) & NNC(Butler) & UW(Memorial Lib.): D767.6 .H25 MiU MuN(TC Wilson 940.9328 Au17h) NcD UC(NRLF D767.6 .H25 1946 B 4 006 380; SRLF A 7093560) YU(SML D767.6 H35) Ref.: OCLC 12952895; 2116912*


Halliday, Robert <1864-1933>
The book of Exodus
→Bible, O.T.: Exodus < Mon >

The book of Genesis
→Bible, O.T.: Genesis < Mon >

→Gavampati

→Lik Smin Asah

→Mon hymnal


Originally publ. in Rangoon in 1917. – ISBN 974-8299-11-2

Ham, Peter van

The hidden world of the Naga : living traditions in Northeast India and Burma

Hamann, Walter


Hambrick, Sharon <b. 1961>


Abstract: Presents the life of the early nineteenth-century missionary who endured many hardships working and teaching in Burma and transl. the Bible into Burmes e

Subject(s): Judson, Adoniram <1788-1850> : Juvenile literature ; Judson, Adoniram <1788-1850> Missionaries − Burma − Biography − Juvenile literature. ; Missionaries. − United States − Biography − Juvenile literature. ; Missionaries. −

US: LC & NIU(SEA) : BV3271.J7 H36 2001 YU(Divinity) Ref.: OCLC 47081202

Hamburgisches Museum für Völkerkunde und Vorgeschichte < Hamburg >

Meisterwerke burmanischer Lackkunst

→Prunner, Gernot

Hament, Carrol


Hames, H. L.


Contents: U.S.F.S. mules - Mule training stateside - Opening China’s back door - California to Bombay - Bombay
Burma Bibliographical Project

Hames, Alexander <d.1732?>

→ The Burman empire and the kingdom of Assam : comp. from the works, etc., of Hamilton, Symes, etc.


Burma: p. 416-429

GB: BL(L.R.80 c 1)*

US: LC(G161.P65)   MdBP   MiU   OClWHi


1. – XXXVII, 259 p.
2. – 225 p., index.

Burma: p. 15-41

GB:BL(L.R.39 a 1)*


Subject(s): Hamilton, Alexander, d. 1732? – Journeys – Asia, Southeastern.

Asia, Southeastern : Description and travel – Early works to 1800.

Thailand : Description and travel – Early works to 1800.

AU:ANU(Menzies new book +2174267)

TH:CU(Alts at CL DS522.2 A375)

US: CU(Kroch DS411.H21 1997)   OAU

Hamilton, Francis <1762-1829>

Account of a map by a slave to the heir-apparent of Ava / by Francis Hamilton ; communicated by the author. – Edinburgh: Print. for A. Constable, 1823. p. 228-236, [1] l. of plates, map, incl. bibliogr. ref. – Repr. from: The Edinburgh philosophical journal ; 9.1823

Subject(s): Burma – Description and travel.

US: UCSF(Lib. Microfiche Set 16)

→From centrally planned to market economies

Siegfried M. Schwertner

ditto. Microform. – New York: Readex Microprint, 1979. 1 microopaque ; 23 x 15 cm. – (Landmarks II)

US: OAU(Alden Microforms Q111 .H35 DS527.5)

Account of a map constructed by a native of Taun, of the country south from Ava / by Francis Hamilton ; communicated by the author. – Edinburgh: Print. for A. Constable, 1821. p. 75-84, [1] l. of plates, map. – Repr. from: The Edinburgh philosophical journal ; 5.1821

Subject(s): Burma – Description and travel.

US: UCSF(Lib. Microfiche Set 16)

Ref.: OCLC 9858332)

ditto. Microform. – New York: Readex Microprint, 1979. 1 microopaque ; 23 x 15 cm. – (Landmarks II)

US: OAU(Alden Microforms Q111 .H35 DS527.5)

Account of a map drawn by a native of Dawæ or Tavay / by Francis Hamilton ; communicated by the author. – Edinburgh: Print. for A. Constable, 1824. p. 246-250, [1] l. of plates, map, incl. bibliogr. ref. – Repr. from: The Edinburgh philosophical journal ; 10.1824

Subject(s): Burma – Description and travel.

US: UCSF(Lib. Microfiche Set 16)

UCLA(MicroServ Microfiche Q2)

Ref.: OCLC 9963362)

ditto. Microform. – New York: Readex Microprint, 1979. 2 microopaques ; 23 x 15 cm. – (Landmarks II)

US: OAU(Alden Microforms Q111 .H35 DS527.5)


Subject(s): Burma – Description and travel.

US: UCSF(Lib. Microfiche Set 16)

UCLA(MicroServ Microfiche Q2)

Ref.: OCLC 9974492)

ditto. Microform. – New York: Readex Microprint, 1979. 1 microopaque ; 23 x 15 cm. – (Landmarks II)

US: OAU(Alden Microforms Q111 .H35 DS527.5)


Subject(s): Burma – Description and travel.

US: UCSF(Lib. Microfiche Set 16)

UCLA(MicroServ Microfiche Q2)

Ref.: OCLC 9974492)

ditto. Microform. – New York: Readex Microprint, 1979. 2 microopaques ; 23 x 15 cm. – (Landmarks II)

US: OAU(Alden Microforms Q111 .H35 DS527.5)


Subject(s): Burma – Description and travel.

US: UCSF(Lib. Microfiche Set 16)

UCLA(MicroServ Microfiche Q2)

Ref.: OCLC 9974492)

ditto. Microform. – New York: Readex Microprint, 1979. 1 microopaque ; 23 x 15 cm. – (Landmarks II)


Ref.: OCLC 9974492)
US: OAU(Alden Microforms Q111 .H35 DS709)
UCLA(MicroServ Microfiche Q2)
Ref.: OCLC 9694445

ditto. Microform. – New York : Readex Microprint, 1979. 1 microopaque ; 23 x 15 cm. – (Landmarks II)
US: OAU(Alden Microforms Q111 .H35 DS527.5)
Burma – Description and travel.
US: UCSF(Lib. Microfiche Set 16)
UCLA(MicroServ Microfiche Q2)
Ref.: OCLC 9716791

ditto. Microform. – New York : Readex Microprint, 1979. 1 microopaque ; 23 x 15 cm. – (Landmarks II)
US: OAU(Alden Microforms Q111 .H35 DS709)
Voyages and travels – India.
Voyages and travels - Burma
India : Description and travel.
US: UCSF(Lib. Microfiche Set 16)
UCLA(MicroServ Microfiche Q2)
Ref.: OCLC 9745681

ditto. Microform. – New York : Readex Microprint, 1979. 1 microopaque ; 23 x 15 cm. – (Landmarks II)
US: OAU(Alden Microforms Q111 .H35 DS527.5)
Bangladesh : Description and travel--Early works to 1800 Chittagong Hill Tracts
AU:NLA(YY 915.492 H217)
Bangladesh : Description and travel--Early works to 1800 Chittagong Hill Tracts
AU:NLA(YY 915.492 H217)
Hamilton. Ian Standish Monteith <1853-1947>
Listening for the drums / by General Sir Ian Hamilton. 1st publ. – London : Faber and Faber, [1944]. 280 p., front., illus., plates, ports., index.
D: B-SBB(392 203 Potsdamer Str.)
GB:BL(10858 f 244)
US: MB UC

Hamilton, James William
Pwo Karen : at the edge of mountain and plain / James W. Hamilton. – St. Paul, Minn. [etc.]: West Publ., 1976. XXIII, 354 p., illus., map, tab., graphs., app., index. bibliogr. p. 341-350. – (Monograph / American Ethnological Society ; 60)
ISBN 0-8299-0075-6

Hamilton, John Andrew Lawrence <b. 1920>

Hamilton, Walter
→ An account of the Burman Empire and the Kingdom of Assam

The East-India gazetteer : containing particular descriptions of the empires, kingdoms, principalities, provinces, cities, towns, districts, fortresses, harbours, rivers, lakes, etc. of Hindostan, and the adjacent countries, India beyond the Ganges, and the Eastern Archipelago, together with sketches ... / by Walter Hamilton. – London : Murray, 1815. XV, 862 p.
GB: BL(793 e 21)*
BL-DSS(1922/22006) LC(DS405.H3 1934)

Hamilton, William Wistar <1868-1960>
US: CU(Wason DS405 H22) LC(DS405.H3 1928)

Hammerton, John Alexander <1871-1949>
→ Tribes races and culture of India and neighbouring countries

Hammond, C. Victor <b. 1917>
ISBN 0953233006

Hammond, Egbert Laurie Lucas <Sir, 1873-1939>
Election cases : India & Burma, 1920-1935 / by Sir Laurie Hammond. – Calcutta [etc.]: Butterworth, [1936]. XII, 760 p., index. – Pref. 1936.
The Indian candidate and returning officer: a manual giving the law and procedure of elections in British India and Burma / by E. L. L. Hammond; with a foreword by E. S. Montagu. – London ; New York [etc.]: Humphrey Milford, [1923]. VIII, 357 p., index. – Authorities consulted and quoted p. [X]

Subject(s): Election law – India; Election law – Burma

Ref.: OCLC 3665048
US: CU(Annex KPN H22)
SG: ISEAS(JQ459 A4H22)
GB: BL(20030 k 14)* BL-APAC(V 758)
D: BIULO(GEN.III.17114)

Hammond, Laurie
→Hammond, Egbert Laurie Lucas

Hammond, Robert

Subject(s): Pagani, Roy Anthony Stephen <b. 1915>
Escapes – Burma; World War <1939-1945> – Underground movements – Burma.
World War <1939-1945> – Campaigns - Burma

Ref.: OCLC 4390607
US: HU(Law School: Harv.Depos. IN 964.5 HAM)
GB: BL(5318 ee 9)* BL-APAC(V 8199)
D: B-SBB(Up 296/196 NfLS)

Hammond, Walter John

Subject(s): Nationalism – Burma
Burma – History <1824-1948>.

Ref.: OCLC 3392868
US: NIU(SEA JQ453.H36 1936)
OAU(Alden SE Asia Reports, digests, etc - India ; Law reports, digests, etc - Burma

Hampe, Walter John

Subject(s): Nationalism – Burma
Burma – History <1824-1948>.

Ref.: OCLC 5385762

Hampton, Janie
→Internally displaced people: a global survey

Han, Khin Hla
→Khin Hla Han
Burma Bibliographical Project

Hán, Rafiuuddin Ahmed

→ Khan, Rafiuuddin Ahmed

Han Than Tun
Bang! Bang! SLORC. – [Mae Hong Son, Thailand: Green November 32, 1996]. 64 p., chiefly illus. – These cartoons are the creations of revolutionary cartoonists Han Than Tun a.k.a. Ch Ta Nyo and Saw Ngo
Subject(s): Human rights – Burma – Cartoons
Burma: Politics and government <1988> – Cartoons
US: CU(Kroch DS530.4 .H22 1996)

Han Tin
US: CU(Echols Film 11247)

Hanayama, Shinsho <b. 1898>
Subject(s): Buddhism - Bibliography
D: GO-SUB(KS Ch 591)*
GB: BL(AA.B b ; 15015 a 7)

Hancock, Royal Bird
Anglicized colloquial assistant based upon the principle of assigning a sign for a sound: a trustworthy key to the pronunciation of the Burman language / by R. B. Hancock. – Rangoon: American Baptist Mission Pr., [1883]. 128, 8 p.
GB: BL(760 dd 10 ; 14302 h 11*) BL-APAC(T 6854)*

Anglicized phonetic spelling-book
A sign for a sound

→ Burmese railway guide

English names with Burman signs and anglicized Burmese. No. 3. / by R. B. Hancock. – [Rangoon :] Mission Pr., 1881. 24 p. – Without title-page
GB: BL(14302 i 4(1))* BL-APAC(Bur D 1491/3) SOAS(Pam GPC 411/37.840)*

Phonetic anglicized: Burmese assistant based upon the principle of assigning a sign for a sound; or an exponent of the spoken language; to which is added an appendix of names of places in Burmah, anglicised on the phonetic principle. – Rangoon, 1876. Various pagings.
Subject(s): Burmese language.
US: RPB YU(SML Yale Class. Fxa2 H19)

GB: BL(12906 c 40(3))* BL-APAC(Bur D 1491/1)

GB: BL-APAC(Tr 771)*

Hand, Learned <1872-1961>
Subject: Law – United States.
HU(Law School Harvard Depository)

→ Handbook ...

→ Hand-book for/of an institution
→ under the institution

Handbook: India, Burma and Ceylon
→ A handbook for travellers in India, Burma and Ceylon

Handbook containing the rules, notifications, directions, and orders made under the Burma municipal act, (no. III of 1898) and the vaccination act, (XIII of 1880) ... Mandalay / Municipality

Hand-book for British Burma
→ Fryer, George Edward
A handbook for Burma
→ Law, Charles Woodin

GB: BL(14300 ff 9(3))*
GB: BL(IS.Bu.141/21)*

Handbook for India ...
→ A handbook for travellers in India, Burma and Ceylon

J: AJK
A handbook for travellers in India, Burma and Ceylon including the provinces of Bengal ... 2nd ed. [r rev. by George W. Forrest]. With 75 maps and plans. – London: Murray, 1894. LXIII, 484 p. indices.
p. 435-461: Burma
1st ed. under the title: A handbook for travellers in India and Ceylon, 1891.
Some editions have: Cover title, title on spine, or pre-title:
Bibliographical description

Handbook for India, Burma and Ceylon
Handbook for India, Pakistan, Burma and Ceylon
Handbook for India, Pakistan, Nepal, Bangladesh & Sri Lanka
A handbook for travellers in India, Pakistan, Burma and Ceylon
Handbook to India, Burma and Ceylon
A handbook to India, Ceylon and Cashmere
Handbook to India, Pakistan, Burma and Ceylon
Murray's handbook : India, Burma and Ceylon
Murray's hand-book India and Ceylon
Murray's handbook, India, Pakistan, Burma & Ceylon

Subject(s):
- India : Guidebooks.
- Burma : Guidebooks ; Description and travel – Guidebooks
- Sri Lanka : Guidebooks.

Ref.: BNF(8° imp.or.2623)*
GB: BL(10028 bb 23)* BL-APAC(T 44441)
US: HU(Widener: Harv.Depos. KD 46751)
LC(DS406.H36) NNC(Butler DS406 .M97 1894)
NYPL(Research KCV)
UCLA(YR DS405 .M96h 1894) WU(Memorial Lib. DS406 H3)

ditto. 2nd ed. / with index and directory rev. to 1896. – ibd., 1896. LXIII, 484 p., [34] l. of plates, illus., maps, plans (some col. and, or folded)
US: Northwestern Univ, IL
Ref.: OCLC 51245240

ditto. 3rd ed. / rev. by Norwood Young]. With 74 maps and plans. – ibd., 1898. LXXXIX, 484 p.
p. 413-439: Burma
F: BNF(Nt.2213.B)
GB: BL(10028 cc 20)*
IRL:TCD(OLS B-7-321)
US: LC(DS406 .H3 1898 Guides)
NYPL(Research KCV)
YU(MUDD Eef 898M)

p. 413-439: Burma
GB: BL(10028 cc 30)* BL-APAC(T 45398)
SOAS(S IV.1.98/43.204)
IRL:TCD(OLS B-7-329)
US: CU(Kroch DS406 .H23)

HU(Widener Ind 2016.14 ; Harv.Depos. KD 12452)
NYPL(Research KCV) UCLA(WU(Memorial Lib. DS406 H3) YU(MUDD Eef 901M)

GB: BL-APAC(T 29107)
US: NYPL(Research KCV)
NNC(Butler 954.2 M96)
OAU(Alden 5th Fl Archives T DS413 .M87 1903x)
WU(Memorial Lib. DS406 H3)

 ditto. 5th ed. / rev. by Herbert C. Fanshawe]. With 78 maps and plans. – ibd., 1905. CXV, 524 p., index.
p. 441-470: Burma
F: BNF(Nt.2213.D)
GB:BL(10028 ccc 31)* BL-APAC(T 36852)
NNUT(Burke Union Stacks MT15 M98)
NYPL(Research KCV)
WU(Memorial Lib. DS406 H3)

ditto. 6th ed. / rev. by Herbert C. Fanshawe]. With 81 maps and plans. – ibd., 1907. CXVI, 524 p., index.
p. 441-470: Burma
D: B-SBB(Uo 5070/10<6> NfLS)
F: BNF(Nt.2213.F)
GB: BL(10028 d 60)* BL-APAC(T 36853)
US: NNC(Offsite (Avery) AA945 In21)
NYPL(Research KCV) UCSD(SpecColl DS406 .H28 1907 Rare) YU(Mudd Eef 906)

ditto. 6th ed. – ibd., 1908. CXVI, 528 p., 18 maps, 32 plans, 6 pl. illus.
US: HU(Widener Harv.Depos. Ind 2016.14.5)
NYPL(Research KCV)

 ditto. 7th ed. / rev. by Herbert C. Fanshawe]. With 82 maps and plans. – ibd., 1909. CXVI, 528 p., index.
p. 441-470: Burma
D: B-SBB(50 MA 7676:KTA Haus 1 NfLS)
KI-ZBW(I 25,666)
GB: BL(010055 de 64)* BL-APAC(T 29149)
NNC(Butler 954.2 M961) UCSD(SpecColl DS406 .H28 1909 Rare) YU(MUDD Eef 909M)

 ditto. 8th ed. / rev. by Herbert C. Fanshawe]. With 80 maps and plans. – ibd., 1911. CXVI, 530 p.
p. 441-470: Burma
D: GO-SUB(8° Itin I, 88(8))
F: BAA(12 c 1303 (2))
GB: BL(10028 de 17)*
NL: KITLV(M 3b 285)
IU(Main Stacks 915.4 M96H1911)
NNUT(Burke MRL Day Rare La 1 M964)
NYPL(Research BGT)
UC(SRLF AA0005987060) UCI

p. 557-598: Burma / originally written by E. S. Symes
D: B-SBB(15050/10<9> NfLS)
F: BNF(16° O2 k.2122)
GB: BL(10028 d 61)* BL-APAC(T 13128)
IRL:TCD(OLS B-7-325)
US: MnU(TC Wilson Annas Bas. DS406 .H3)
NNC(Butler 954.2 M9611)
NYPL(Research KCV)

H 19

GB: BL(10028 de 19)* BL-DS5(W16/2865)
UCLA(YR DS406 .H19)
ditto.


GB: BL(10028 de 19)* BL-DS5(W16/2865)
UCLA(YR DS406 .H19)
ditto.


p. 604-649: Burma

D: B-SBB(Uo 5070/10<10> NfLS)
GB: BL(2364 b 24)* BL-APAC(T 13129)
SAS(Archive. A21 ; BLA 8)
SOAS(J915.404/338.917)
IRL:TCD(OLS B-7-328)
NL: KITLV(M rr 1165)
US: HU(Widener Harv.Depos. Geog 1807.25)
LC(DS406.H3)
NYPL(Research KCV)
WU(Memorial Lib. Microforms Media Ctr Micro Fiche 6356 no.233)
YU(MUDD Eef 924M)
Ref.: OCLC 02080295
ditto.


p. 608-653: Burma

D: B-SBB(Uo 5070/10<10> NfLS)
GB: BL(2364 b 24)* BL-APAC(T 13129)
SAS(Archive. A21 ; BLA 8)
SOAS(J915.404/338.917)
IRL:TCD(OLO B-7-328)
NL: KITLV(M rr 1165)
SG: RUBC(959.1 FOR)
US: UC(NC(Butler 954.2 M96112)
NYPL(Research KCV)
UCSC(PENANG DS406.H28 1929 Rare)
Ref.: OCLC 02710795
ditto.


D: B-SBB(Uo 5070/10<14> NfLS)
GB: BL(100055 a 67)* BL-APAC(T 26036)
NL: KITLV(M rr 1381)
US: UC(NC(Butler 954.2 M9612)
NYPL(Research KCV)
WU(Memorial Lib. Microforms Media Ctr Micro Fiche 6356 no.233)
YU(MUDD Eef 924M)
Ref.: OCLC 02710795
ditto.

14th ed. [rev. by Sir John G. Cumming]. With 85 maps and plans. – ibd., 1933. CXXVIII, 792 p., illus., maps (part fold.). plans (part fold.), directory, index. p. 671-719: Burma. – The portion of the handbook relating to Burma was originally written by the late Sir E. E. Hall, rev. for 14th ed. by D. G. E. Hall and for this ed. by the editor from information supplied.

AU:NLA(HSW 1672)
D: B-SBB(Uo 5070/10<14> NfLS)
GB: BL(100056 a 75)* BL-APAC(T 1189)
SAS(Warburg KGD 20.H15)
SG: RUBC(954 HAN)
US: UC(NC(Butler 954.2 M9612)
NYPL(Research KCV)
WU(Memorial Lib. Microforms Media Ctr Micro Fiche 6356 no.238)
YU(MUDD Eef 933M)
Ref.: OCLC 02710795
ditto.

15th ed. [rev. by Gordon Risley Hearn]. – ibd., 1938. CXXVIII, 792 p., illus., maps (part fold.), plans (part fold.), directory, index. p. 671-719: Burma. – The portion of the handbook relating to Burma was originally written by the late Sir E. E. Hall, rev. for 14th ed. by D. G. E. Hall and for this ed. by the editor from information supplied.

AU:NLA(HSW 1672)
D: B-SBB(Uo 5070/10<14> NfLS)
GB: BL(100056 a 75)* BL-APAC(T 1189)
SAS(Warburg KGD 20.H15)
SG: RUBC(954 HAN)
US: UC(NC(Butler 954.2 M9612)
NYPL(Research KCV)
WU(Memorial Lib. Microforms Media Ctr Micro Fiche 6356 no.238)
YU(MUDD Eef 933M)
Ref.: OCLC 02710795

Subject(s): India: Guides Pakistan: Guides Birmanie: Guides Sri Lanka: Guides

Ref.: OCLC 03443138

AU:ANU(Menzies DS406.H3 1962)
F: BMH(DS 406 H23 1962) MNHN
GB: BL(10164 g 35)* COL(DS 406)
BL-APAC(T 18903) SOAS(J915.404/159.842)
NL: KITLV(Mmr 523 N)
SG: RUBC(954 Han STK)

Ref.: OCLC 7969734

ditto. 20th ed. / ed. by L. F. Rushbrook Williams ... – ibd., 1965. CII, 630 p., maps, plans, illus., directory, index. p. 528-565: Burma
AU:ANU(Menzies DS406.H3 1965)
NLA(915.4 HAN 20)
D: HD-SAI(inf 3 I 53)*
GB: BL(X 808/1709)* FOL(KB 916/41.437)
BL-APAC(T 20996) SOAS(Ref.J915.404/212.067)
NL: KITLV(Mmr 523 N)
SG: RUBC(954 Han STK)
US: C Hu(Loeb Design: D 151 H 191 ; Widener: Harv.Depos. Geog 1807.29.2)

Ref.: OCLC 27033656

ditto. 21st ed. / ed. by L. F. Rushbrook Williams. – ibd., 1968. CII, 630 p., illus., maps, plans. – Later ed. without Burma

Ref.: OCLC 27033656
A handbook for travellers in India...

Handbook of an institution

A handbook of agriculture for Burma / publ. under the authority of the Educational Department ...

Handbook of financial and accounting procedure

Handbook of Chinese Buddhism

Handbook of classified words

Handbook of co-operation for Burma

Handbook of agriculture for Burma

Handbook for travellers in India, Burma and Ceylon

Handbook for travellers in India...

Handbook of an institution

Handbook of instructions for preparation of pension papers

Handbook of instructions for the guidance of superintendents of jails and district magistrates

Handbook of papers on veterinary subjects

Handbook of public companies operating in Burma

Handbook of rural self-government

Handbook of radio stations in Burma and other useful data

Handbook of HD-Sailings and general information

Handbook of HD-Sailings and general information for the guidance of superintendents of jails and district magistrates

Handbook of instructions for the guidance of superintendents of jails and district magistrates

Handbook of rural self-government

Handbook of radio stations in Burma and other useful data

Handbook of HD-Sailings and general information

Handbook of instructions for preparation of pension papers

Handbook of instructions for the guidance of superintendents of jails and district magistrates

Handbook of papers on veterinary subjects

Handbook of public companies operating in Burma

Handbook of rural self-government

Handbook of radio stations in Burma and other useful data

Handbook of HD-Sailings and general information
US: LC(H6691.A2)

Handbook of suggestions for teachers / adapted and transl. for the Board of Education. Tha Hla. – Rangoon : British Burma Pr., 1936. 255 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB: SOAS(GPC 373/422.278)*

A practical handbook of the Chine language (Siyin dialect) – Nayelor, Leonard Brown

A hand-book of the doctrines and polity of the Methodist Episcopal Church. – Rangoon : Publ. by the Burma Mission, 1906. 145 p. – Translated by, or under the supervision of Rev. G. J. Shilling. – Added title and text in Burmese ; table of contents also in English
Subject(s): Methodist Episcopal Church : Discipline ; Government ; Doctrines ; Missions – Burma.
US: NjMD(BY2030 A2B 1906)
Ref.: OCLC 32279263

Subject(s): Revenue – Law and legislation – Burma.
Land tenure – Law and legislation – Burma.
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.158/2)*  BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/111/51)
ditto. – ibd., 1917. 83 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
US: NIU(SEA KK1254 .B866 1917)
Ref.: OCLC 24435354

Subject(s): Burma : Handbooks, manuals, etc.

A handbook to India, ... – A handbook for travellers in India, Burma and Ceylon

Handbook of the Lisu (Yawyin) language – Fraser, James Outram

A practical handbook of the Chin language (Siyin dialect) – Nayelor, Leonard Brown

A hand-book of the doctrines and polity of the Methodist Episcopal Church. – Rangoon : Publ. by the Burma Mission, 1906. 145 p. – Translated by, or under the supervision of Rev. G. J. Shilling. – Added title and text in Burmese ; table of contents also in English
Subject(s): Methodist Episcopal Church : Discipline ; Government ; Doctrines ; Missions – Burma.
US: NjMD(BY2030 A2B 1906)
Ref.: OCLC 32279263

A handbook on the cottage industries in Burma ... /[transl. into Burmese by Maung Hba Pe]. – Rangoon, The Sun Pr. – Added title and text in Burmese
1. – 1912. 27 p.
GB: BL(14300 h 18)*

Subject(s): Revenue – Law and legislation – Burma.
Land tenure – Law and legislation – Burma.
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.158/2)*  BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/111/51)
ditto. – ibd., 1917. 83 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
US: NIU(SEA KK1254 .B866 1917)
Ref.: OCLC 24435354

A handbook to India, ... – A handbook for travellers in India, Burma and Ceylon

Handbook of the Lisu (Yawyin) language – Fraser, James Outram

A practical handbook of the Chin language (Siyin dialect) – Nayelor, Leonard Brown

A hand-book of the doctrines and polity of the Methodist Episcopal Church. – Rangoon : Publ. by the Burma Mission, 1906. 145 p. – Translated by, or under the supervision of Rev. G. J. Shilling. – Added title and text in Burmese ; table of contents also in English
Subject(s): Methodist Episcopal Church : Discipline ; Government ; Doctrines ; Missions – Burma.
US: NjMD(BY2030 A2B 1906)
Ref.: OCLC 32279263

A handbook to India, ... – A handbook for travellers in India, Burma and Ceylon

Subject(s): Revenue – Law and legislation – Burma.
Land tenure – Law and legislation – Burma.
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.158/2)*  BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/111/51)
ditto. – ibd., 1917. 83 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
US: NIU(SEA KK1254 .B866 1917)
Ref.: OCLC 24435354

A handbook to India, ... – A handbook for travellers in India, Burma and Ceylon
Hand-books of commercial products: Indian section [including Burma / comp. by Edgar Thurston], Publ. under the authority of the Government of India. – Calcutta : Govt. Print., India (for R. and A.) – (Imperial Institute series)

2. Ipecacuanha. – 1892. 6 p.
10. Adhatoda vasica. – 1892. 7 p.
15. Turpeth or Indian jalap. – 1893. 5 p.
17. Garjan or Kanyaia oil and Inoreng oil. – 1893. 16 p.
19. Mica.
20. Castor oil.
23. Silk.
27. Steatite (Soapstone). – 1893. 5 p.
28. Salep.
29. Chaulmugra oil.
30. Indian coal.


D: HD-UB KABL SPPLB

< Handbuch für den Golf von Bengalen D: B-SBB(Hz 43104(3))
Hanisch, Rolf
→ Südstasien : Tradition und Gegenwart

Hankin, Thomas F.
Subject(s): Hankin, Thomas F. World War <1939-1945> – Personal narratives, English. World War <1939-1945> – Campaigns - Burma

Hanks, Jane Richardson <b. 1908>
Ethnic notes on Northern Thailand
A report on tribal peoples in Chiangrai Province
→ Hanks, Lucien Mason

Hanks, Lucien Mason <b. 1910>
The Burma-Thailand frontier over sixteen decades
→ Wilson, Constance M.

→ Ethnic notes on Northern Thailand
The quest for individual autonomy in Burmese personality with particular reference to the Arakan / by L.M. Hanks, Jr. – [S.l. : s.n., 1950.] 22 p., bibliogr. p. 21-22. – This article was first printed in Psychiatry, v. 12, no. 3, August 1949
Subject(s): National characteristics, Burmese Arakanese Psychology.
Ref. OCLC 19734857
US: CU

ditto. – Bangkok: Siam Society, 2507 [1964]. 79, 19, 9, 3 p., map. – (Data paper / Siam Society ; 1) – At head of title: Bennington-Cornell Anthropological Survey of Hill Tribes in Thailand
US: CU YU (DS561 +B45)

Hanley, Gerald <b. 1916>
Subject(s): Hanley, Gerald - Biography

World War <1939-1945> – Regimental histories – Great Britain ; World War <1939-1945> – Campaigns – Burma
AU: NLA (HSW 445 940.542 HAN)
D: B-SBB (368 557 H.2) HD-SAI (reg 60 D 738)*
GB: BL (09057 b 53) BL-APAC (T 2841)
OUL (BOD Camera UB 222833 e.60 503083270) SOAS (GB959.10452 (808506 ; E Coll 3 K/39)
IRL: TCD (Mayflower 114733)
MY: RUL
US: CU (Kroch D767.6 H24)

Hanna, A. C.
Lawn of Karma / by A. C. Hanna. – Rangoon : American Baptist Mission Pr., 1924. 8 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB: BL-APAC (Bur B 367)
**Burma Bibliographical Project**

**Hanna, Willard Anderson <b. 1911>**
Progressive, productive, patriotic Burma : the Burmese view of the Ne Win regime / by Willard A. Hanna. – New York : American Universities Field Staff, 1968. 18 p., incl. bibliogr. ref. – (AUFs reports : Southeast Asia series ; 16.1 ; Burma)
Subject(s): Burma ; Politics and government (1948- ; Economic conditions
Socialism Burma.
D: HD-SAI(60 D 539 Kp)*
TH: CU(Asia 959.1 H243P)
US: LC(DS501.A573)
Ref.: OCLC04477636

**Hannay, Simon Fraser**
→Hannay, Simon Fraser

**Hannay, Simon Fraser**
Continuation of notes on the Shans, or Tai nation / by S. F. Hannay. – Calcutta : Military Orphan Pr., 1848. 17 p. – Continuation of: The Shan or Tai nation, and succeeding chapters, published in Hannay's Sketch of the Singphos, or the Kakhyens of Burma
Subject(s): Shan (Asian peoples)
GB: BL-APAC: 2 (RP 61 ; T 39936)

Notes on the productive capacities of the Shan countries, North and East of Ava
→Falconer, H.

Report on the teak plantations of Bengal
Sketch of the Singphoe, or the Kakhyens of Burmah, the position of this tribe as regards Baumo and the inland trade of the valley of the Irrawaddy with Yuman [sic. i.e. Yunnan] and their connection with the North-Eastern frontier of Assam / by S. F. Hannay. Followed by an account of the Shans. – Calcutta : Military Orphan Pr., 1847. 77 p. – Signed: S. F. Hannay, at end of the section on Singphos – p.49
p. [51]-77 form a distinct section, mostly discussing the Shans
Subject(s): Kachin tribes
Shan (Asian people)
Tai (Southeast Asian people)
GB: BL-APAC: RP 64 ; T 39939 ; IOR/V/27/910/38

**Hansard Society < London >**
Parliamentary government in Southern Asia
→Bailey, Sydney Dawson

**Hansen, C. Rise**
→Sources of the history of North Africa, Asia, and Oceania in Scandinavia

**Hansen, Henry Harald**
Some costumes of highland Burma at the Ethnographical Museum of Gothenburg / by Henry Harald Hansen. – Göteborg: Etnografiska Museet, 1960. 81 p., 1 l. of plates, illus., tables, bibliogr. p. 79-81. – (Etnologiska studier, ISSN 0374-7530 ; 24) – Herbert 759
Subject(s): Costume – Burma
D: B-SBB(9 Per 1368-24 Haus 1) HB-SUB(a etn 880/376)
GÖ-SUB(8° Z.Nat.162:24)
F: BNF(8° G.18418(24))
Ref.: OCLC 3244275

**Hannah, Simon Fraser**
→Hannay, Simon Fraser

**Hannay’s Sketch of the Singphos, or the Kakhyens of Shan or Tai nation, and succeeding chapters, published in**
Hannay’s Sketch of the Singphos, or the Kakhyens of Shan or Tai nation, and succeeding chapters, published in

**Hanson, Albert Henry <b. 1913>**
→Public enterprise : a study of its organisation and management in various countries

**Hanson, Alice Cable**
Note: Based on documents prepared for a United Nations Seminar held in Rangoon, March 1954, under the auspices of the Economic Commission for Asia and the Far East, the United Nations Technical Assistance Administration and the International Institute of Administrative Sciences
Ref.: OCLC 39636860

**Hanson, Herbert Christian <b. 1891>**

**Hansen, C. Rise**
→Sources of the history of North Africa, Asia, and Oceania in Scandinavia

**Hansen, Henry Harald**
Some costumes of highland Burma at the Ethnographical Museum of Gothenburg / by Henry Harald Hansen. – Göteborg: Etnografiska Museet, 1960. 81 p., 1 l. of plates, illus., tables, bibliogr. p. 79-81. – (Etnologiska studier, ISSN 0374-7530 ; 24) – Herbert 759
Subject(s): Costume – Burma
D: B-SBB(9 Per 1368-24 Haus 1) HB-SUB(a etn 880/376)
GÖ-SUB(8° Z.Nat.162:24)
F: BNF(8° G.18418(24))
Ref.: OCLC 3244275

**Hannah, Simon Fraser**
→Hannay, Simon Fraser

**Hannay, Simon Fraser**
Continuation of notes on the Shans, or Tai nation / by S. F. Hannay. – Calcutta : Military Orphan Pr., 1848. 17 p. – Continuation of: The Shan or Tai nation, and succeeding chapters, published in Hannay’s Sketch of the Singphos, or the Kakhyens of Burma
Subject(s): Shan (Asian peoples)
GB: BL-APAC: 2 (RP 61 ; T 39936)

Notes on the productive capacities of the Shan countries, North and East of Ava
→Falconer, H.

Report on the teak plantations of Bengal
Sketch of the Singphoe, or the Kakhyens of Burmah, the position of this tribe as regards Baumo and the inland trade of the valley of the Irrawaddy with Yuman [sic. i.e. Yunnan] and their connection with the North-Eastern frontier of Assam / by S. F. Hannay. Followed by an account of the Shans. – Calcutta : Military Orphan Pr., 1847. 77 p. – Signed: S. F. Hannay, at end of the section on Singphos – p.49
p. [51]-77 form a distinct section, mostly discussing the Shans
Subject(s): Kachin tribes
Shan (Asian people)
Tai (Southeast Asian people)
GB: BL-APAC: RP 64 ; T 39939 ; IOR/V/27/910/38

**Hansard Society < London >**
Parliamentary government in Southern Asia
→Bailey, Sydney Dawson

**Hansard Society < London >**
Parliamentary government in Southern Asia
→Bailey, Sydney Dawson

**Hannay’s Sketch of the Singphos, or the Kakhyens of Shan or Tai nation, and succeeding chapters, published in**
Hannay’s Sketch of the Singphos, or the Kakhyens of Shan or Tai nation, and succeeding chapters, published in

**Hanson, Albert Henry <b. 1913>**
→Public enterprise : a study of its organisation and management in various countries

**Hanson, Alice Cable**
Note: Based on documents prepared for a United Nations Seminar held in Rangoon, March 1954, under the auspices of the Economic Commission for Asia and the Far East, the United Nations Technical Assistance Administration and the International Institute of Administrative Sciences
Ref.: OCLC 39636860

**Hanson, Herbert Christian <b. 1891>**
Bibliographical description

63.68. – (Studies of the American Institute of Crop Ecology : 28A)
Subject(s): Agricultural pests - Burma ; Insect pests - Burma ; Plant diseases - Burma ; Insects, Injurious and beneficial - Burma

US: CU(Mann SB613.B96 A51) FTaSU GU IU
NIU(SEA SB605.B8 A4) PPT(SB605.B8H36x)
UCB(BioSci SB605.B8 M6) UCI(Sci ib SB605.B9
H36 Bar) UCR(Science SB605.B97 A65 1963)
WU(Geography Library Serials Coll, Room 250M MC
AM3 IN73 no.28A-B)
YU(Mudd Uzc14 I36 +963H)
Ref.: OCLC03067636
Ref.:

Hansen, Mette Halskov

Hanson, Ola <1864-1929>
The Acts of the apostles
=G> Bible, N.T. : Acts < K a c h i n >
Books of Obadiah and Jonah
=G> Bible, O.T. : Obadiah < K a c h i n >
Catechism for the little ones / transl. from the Burmese with some additions by O. Hanson, Bhamo. – Rangoon : American Baptist Mission Pr., 1895. 53 p. – Added title and text in Kachin
GB:BL(11103 a 32)*
The Catholic Epistles ...
=G> Bible, N.T. : Catholic Epistles < K a c h i n >
Deuteronomy in Kachin
=G> Bible, O.T. : Deuteronomy < K a c h i n >
Subject(s): Kachin language – Dictionaries – English
AU: NLA(Luce 401)
GB:BL(12910 s 7)* BL-APAC(V 13123)
SOAS(GPE Kach 413/204.378)*
J: KYJ
SG: ISEAS(Ref PL4001 K324H2 ; Microfiche 94/63466)
US: CU(Kroch PL4001.K3 H25 1954 and Ref. ; Fiche 887 94 63466 ; Film 11052 Reel 1186 no.1)
LC & NIU(SEA & Main Stacks-FML) & NNC(Offsite) : PL4001.K3 H2 1954
LC(Microfiche 94/ 63466 (P)) NYPL
YU(SML Yale Class. Fxd K115 H19)
Ref.: OCLC 299478 ; 30354489 ; 31591666

H 27

=also: Manam Hpang, Sara: A Kachin pocket dictionary
Herbert 460
AU:ANU(Hope Store Bliss WOG1.H251)
NLA(495 HAN)
D: HD-SAI(inf 4 K 5)
F: BNF(Mss.or.: 8° Impr.or.6226)
GB: CUL(839:33.c.95.1) BL-APAC(V 13123)
SOAS(GPE Kach 413/204.378)*
J: KYJ
SG: ISEAS(Ref PL4001 K324H2 ; Microfiche 94/63466)
US: CU(Kroch PL4001.K3 H25 1954 and Ref. ; Fiche 887 94 63466 ; Film 11052 Reel 1186 no.1)
LC & NIU(SEA & Main Stacks-FML) & NNC(Offsite) : PL4001.K3 H2 1954
LC(Microfiche 94/ 63466 (P)) NYPL
YU(SML Yale Class. Fxd K115 H19)
Ref.: OCLC 299478 ; 30354489 ; 31591666

Exodus
=G> Bible, O.T. : Exodus < K a c h i n >
Genesis
=G> Bible, O.T. : Genesis < K a c h i n >
The Gospel according to John : transl. into Kachin
=G> Bible, N.T. : John < K a c h i n >
The Gospel according to Luke
=G> Bible, N.T. : Luke < K a c h i n >

Herbert 460
Subject(s): Kachin language – Grammar
AU: NLA(Luce 408)
GB:BL(12910 s 7)* BL-APAC(T 7030)
SOAS(GPE Kach 415/38.770)*
US: YU(SML Yale Class. Fxd K115 H19)
Ref.: OCLC 20650112 ; 27308868 ; 41592448

GB:BL(GPE Kach 415/65.113)*
OUL(BOD Nuneham Indo-Chin. e.22)
J: TYB(XII-25-G-6) TO][
US:CU( Kroch PL4001.K324H2 ; Microfiche 94/63466)
LC(PL4001.K3H3) MiU OCI
YU(SML Yale Class. Fxd K113 H19)
Ref.: OCLC 5022333

Subject(s): Kachin language – Dictionaries – English
Kachin language – Grammar
AU: NLA(Luce 401)
Hebrews in Kachin
→Bible, N.T.: Epistles of Paul: Hebrews <Kachin>

The Holy Bible
→Bible <Kachin>

→Kachin reader

⇒ ditto. 2nd ed. – ibd., 1898. 24 p.
⇒ Subject(s): Kachin (Asian people) 

⇒ Hanson-Lowe, J.
The Irrawaddy river
⇒ Stamp, Laurence Dudley

⇒ Hanthawaddy, – Rangoon. – Daily. Text in Burmese
⇒ Subject(s): Missions - Burma

⇒ Hantschel, Anton
⇒ Subject(s): Burma: World War <1939-1945> 

⇒ The New Testament in Kachin
⇒ Bible, N.T. <Kachin>

⇒ Philémon in Kachin
⇒ Bible, N.T.: Epistles of Paul : Philémon <Kachin>

⇒ The Psalms
⇒ Bible, O.T.: Psalms <Kachin>

⇒ Sacred hymns in Kachin
Tankar och bilder från missions-fältet / af O. Hanson. – Chicago: Oak Print., 1899. 132 p., illus., port.
⇒ Subject(s): Missions - Burma

⇒ Hanson-Lowe, J.
The Irrawaddy river
⇒ Stamp, Laurence Dudley

⇒ Hanthawaddy, – Rangoon. – Daily. Text in Burmese
⇒ Subject(s): Missions - Burma

⇒ Hantschel, Anton
⇒ Subject(s): Burma: World War <1939-1945> 

⇒ Great Britain : Colonies - Burma
⇒ A: ÖNB(737.735-B)

⇒ The Psalms
⇒ Bible, O.T.: Psalms <Kachin>

⇒ Sacred hymns in Kachin
Tankar och bilder från missions-fältet / af O. Hanson. – Chicago: Oak Print., 1899. 132 p., illus., port.
⇒ Subject(s): Missions - Burma

⇒ Hanson-Lowe, J.
The Irrawaddy river
⇒ Stamp, Laurence Dudley

⇒ Hanthawaddy, – Rangoon. – Daily. Text in Burmese
⇒ Subject(s): Missions - Burma

⇒ Hantschel, Anton
⇒ Subject(s): Burma: World War <1939-1945> 

⇒ Great Britain : Colonies - Burma
⇒ A: ÖNB(737.735-B)

⇒ The Psalms
⇒ Bible, O.T.: Psalms <Kachin>

⇒ Sacred hymns in Kachin
Tankar och bilder från missions-fältet / af O. Hanson. – Chicago: Oak Print., 1899. 132 p., illus., port.
⇒ Subject(s): Missions - Burma

⇒ Hanson-Lowe, J.
The Irrawaddy river
⇒ Stamp, Laurence Dudley

⇒ Hanthawaddy, – Rangoon. – Daily. Text in Burmese
⇒ Subject(s): Missions - Burma

⇒ Hantschel, Anton
⇒ Subject(s): Burma: World War <1939-1945> 

⇒ Great Britain : Colonies - Burma
⇒ A: ÖNB(737.735-B)

⇒ The Psalms
⇒ Bible, O.T.: Psalms <Kachin>

⇒ Sacred hymns in Kachin
Tankar och bilder från missions-fältet / af O. Hanson. – Chicago: Oak Print., 1899. 132 p., illus., port.
⇒ Subject(s): Missions - Burma

⇒ Hanson-Lowe, J.
The Irrawaddy river
⇒ Stamp, Laurence Dudley

⇒ Hanthawaddy, – Rangoon. – Daily. Text in Burmese
⇒ Subject(s): Missions - Burma

⇒ Hantschel, Anton
⇒ Subject(s): Burma: World War <1939-1945> 

⇒ Great Britain : Colonies - Burma
⇒ A: ÖNB(737.735-B)
Haokip, P. S.
Subject(s): Kuki Chin (South Asian people) : Burma – Chin State.
Ref.: OCLC 50164600

Haokip, Seilen
GB: BL-DSS(DXN046677)

Happiness and peace for the peoples : N. S. Khrushchov’s visit to India, Burma, Indonesia and Afghanistan, February 11-March 5, 1960. – Moscow: [Foreign Languages Publ. House], 1960. 340 p., illus., ports.
Subject(s): Khrushchev, Nikita Sergeevich, <1894-1971>
Heads of state – Soviet Union – Biography
Soviet Union: Politics and government <1953-1985> ; Foreign relations – Asia
Visits of state – Asia
US: CU(Olin DK275.K45 H2)   DS
HU(Widener Slav 1715.453.62)   UoC
LC & NIU(SEA) & OAU(Alden SE Asia) & UCSD(SSH) & DK275.K5 H3
Ref.: OCLC 13459711 ; 3975097

Ref.: OCLC 32689341

A happy family. – New Delhi : Director of Public Relations, 1945? 48 p., illus., maps.
Subject(s): World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns
Burma : World War <1939-1945>
GB: SOAS(E Coll 3 K /4)

Haque, Mahfuzul
A tale of refugees : Rohingyas in Bangladesh
→ Razzazq, Abdur

Harcourt Butler Institute of Public Health <Rangoon>
> Report on the working of ...
Subject(s): Public Health
Rangoon
GB: BL: 2,1927-5.1930 (I.S.Bu145/8)*
BL-APAC: 1,1926-5.1930 (IOR/V/24/786)
OUL: 1935-1940 (IND IB. Burma Y.5)
Well: 1,1926-6.1931 (WA28.JM9 H25)

MY: DMRL: 1.1926-6.1931
Ref.: OCLC 50655788

< Annual report of ...
GB: BL: 1935-1940 1948 (I.S.Bu145/8)*
BL-APAC: 1935-1940 (IOR/V/24/786)
OUL: 1947-1948 (IND IB. Burma Y.5)
MY: DMRL: 1935-1937 1940 1947
DNLM LC(RA421.H33)

Harcourt Butler Institute of Public Health <Rangoon> / Bacteriological Section
→ Report on the rat flea survey of Rangoon port area

Harcourt Butler Institute of Public Health < Rangoon > / Malaria Bureau
→ Report on the Malaria Survey of ...

Harders-Steinhäuser, M.
Untersuchung des Papiers acht verschiedener alter Na-Khi Handschriften auf Rohstoff und Herstellungsweise
→ Rock, Joseph Francis Charles
The life and culture of the Na-Khi tribe

Hardie, Robert Stevenson <1904-1973>
ISBN 0-00-217302-6

A happy family. – New Delhi : Director of Public Relations, 1945? 48 p., illus., maps.
Subject(s): World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns
Burma : World War <1939-1945>
GB: SOAS(E Coll 3 K /4)

Ref.: OCLC 32689341
ISBN 0-94689402-7
F: BIULO(GEN.II.8753)
GB: CUL(Ub.7.3161)
OUL(BOD St Cross d.162 503081711)
UC(SRLF AA0008384133)
UCSD(Central D811.H37 1984)
Ref.: OCLC 15278310 ; OCLC 11558656

ISBN 0-901627-26-7
D: KA-BLB(85 B 829) HH-SUB(B 1986/1014)
F: BDIC(Q 18529)
NL: KITLV(M 3n 1067 N+)
Ref.: OCLC 56004513

Hardiman, John Thomas Percy
Compilation on tenancy matters / by J. P. Hardiman. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for R. Secy.), 1913. VI, 139, II p., index.
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.38/3)*
Ref.: OCLC 55108931

Gazetteer of Upper Burma and the Shan States
→Scott, James George
GB: CUL(Scott.UL.1.10)
Ref.: OCLC 56004513

Lower Chindwin District
→Burma gazetteer
Report on the regular settlement of the Lower Chindwin District, April 1906 – June 1909
→Settlement < Lower Chindwin > 1906-1909
Silk in Burma / by J. P. Hardiman. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for B. S.), 1901. 57 p., illus., col. plates.
Subject(s): Silk industry – Burma
Silk manufacture and trade – Burma
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.120/7,* Reserve (B) MP 00)
BL-APAC(V 2508 ; IOR/V/27/632/18)
OUL(BOD G Floor 1784.d.33)
LC(TS1655.I4H2) NYPL(SIBL *ZV-56)
UC(NRLF TS1655.B8 H3 SB 104 546)
YU(MUDD Usr19 I36 901h)
**Bibliographical description**

**Hardy, G. S.**
→ *Report on the maritime trade and customs administration of Burma* for the year 1921-22

**Hare, Eric B. <1894-1982>**
Clever queen: a tale of the jungle and of devil worshipers / by Eric B. Hare. – Mountain View, Calif. ; Omaha, Neb. [etc.]: Pacific Pr. Publ. Association, c1936. 96 p., illus. Abstract: A missionary in Burma tells of the birth of a girl among the devil worshippers, of her gradual acquaintance with the Christian mission and school, and of her eventual readiness for baptism.

**Subject(s):** Missions – Juvenile literature ; Missions – Burma

**US:** LC(DS485.B84H2 1967)  
**UC(NRLF ; SRLF)**  
**Ref.:** OCLC 6368079

**ditto.** Illus. by John Steel. – ibd., 1967. 100 p., illus. – (Panda book ; P-107)

**US:** LC(DS485.B84H27 1967)  
**LC(DS485.B84H2 1967)**  
**Ref.:** OCLC 2120793


**SG:** RUBC(REAS 248.246 Har)  
**US:** LC(BV3270.H22 1985)  
**Ref.:** OCLC 10998737

Dr. Rabbit / by Eric B. Hare ; illus. by Siegfried Bohlmann. – Washington, Review and Herald Publ. Association, [c1970]. 127 p., illus. – (Penguin services) Note: A medical missionary tells about his life and experiences ministering to the sick in Burma.

**Subject(s):** *Hare,* Eric B. – Juvenile literature.  
**Missionaries, Medical – Juvenile literature.**  
**Missionaries.**  
**US:** LC(R722.H29)

**ditto.** – Brushton, N.Y.: TEACH Services, c2004. 127 p., illus. – ISBN 1572582782  
**US:** LC(R722. H29 2004)

Erlebnisse in den Dschungeln Indiens. – Brookfiled: Pacific Pr. Publ. Association, [19- ] 94 p., illus. – Translation of Jungle heroes. – Relates events in the day-to-day lives of the Burmese people observed by the author during his years as a Seventh-day Adventist missionary in that country.  

**Subject(s):** Missions – Burma – Juvenile literature.  
**Seventh-Day Adventists** – Missions – Burma – Juvenile literature.  
**Missionaries.**  
**Burma : Description and travel – Juvenile literature.**  
**US:** La Sierra Univ


**Hardy, Chandra**
→ The economy of the Union of Burma

**Hardless, Charles R.**
Forgery in India : a practical treatise on the detection of forgery dealing with the languages of India : with illustrations of genuine and forged signatures in English, the Indian vernaculars and Burmese / by Hardless & Hardless, handwriting experts … – Chunar, India: [Hardless & Hardless], 1920. [VIII], 85, XV p., illus., facsimis.

**Subject(s):** Languages – Writing  
**Writing – Identification ; Forgery – India**  
**GB:BL-APAC(V 7814)**  
**HU(Law School Harv.Depos. IN 986.4 HAR)**

**Hardless and Hardless < Chunar, India >**
Forgery in India : a practical treatise on the detection of forgery dealing with the languages of India

→ **Hardless, Charles R.**

**Hardy, Irene <b. 1917>**

**US:** LC(DS485.B84H2 1967)  
**UC(NRLF ; SRLF)**  
**Ref.:** OCLC 13183544


**D: HD-SAI(216 nat 98/673)***  
**Ref.:** OCLC 5254959

**ditto.** Illus. by John Steel. – ibd., 1967. 100 p., illus. – (Panda book ; P-107)

**US:** LC(DS485.B84H27 1967)  
**LC(DS485.B84H2 1967)**  
**Ref.:** OCLC 2120793


**SG:** RUBC(REAS 248.246 Har)  
**US:** LC(BV3270.H22 1985)  
**Ref.:** OCLC 10998737

Dr. Rabbit / by Eric B. Hare ; illus. by Siegfried Bohlmann. – Washington, Review and Herald Publ. Association, [c1970]. 127 p., illus. – (Penguin services) Note: A medical missionary tells about his life and experiences ministering to the sick in Burma.

**Subject(s):** *Hare,* Eric B. – Juvenile literature.  
**Missionaries, Medical – Juvenile literature.**  
**Missionaries.**  
**US:** LC(R722.H29)

**ditto.** – Brushton, N.Y.: TEACH Services, c2004. 127 p., illus. – ISBN 1572582782  
**US:** LC(R722. H29 2004)

Erlebnisse in den Dschungeln Indiens. – Brookfiled: Pacific Pr. Publ. Association, [19- ] 94 p., illus. – Translation of Jungle heroes. – Relates events in the day-to-day lives of the Burmese people observed by the author during his years as a Seventh-day Adventist missionary in that country.  

**Subject(s):** Missions – Burma – Juvenile literature.  
**Seventh-Day Adventists** – Missions – Burma – Juvenile literature.  
**Missionaries.**  
**Burma : Description and travel – Juvenile literature.**  
**US:** La Sierra Univ

Harkin, Austin
Tojo’s tourists : recollection of humorous incidents by a POW of Japan in Indonesia, on the Burma Railway and in Thailand, 1942-1945 / Austin Harkin. – [Leopold, Vic.:] A. Harkin, 1995. 97 p., illus., port., index. – Added titles: P.O.W. remembers ; Prisoner of war remembers
ISBN 0646252372
Subject(s): Harkin, Austin.
World War <1939-1945> – Prisoners and prisons, Japanese.
World War <1939-1945> Personal narratives, Australian.
Prisoners of war – Australia – Biography.
Prisoners of war – Thailand – Biography.
Prisoners of war – Japan – Biography.
Prisoners of war – Burma – Biography.
Prisoners of war – Indonesia – Biography.
AU:ANU(Chifley pamphlet D811.H3A3 1995)

Harlow, Jay c.1953
Cuisines of Southeast Asia : Thai, Vietnamese, Indonesian, Burmese & more / Jay Harlow, writer ; Sandra Gary, ed. – Santa Rosa, CA: Cole Group, c1994. 127 p., col. illus., col. maps, index. – (California Culinary Academy series) – Originally publ. with title: Southeast Asian cooking
ISBN 1564260429
Subject(s): Cookery, Southeast Asian.

Harman, Neal
GB:BL(010821 ee 14)*
US:CU(Wason CT788 H28A3 1937)

Harmand, J.
→Birmanie : résumé ethnographique et linguistique

Harmer, Ernest George
The story of Burma / by Ernest George Harmer. – London : Marshall, [1901]. 211 p., index, 2 maps. – (Story of the empire series)
Subject(s): History – Burma

Harmon, R.
Shan reader for first standard / Dr. and Mrs R. Harper. – Rangoon, 1921.
GB:BL-APAC(Shan B.9)

Harper, Timothy Norman <b. 1965>
Forgotten armies
→Bayly, Christopher Alan <b. 1945>
**Burma Bibliographical Project**

GB:SAS(Scott, C. Box 1 (Archive papers - Room 17))
US: CU(Kroch PR6037.N71 O6)
LC-P4(4P2.278) MIU
NNC(Offsite PR6015.A632 O6)

**Harpur, James <b. 1956>**
ISBN: 0805027750
Contains: Pagan / Mayanmar (Burma)
Subject(s): Sacred space − Guidebooks.
Historic sites ; Historic buildings
US: NSyU(Bird-2nd Floor BL580 .H37 1994)
Ref.: OCLC 29909775
Ref.: OCLC 49762772
D: TU-UB(36 B 1177)
GB: CUL(9000.b.7800OUL
IRL:TCD(Ref. 291.21 N4)
Contains: Creative vision: Shwedagon Pagoda-Burma
Subject(s): Shwedagon Pagoda
Burma : Temples
TH: CU(398.23 H295 M)
GB:BL(LB.31b.10959) CUL(2000.11.259) OUL
GB:BL(LC.31.b.914)

**Harrelson, Max**
Public papers of the Secretaries-General of the United Nations
→United Nations / Secretary-General

**Harriman, Anthony William**
Subject(s): Orwell, George <1903-1950> : Language ; Burma days ; Nineteen eighty-four.
Dissertation − Univ. of Virginia

**Harrington, Burritt C.**
→Problems of religious work in Indian villages and cities : a survey of families : the Calcutta area survey of the Methodist Episcopal Church, 1930

**Harris, B. E. H.**
→American Baptist missions in Burma, 1920

**Harris, C. C. G.**
Report on the sixth expedition to the Triangle : season 1931-32
→Robert, V. G.

**Harris, Dixie R.**
The Signal Corps : the outcome (mid-1943 through 1945)
→Thompson, George Raynor

**Harris, Edward Norman <b. 1860>**
→American Baptist missions in Burma, 1920

**Harrington, Julia E. Wadsworth**
The rice fairy

US: PPC

GB:BL-APAC(Karen B.66)

**Sgaw Karen hymn book**

Subject(s): Karen (Southeast Asian people) : Karen (Southeast Asian people) − Missions. − Mission, Baptists : Missions. − Burma.
GB:Aberdeen(Queen Mother Libr. x266(592) Har)
US:HU(Andover-Harv. Theol Depos. 815.689 Harris)
LC(BV3270.H3) NNUT(Burke MRL Day Rare Lr H24) NRAB OCR PPC
YU(LSF-Request Lrb H24)
Harris, Walter Burton <1866-1933>
East again : the narrative of a journey in the Near, Middle and Far East / by Walter B. Harris ... foreword by James M. Macleod ... illustrated by photographs taken by the author. – London : Butterworth, [1933]. 342 p., front. (port.) plates.
GB:BL(2354 i 6)*
US:CU LC(DS9.H18 1933) NYPL Or PPA PU
US:LC(DS9.H18 1934)
Ref.: Bookseller
East for pleasure : the narrative of eight months’ travel in Burma, Siam, the Netherlands East Indies and French Indo-China / by Walter B. Harris. Illustrated. – London : Arnold, 1929. XII, 399 p., [33] l. of plates, front., index, fold. map.
Subject(s): Asia, Southeastern : Description and travel
D: B-SBB(Uk 6447/65 NLS) ; 573434 Potsdamier Str.
NLS) HD-SA(reg 60 C 32)*
F: BIULO(GEN.III.4707)
GB:BL(010055 aaa 37) BL-DSS(X11/9682)
CUL(632.c.92.34) BL-APAC(T 49371)
NYPL(Research BE) UC(NRLF DS619 .H3 $B 52 687)
OU(BOD Camera UB 206 e.144)
NL: KITLV(M 3b 299)
SG:NRL/959 HAR
US: C CU(Kroch DS508 .H318)

Harrison, Carter Henry <1825-1893>
A race with the sun, or, A sixteen months’ tour from Chicago around the world : through Manitoba and British Columbia by the Canadian Pacific, Oregon, and Washington, Japan, China, Siam, Straits Settlements, Burmah, India, Ceylon, Egypt, Greece, Turkey, Roumania, Hungary, Austria, Poland, Transcaucasia, the Caspian Sea and the Volga River, Russia, Finland, Sweden, Norway, Denmark, Prussia, Paris, London and home / Carter H. Harrison. – New York : Putnam ; Chicago : Dibble, 1889. XII, 569 p., front., plates.
GB:BL(Mic.FG.232)
US:LC(G440 .H3)

Harrison, Edith Ogden
Land of the sun : impressions of a visit to tropical lands / by Edith Ogden Harrison. – Chicago : McClurg, 1925. 268 p.,[20] p. of plates, illus., port.
GB:BL(3620.395, v. 78)
OUL(BOD QEH U1/BUR HA (pamphlet))
Subject(s): East East - Description and travel

Harrison. Eugene Myers <b. 1900>
Subject(s): Religious education – Burma
Vacation schools, Religious – Textbooks.
US: NYPL(Research BEM)

Subject(s): Missionaries.

Harrison, J. C.
Report on marketing of dried fruits in Europe, Scandinavia and Eire / by J. C. Harrison and C. J. Ward. Japan, Hongkong, Burma and Malaysia / by C. J. Ward. – [Australia,] 1963. 53 l. – Submitted to Board of Directors of Co-Operated Dried Fruits Sales ...
US: HU(Widener Harv.Depos. C 10028.12)

Harrison, John
The district officer in India
→Hunt, Roland

Harrison, Peter
Das Mädchen Maientau : Roman aus Burma / Peter Harrison. – Wien: Caesar-Verlag, 1980. 333 S.
ISBN 3-7023-3015-6
A : ÖNB(1180394-B NEU Mag)
D: DB

Opium : Roman aus dem "Goldenen Dreieck". – Wien: Caesar-Verlag, 191981. 205 S.
A: ÖNB(1,185.316-B)

Harrison, Sara
Les Naga : montagnards entre Inde et Birmanie
→Jacobs, Julian

The Nagas : hill peoples of Northeast India
→Jacobs, Julian

Harry, Robert Reese <Sr.>
Elephant boy of Burma / Robert R. Harry, Sr. ; illus. by Matthew Kalmenoff. – New York : Random House, [1960]. 177 p. – Poo Ban has turned twelve and is now old enough to work for the Englishman with his elephant. – Herbert 709
Subject(s): Elephants – Fiction
Burma : Fiction
LC(PZ7.H24562E1) RP UCR
ditto. – London : Odhams Pr., 1962. 177 p., illus.
GB:BL(12846 b 16)

Subject(s): Elephants - Fiction
Burma - Fiction
A: ÖNB(946253-B. NEU Mag)
D: F-DNB(D 63/5139)
L-DNB(1963 A 18460)

Subject(s): Elephants – Fiction
Burma – Fiction
NL: KB(1505 bed ; BJ 19179

→Harvard University < Cambridge, Mass. > / Widener Library

Harry S. Truman Research Institute for the Advancement of Peace < Jerusalem >
→Relations between Israel and Asian and African states

Harstad, Cheryl A.
Asian-Pacific literature
→Harstad, James.

Harstad, James
Asian-Pacific literature [/ written by James Harstad and Cheryl A. Harstad]. – [Honolulu, HI:] Curriculum Research and Development Group of the Univ. of Hawai‘i and the Dept. of Education, State of Hawai‘i, 1981. 3 v., illus., maps, incl. bibliogr. ref. + teacher manual.
1. Australia, Burma, China, Cook Islands, Fiji, Hawai‘i
US: CU(Kroch PL494 .A83+)
ISU(Univ. H.S. Professional PRO 895 A8328L)

Hart, Alice Marion Rowlands
Picturesque Burma: past and present / by Mrs. Ernest Hart. – London : Dent, 1897. XIV, 400 p., illus., map, app., index, bibliogr. p. 391-392. – Herbert 49
Subject(s): Burma – Description and travel – 19th century
AU:ANU(Menzies DS485.B81 .H3)
NLA(Luce 206)
GB: SOAS(L.GB 306/315.066)*

Preliminary check list of novels with a Burmese background / Donn V. Hart. – [1951?] 11 l. – Typescript.
Subject(s): Burma in literature – Bibliography

Current subscriptions to Southeast Asian periodicals

A preliminary list of Southeast Asian bibliographies. – [n.p., 1959]. 11 l.
US: CU(Wason Z3221 H32+)

A selective bibliography of the State University College of Forestry, Syracuse, New York

D: B-SBB*
US: CU(Wason Z5055 U5 N83)
Harvard School of Public Health <Cambridge, Mass.> / Harvard Program in Refugee Trauma

→ Burmese student exiles: the paradox of trauma and coping

Harvard University <Cambridge, Mass.> / Harvard School of Public Health


Harvard University <Cambridge, Mass.> / Houghton Library


Subject(s): Burmese literature <1500-1800>; Manuscripts

Harvard University <Cambridge, Mass.> / Library

→ A list of gramophone records of Burmese dialects presented to the Harvard College Library by the Government of Burma

Harvard University <Cambridge, Mass.> / Widener Library

Southern Asia: Afghanistan, Bhutan, Burma, Cambodia, Ceylon, India, Laos, Malaya, Nepal, Pakistan, Sikkim, Singapore, Thailand, Vietnam; classification schedule, classified listing by call number, alphabetical listing by author or title, chronological listing. – Cambridge, Chicago: Harvard Univ. Pr., 1968. IV, 543 p. – (Widener Library shelflist; 19)

Subject(s): South Asia: Bibliography

A list of gramophone records of Burmese dialects presented to the Harvard College Library by the Government of Burma


The ancient Na-Khi kingdom of Southwest China

→ Rock, Joseph F.

The Harvest field. (1923, Mar.-1924, Jan.) Organ of the National Christian Council of India, Burma and Ceylon.
Harvest time at Kentung. Boston, Chicago: American Baptist Missionary Union, 1907. 8 p., illus.

Harvey, Godfrey Eric. British rule in Burma, 1824-1942. London: Faber and Faber, 1946. 100 p., front., map, index, incl. bibliogr. ref. – Herbert 194

Harvey, Caroline. Trollope, Joanna. British rule in Burma, 1824-1942 / by G. E. Harvey. 1st publ. – London: Faber and Faber, 1946. 100 p., front., map, index, bibliogr. ref. – Herbert 194

Cambridge history of India. 4

Cambridge history of India. 5

Cambridge history of India. 6
GB: SAS((591):091)*
SG: ISEAS(DS530.6 H34)
US: C IAu LC(DS485.B86)
YU(CCL, Stacks DS485 B86 H37)

US: NIU(SEA DS485.B86 H31983)

Meng Mao succession / [depositions recorded by G. E. Harvey].
D: HD-SAI(reg 60 K 14 GF)*

1932 Wa précis : a précis made in the Burma Secretariat of all traceable records relating to the Wa States / by G. E. Harvey.
GB: BL-APAC(W 2859)*

Outline of Burmese history / by G. E. Harvey. 1st ed.
– Bombay: Longmans, Green, 1926. XIV, 218 p. – Abridgement of: History of Burma. – Herbert 151
Subject(s): Burma : History
GB: OUL(IND Burma 5 d 103) SOAS(GB 959.1/837.704)*
US: LC(DS485.B86 H312)

AU:ANU(Menzies DS528.5.H37 1929)
GB: OUL(IND Burma 5 d 103) SOAS(GB 930/62.032)
US: LC(Microfilm DS-17)

ditto. / by G. E. Harvey. Repr. – Bombay [etc.]: Longmans, Green, 1947. XIV, 210 p., index, tables, illus.
D: HD-SAI(reg 60 D 120)*
F: BIULO(AP VIII 610 ; GEN.IV.12866)
GB: BL(X.808/35181)

Harwood, Harry Joseph <b. 1896>
"Burma Mission" Jones. – [Rangoon, 1940?] 135 p., ports.
Subject(s): Jones, Benjamin Milton
Missions – Burma
NNUT(Burke MRL Pamphlet 1077)

Subject(s): Burma : Social conditions ; Religion.
US: NNU(T:Burke MRL Pamphlet 1077)

Methodism in Burma / by Harry J. Harwood. – New York, N.Y.: Editorial Department, Joint Section of Education and Cultivation, Board of Missions of the Methodist Church, [1954]. 22 p., illus., col. map.
Subject(s): United Methodist Church <U.S.> : Missions - Burma
Missions - Burma
Methodist Church : Missions - Burma
Burma : – Description and travel.
D: HD-SAI(reg 60 M 174 Kp)

Subject(s): Thesis (M.A.) – Northwestern Univ., 1945.
US: IEN(Diss 378 NU 1945)

→What the law could not do

Harza Engineering Company
→Lower Mekong River Basin discharge data prior to 1960 : a report
Hasanali, Gulam Abbas
US: CU(HD9769.T43 B934 1957a+)
Ref.: OCLC 56110274

Haskell, Emma A. Chase
Concordance to the Burmese New Testament
→ Haskell, William Henry Shaler

Haskell, William Henry Shaler
1. – 816 p.
2. – p. 817-1424
GB: BL(14300 bb 3)*
BL-APAC(Bur D 1)

Harmony of the Gospels
→ Bible, N.T.: Gospels: Harmonies <Burmese>

GB: BL-APAC(Bur B 252)

→ Hymns of praise

GB: BL-APAC(Bur D 768)

GB: BL-APAC(Bur B 253)

Maha Zaneka
→ Obhasa

GB: BL-APAC(Bur B 193)

GB: BL-APAC(Bur B 365)

US: KyLoS(SBGEN PAMPH 266.6109591 .H27w)
Ref.: OCLC 51089865

The work of the American Baptist Missionary Union in Burma, 1813-1908
→ American Baptist Missionary Union

Haseman, John B.
Subject(s): Burma : Politics and government <1948->
GB: BL-APAC(T 50363(d))

Subject(s): National security - Burma
Military government - Burma
Burma: Politics and government <1948->
SG: ISEAS(DU870 A93W no. 50)
WU(Memorial Lib.Oversize UA853 B87 H37 1997)

Hasi
ISBN 4-8288-2837-0
Subject(s): Burma: Description and travel – Views
Photographs
US: NYPL

Haskings, Frank Frederick <b. 1914>
Burma yesterday and tomorrow / by F. Haskings. 1st publ. – Bombay: Thacker, 1944. 94 p., bibliogr. p.92-94. – (Rampart library of good readings ; 57)
Subject(s): Reconstruction (1939-1951) – Burma.
Burma: Social conditions
D: HD-SA(l reg 60 D 515)*
GB: BL(08023 de 7) BL-APAC(P/T 3733)
SOAS(E Coll 3 I /31)
MY: RH
SG: ISEAS(SCR DS529.3 H35)
LC & NNC(Offsite): HN690.B8 H3
MnU
YU(MUDD, Stacks WB 11172)

Hasnat, Baban
DALA 50.11, 1990, 3686. – DDOA 13.1/2, 1990, 21592

Hassell, Joseph
From pole to pole : a handbook of Christian missions, for the use of ministers, teachers, and others / by Joseph Hassell ... –
London: James Nisbet and Co, 1866. VIII, 453 p., illus., bibliogr.


Subject(s): Missions.

Hasseltine, Ann

→ Judson, Ann Hasseltine

Hasson, Haskia


Subject(s): Gautama Buddha – Art; Art, Buddhist – Burma – Exhibitions; Grammar, Mon language; Mon language Glossaries, vocabularies, etc.

Hastings, James F.

Report ... concerning narcotic enforcement efforts in Hong Kong, Thailand, Burma, India, Lebanon, Greece, Turkey, and the Netherlands

→ Frey, Lou

Haswell, James Madison <1810-1876>

The angel’s message / by J. M. Haswell. Publ. by Burma Bible and Tract Society. 2nd ed. – Rangoon : Mission Pr., 1874. 30 p. – Added title and text in Burmese

GB: BL(14300 a 6(2))

A digest of scripture

→ Bible : Selection < Mon >

The Epistles from Galatians to Titus, inclusive

→ Bible, N.T. : Epistles of Paul : Selection < Mon >

The Gospel according to St. Luke in Talaing...

→ Bible, N.T. : Luke < Mon >

The Gospel according to St. Mark in Mon...

→ Bible, N.T. : Mark < Mon >

The Gospel according to St. Mark in Talaing...

→ Bible, N.T. : Mark < Mon >

The Gospel by John : Talaing

→ Bible, N.T. : John < Mon >

The Gospel by Mark : Talaing

→ Bible, N.T. : Mark < Mon >

Grammatical notes and vocabulary of the Paguean language: to which are added a few pages of phrases, etc. / by Rev. J. M. Haswell ... – Rangoon : American Mission Pr., 1874. XVI, 160 p.

Subject(s): Paguean language; Mon language Grammar.

Grammatical notes and vocabulary of the Paguean language: to which are added a few pages of phrases, etc. / ed. by E. O. Stevens. – ibd., 1901. XIX, 357 p. – Herbert 461

p. 69-336: Vocabulary, Paguean, English and Burmese

p.339-357: Appendix. Geographical names, Paguean, English and Burmese

GB: BL(11103 f 9) BL-APAC(V 4385)

J: TYB

US: CU(Kroch PL4339 .H37x 1901a+)


→ (The Nineteenth Century: Linguistics ; Pos: Fiche N.2.1.402)

US: YU(SML, Microform Fiche B1244 Fiche.N.2.1.402)


→ (The Nineteenth Century: Linguistics ; Pos: Fiche N.2.1.402)

US: YU(SML, Microform Fiche B1244 Fiche.N.2.1.402)

The New Testament

→ Bible, N.T. < Mon >

Who is man’s lord? – Rangoon, 1873. – In Paguean

GB: BL-APAC(Mon B.8)

Haswell, James Russell

Hough’s general outlines of geography in Burmese

→ Hough, George Henry
Stilson’s arithmetic
→Stilson, Lyman

Hathaway, Lulu.
The boy who couldn't talk / by Lulu Hathaway ; illus. by Ngoot Lee. – New York : Friendship Pr., c1964. 127 p., illus.
Abstract: A young Burmese boy who never says a word or pays attention to anyone forms a special attachment with a Christian boy who befriends him.
Subject(s): Friendship – Fiction.
Burma : Fiction
US: LC(FZ.H284 Bo FT Meade)  
NNUT(Burke Union Stacks TM43.68 H363)

Hatherley, Sheila
Our Asian neighbours / Sheila Hatherley. – South Melbourne: Macmillan Education Australia, 1996. 8 v., col. ill., col. maps, ports., index. – Middle and upper primary school students.
1. Brunei, Burma, Cambodia. – ISBN 0732928109
Subject(s): Asia : Juvenile literature.
AU: NLA(N 950 H363)

Hattersley, Alan Frederick
US: ICJ LC(JN276.H3)

Hattersley, Linn Wheeler
Baptist mission schools for Burmans. – 1919. 55 l., illus., incl. bibliogr. – Chicago, Univ. of Chicago, M.A. thesis 1919
Subject(s): Education Burma ; Missions – Burma – Educational work ; Missions, American
US: NIU(Microforms – 2nd FL-FML Microfilm AC801 .H3662)  
UoC(Regenstein Stacks BV9999 Hattersley)

Hindrances to the spread of Christianity among the Burmans.-1919. 78 l. – Rochester Theological Seminary, B.D. thesis.
Subject(s): Missions - Burma.
Burma : History.
US: NRU(Swasey Div Graduate thesis R.T.S. B.D. 1919)

Hau, Vum Ko
→Vum Ko Hau

Haugen, Trond
N: NHHB(utr C 3192 ; utr C 3193)

Haugo, Sukte T.
Some basic principles for the establishment of Christianity among an animistic Chin tribe / by Sukte T. Haugo. – 1950.
Subject(s): Chins (Southeast Asian people) – Missions.
Missions – India – Assam ; Missions - Burma
US: PPEB(A K de Blois Ref. BV4070 .E295 190.10 40512)  
Ref.: OCLC 35186677 ; ocm37134838

Hauret, Philip
The emergence of the Burmese way to socialism / by Philip Hauret. – 1977. XI, 159 leaves : map, bibliogr. l. 156-159. – (Theses for the degree of Master of Arts / Univ. of Hawaii (Honolulu) ; 1305 : History)
Subject(s): Socialism in Burma.
Burma : History <1948-> ; Politics and government <1948->
US: Univ of Hawaii at Manoa  
Ref.: OCLC 16328173

Hauser, Philip Morris <b. 1909>
Subject(s): Burma : Statistics
AU: ANU(Hope Store Bliss AYqv H376)  
F: BNF(4° Gw 461 Birmanie 4)  
GB: BL(UN.A 403/14)*
J: KKT  
SG: RUBC(q310.9591 UNI)  
HU(Law School 182b 3805.5.4.)  
UC(ST/TAA/K/Burma/4 ; HA37.B955H3)  
MiU(Hatcher HD 2346 .B93 U48)  
UC(SRLF D0008725319)  
UCLA  
Ref.: OCLC 34360217 ; 11734372

Hautes Études Commerciales
La Birmanie : une résistible ouverture
→Sacy, Alain S. de
→Burma : the unopened opening

→Humanising peace : the impact of peace agreements on human rights : lessons from Guatemala, Haiti and South Africa with responses from Burma, Colombia and East Timor

Havel, Václav
Vrij van angst en andere geschriften
→Aung San Suu Kyi

Havelock, Henry <Sir, 1795-1857>
Memoir of three campaigns of Major-General Sir Archibald Campbell’s army in Ava / by Henry Havelock. – Serampore: [s.n.], 1828. X, 369, XIII p., fold. map, app. – Herbert 242
Subject(s): Campbell, Archibald
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Burmese War, 1824-1826 – Campaigns
Burma : History, Military ; History <1824-1948>

Havers, Ronald
The death of Wingate and subsequent events / Dennis Hawley. – Braunton: Merlin Books, 1994. XXVIII, 340 p., illus., facsims., index. – ISBN 0863036775

Hawley, Dennis <b, 1927>

Hay, Alice Ivy
There was a man of genius : letters to my grandson, Orde Charles <1903-1944> : Death and burial

Hawtrey, Alfred-R.

Havill, Thomas Lampert <b, 1931>
Subject(s): Technical assistance – Burma

Hawley, Dennis

Hawley, Dennis <b, 1927>
The death of Wingate and subsequent events / Dennis Hawley. – Braunton: Merlin Books, 1994. XXVIII, 340 p., illus., facsims., index. – ISBN 0863036775

Hawtrey, Alfred-R.

Havill, Thomas Lampert <b, 1931>
Subject(s): Technical assistance – Burma

Hawley, Dennis

Hay, E. F. A.
Working plan for Zigon Forest Division for the period 1923-24 to 1932-33

Hay, John Ogilvy
Arakan : past, present, future ; a résumé of two cam-paigns for its development / by John Ogilvy Hay. – Edinburgh and London : Blackwood, 1892. VIII, 216 p., 1 fold map. – Herbert 226
Subject(s): Railroads – Burma – Arakan State

Hawthorne, J. W.
The death of Wingate and subsequent events / Dennis Hawley. – Braunton: Merlin Books, 1994. XXVIII, 340 p., illus., facsims., index. – ISBN 0863036775

Hawley, Dennis

Hawley, Dennis <b, 1927>
The death of Wingate and subsequent events / Dennis Hawley. – Braunton: Merlin Books, 1994. XXVIII, 340 p., illus., facsims., index. – ISBN 0863036775

Hawtrey, Alfred-R.

Havill, Thomas Lampert <b, 1931>
Subject(s): Technical assistance – Burma

Hawley, Dennis

Hay, E. F. A.
Working plan for Zigon Forest Division for the period 1923-24 to 1932-33

Hay, John Ogilvy
Arakan : past, present, future ; a résumé of two cam-paigns for its development / by John Ogilvy Hay. – Edinburgh and London : Blackwood, 1892. VIII, 216 p., 1 fold map. – Herbert 226
Subject(s): Railroads – Burma – Arakan State

Hawthorne, J. W.
The death of Wingate and subsequent events / Dennis Hawley. – Braunton: Merlin Books, 1994. XXVIII, 340 p., illus., facsims., index. – ISBN 0863036775

Hawley, Dennis

Hay, E. F. A.
Working plan for Zigon Forest Division for the period 1923-24 to 1932-33

Hay, John Ogilvy
Arakan : past, present, future ; a résumé of two cam-paigns for its development / by John Ogilvy Hay. – Edinburgh and London : Blackwood, 1892. VIII, 216 p., 1 fold map. – Herbert 226
Subject(s): Railroads – Burma – Arakan State

Hawthorne, J. W.
Indo-Burma-China railway connections, a pressing necessity: with a few remarks on communications in and with Burma, past and present. – [London :] Blackwood [etc.], 1888. 73 p., fold. map.

Subject(s): Railroads – Burma; Railroads – China; Social sciences – Railways

GB: OUL (BOD Camera UB 247918 e.12)
IRL: TCD (Pa.595/3)
US: LC (HE3299.B8 H3)

Hay, Stephen Northrup
→ Southeast Asian history

A guide to books on Southeast Asian history: 1961 to 1966
→ Morrison, Gayle

Hayami, Yoko

Between hills and plains: power and practice in socio-religious dynamics among Karen / Yoko Hayami. – Rosanna, Vic.: Kyoto University Press and Trans Pacific Pr., 2004. 1 v. Index, bibliogr. – (Kyoto area studies on Asia ; 7) – ISBN 1920901035:

Subjects: Karen (Southeast Asian people) – Thailand – Social life and customs.

Karen (Southeast Asian people) – Thailand – Religion.

AU: NLA (Pre-publication record. Not yet published.)

Hayashi, Saburō <b. 1904>

Kōgun: the Japanese army in the Pacific War / Saburō Hayashi, in collaboration with Alvin D. Cox. [1st ed.].– Quantico, Va.: Marine Corps Association, 1959. 249 p., illus. – First publ. in Tokyo, 1951, as Taiheiō sensō rikusen gaishi.


Japan: World War <1939-1945>
Pacific Area: World War <1939-1945>
Burma: World War <1939-1945> – Campaigns

US: LC (D767.2 H13)
Ref.: CCLC 1133179


GB: SOAS (D970/430030; E Coll 3 W/3)

Hayashi, Yukio <b. 1955>

→ Dynamics of ethnic cultures across national boundaries in southwestern China and mainland Southeast Asia

Hayat, H.

Travaux de birman concernant les perturbations des opérateurs auto-adjoints par des opérateurs nucléaires
→ Zizi, K.

Hayden, Howard

→ Higher education and development in South-East Asia

Hayes, H. B.

→ India & [and] Burma

Hayes, Louise Margaret (Peterson) <b. 1894>

Chicago missionary on the Burma road
→ Brodbeck, Emma

Hayland, John S.


GB: BL (14300 a 58)*

Hayn, Elminor

Chemische und physikalische Untersuchung einiger Mineralien aus dem Gebiet um Mogok in Oberburma. – 1941. 87 S.

→ Marburg, Univ., Phil. Diss. – Shulman 660

Haynes, Carlyle B.


GB: BL (11103 b 45)*

Haynes, Elmer E.


ISBN 0-931571-02-2
Ref.: BiP

Hayter, Adrian


Subject(s): Hayter, Adrian
Indira: Army - King Edward VII's Own Gurkha Rifles, 2nd
Great Britain: Army – King Edward VII’s Own Gurkha Rifles, 2nd
World War <1939-1945> – Burma
Guerrillas – Malaysia

GB: BL (10607 i 69) – CUL (628:15.c.95.10)
OUL (BOD Camera UB 23174 e.73)
SOAS (E Coll 3 M/35)
US: CU (Kroch UA843.16 H42) – MiU
Hayter, George
Appendix to Capt. Ritchie's Survey of the Bay of Bengal
→Dalrymple, Alexander

Instructions for the channelled between Diamond Island and the Neguada, or Sunken rocks, from the Pagoda Point, along the Coast of Ava and Arican towards Bengal, etc.

GB: BL(531 m 2 (10))

Burma Bibliographical Project

Subject(s): Buddhism

p. 88-98: Burma

Hazara, Bijay Bhushan

D: HD-SAI(229 his 93/8716)*

GB: BL-I.S.Bu.197/21)*

US: LC(DS482.H3H4)

OUL(IND IB Burma BB2)   SOAS(GB 394/2.578)*

NIU(SEA DS432.H3 H4 1955)

Head, Hugh Stanley


Herbert 584

Ref.: Bookseller

Head, William Raleigh


Herbert 584

Ref.: Bookseller

Head, William Raleigh


Herbert 584

Ref.: Bookseller

Hazarika. Kanai Lal <b. 1932>

Subject(s): Buddhism – Sri Lanka – History – Sources.

Buddhism – Indonesia – History – Sources.

Buddhism – Burma – History – Sources.

Buddhism – Thailand – History – Sources.

D: HD-SAI(ind 52 A 87/829)*


IU(Main Stacks 294.38095 H339B)

Hidayat, Bijay Bhushan


GB:BL-APAC(T 44349)

US: CU(Wason BQ7170 H43 1982)

LC(BQ7170 H38 1982)


D: HD-SAI(rel 52 B 97/811)*

Religious intercourse among the Theravada countries from the eleventh century A.D. to the sixteenth century A.D. – 1968. LXVI, 212 p. – Peradeniya, Univ. of Ceylon, Ph.D. thesis 1968. – Shulman 637

Hba Pe

→A hand-book on the cottage industries in Burma ...

Hba Thwin
The illustrated life of the Buddha ... – Rangoon, 1925. V, 176 p. – Added title and text in Burmese

GB:SOAS(GP 293/35.964)*

Hbo: Win
Principles and practice of co-operation. – Rangoon : Burma Translation Society, 1951. 333 p. – Added title and text in Burmese

GB:BL(14302 aaa 61)*

Hbwät
→The Toungoo-Thamaing ...

HDI
→United Nations / Development Programme / Human Development Initiative

Headlam, Alexander

A hand-book on the cottage industries in Burma ...
Subject(s): Health education of the public in South East Asia
US: LC(RA530.5 .H8 1991)
D: HD-SAI(325 jur 94/7095 SD)*
Bibliographical description
Heald
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.134/4(2)*
GB: BL(7912 cc 13)*
D: B-SBB(218 105 Potsdamer Str. NfLS)
AU:NLA(796.35875  H433)
Subject(s): Key, Kingsmill James
Health and human rights in Burma (Myanmar)
US: CUEngineering ++ QE756.I4 .P15 n.s.v.2 no.4)
F:  BNF(Fol.S.15)
HD-UB(O 2457-8 Großformat)
D: B-SBB(Mk 12525/3 NfLS)   BO-UB(TYD 90-NS 2,4)*
Subject(s): Karens
Healey
US: WaU
SG: ISEAS(L.O. DS528.2 K35H43)
Note: Consists of the working paper for the technical iscus-
New Delhi, 1957. 21 p., illus.
social progress of the Karens under Christianit y / by
Prescott Silas Heald.
US: LC(DS913.H43)   NcD   YU(MUDD WB 43573)
D: B-SBB(218 105 Potsdamer Str. NfLS)
AU:NLA(796.35875  H433)
Subject(s): Paleontology – Burma
Health in Myanmar 2002 : guidelines related to Health Sector / by H. E. Senior General Than Shwe, Chairman of the State Peace and Development Council ; H. E. General Maung Aye, Vice Chairman of the State Peace and Development Council ; H. E. General Khin Nyunt, Secretary of the State Peace and Development Council, Chairman of the National Health. – Yangon: Ministry of Health of Myanmar, 2002. 52 p., illus.
Subject(s): Burma / Health ; Health policy : Health - Statistic
I:  RM-Bibl. del Dipt. di studi storico religiosi dell'Univ. degli studi di Roma La Sapienza
TH: CU(RA312.5 H434 2002)
Subject(s): Burma : Health products – Directories ; Drugs, Nonprescription – Directories ; Directories – Health products ; Directories – Drugs, Nonprescription
Health report
→Burma < Union / > Directorate of Health Services
Healy, Thomas Edward A
Subject(s): World War <1939-1945> – Personal narratives, British : Burma : Description and travel.
US: NIU(SEA D811.5.H3881945)
Heam, Jackson S.
→Basic data on the economy of Burma
Hearn, Gordon Risley <1871-1953>
→A handbook for travellers in India, Burma and Ceylon. – 15th ed.
→A handbook for travellers in India and Pakistan, Burma and Ceylon. – 16th ed.
Hearn, Robert M.
Subject(s): Ethnology – Thailand ; Indigenous peoples
US: NIU(SEA HN750.5 .H434X)
→Press clippings : Northern Thailand
→A six-year collection of selected articles and clippings dealing with refugees and in northern Thailand during the period 1967-1972
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Thai government programs in refugee relocation and resettlement in northern Thailand / by Robert M. Hearst.

Ref.: OCLC 55598090

Heathcote

Ref.: OCLC 24617129

US: WU(Hist. Soc. Lib. Pamphlet Collection 91-1606)

Subject(s): Refugees – Thailand; Minorities – Thailand.

Thailand: Politics and government

US: CU(Kroch DS586.H43+)

NIU(SEA-4 th FL-FML DS586.H4)

Heath

Heavenly seeker' friend.../transl. by Saya Pan Shwe. 1st ed.


Added title and text in Sgau-Karen

GB:BL(1103 b 17)*

ditto. ... 1st. – ibd., 1912. 129 p. – Added title and text in Pwo Karen

GB:BL(1103 b 23(1))* BU-APAC(Karen B.37)

Hebert, F. B.

A memorandum regarding possible developments of the Burma railways system: prepared for the information of the Rangoon Chamber of Commerce.


MY: NL

Hebert, Louis Joseph

Burma: maintaining traditional values / by Louis Joseph Hebert.


Subject(s): Burma: Civilization; Social life and customs; History – Study and teaching.

AU:ANU(Menzies DS527.4.H42)

D: PA-UB(55/RRI 51980 H44) HD-SAI(325 kul 83/1698)*

TH: CU(Pol AV MF 0027 H446B)

SG: ISEAS(DS527.4 H44)

GB:BL-APAC(T 44391)

D: PA-UB(55/RRI 51980 H44) HD-SAI(325 kul 83/1698)*

F: BIULO(GEN.III.62684)

GB:BL-APAC(T 44391)

SG: ISEAS(DS527.4 H44)

TH:CU(Pol AV MF 0027 H446B)

US:CU(Kroch Film 9415) UC(SRLF)

Hearth, Ian

Arms of the nineteenth century: Asia: organisation, warfare, dress and weapons / by Ian Heath.


GB:BL(7031 s 7(2))* BL-APAC(Tr 766)*

The heart of the Bible

→Bible < Burmese>

Heathen, Ranson J.


Subject(s): Wilkes, Homer.

Heath, Bernice.

US: WU(Hist. Soc. Lib. Pamphlet Collection 91-1606)

Ref.: OCLC24617129

Heathcote, T. A.


ISBN 0719035708

Subject(s): Great Britain. Army - Colonial forces - India - History; History, Military

India: History, Military

US:CU(Olin UA649.32.I4 H43x 1995)
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Heckford

Practical HD-Sailing directions and coasting guide from the Sand Heads to Rangoon, Maulmain, Akyab and vice versa: with a table for the dangerous Gulf of Martaban, sets of current and description of the land / by N. Heckford.


Subject(s): Bengal Bay of: Navigation

Pilot guides – Bengal, Bay of; Pilot guides – Martaban, Gulf of (Burma); Pilot guides - Burma

Bd. 3. Bibliographie, Dokumente, Index

→Bechert, Heinz

→Das Staatsangehörigkeitsrecht von Bangladesh, Burma, Sri Lanka (Ceylon), Thailand und der Malediven

Hecker, Hellmuth

Buddhismus, Staat und Gesellschaft in den Ländern des Theravada-Buddhismus.

Bd. 3. Bibliographie, Dokumente, Index

→Bechert, Heinz

→Das Staatsangehörigkeitsrecht von Bangladesh, Burma, Sri Lanka (Ceylon), Thailand und der Malediven

Heckford, Nathaniel

Practical HD-Sailing directions and coasting guide from the Sand Heads to Rangoon, Maulmain, Akyab and vice versa: with a table for the dangerous Gulf of Martaban, sets of current and description of the land / by N. Heckford.

2nd ed., improved, to which is added directions for the entire Bay of Bengal, etc.


Subject(s): Bengal Bay of: Navigation

Pilot guides – Bengal, Bay of; Pilot guides – Martaban, Gulf of (Burma); Pilot guides - Burma

Hecker, Hellmuth

Buddhismus, Staat und Gesellschaft in den Ländern des Theravada-Buddhismus.
Die Osterinselschrift. Conceptions of state and kingship in Southeast Asia. — Gesammelte Schriften. — Siegfried M. Schwertner

Siegfried M. Schwertner

Die Osterinselschrift. Conceptions of state and kingship in Southeast Asia... — Gesammelte Schriften ; 7

Some notes on the prehistory of New Guinea. Research on Southeast Asia : problems and suggestions... — Gesammelte Schriften ; 8

Siegfried M. Schwertner

Heinisch, Heinz Horst

Siegfried M. Schwertner

Die Osterinselschrift. Conceptions of state and kingship in Southeast Asia... — Gesammelte Schriften ; 7

Some notes on the prehistory of New Guinea. Research on Southeast Asia : problems and suggestions... — Gesammelte Schriften ; 8

Heinisch, Heinz Horst

Siegfried M. Schwertner

Die Osterinselschrift. Conceptions of state and kingship in Southeast Asia... — Gesammelte Schriften ; 7

Some notes on the prehistory of New Guinea. Research on Southeast Asia : problems and suggestions... — Gesammelte Schriften ; 8

Heinisch, Heinz Horst

Siegfried M. Schwertner

Die Osterinselschrift. Conceptions of state and kingship in Southeast Asia... — Gesammelte Schriften ; 7

Some notes on the prehistory of New Guinea. Research on Southeast Asia : problems and suggestions... — Gesammelte Schriften ; 8

Heinisch, Heinz Horst
Bibliographical description

Heinrich, Gerd H. <b. 1896>
In Burmas Bergwäldern : Forschungsreise in Britisch-Indien / Gerd Heinrich ; mit 52 Abbildungen nach eigenen Aufnahmen. – Berlin: Reimer, 1940. 182 S., Taf.
Subject(s): Natural history - Burma
Burma : Description and travel
D: B-SBB(Up 4915/660a Haus 1; Up 4915/660 Potsdamer Str.)
KI-ZBW(II 19.526) GÖ-SUB(8° Jt.II.3505)
HD-SAI(320 rei 63/393)*
GB: BL(010056 d 21)
NL: KITLV(M rr 1452)
SG: ISEAS(S CR DS527.6 H46)
US: CLU LC(QH183.H4 1940) YU(Mudd S26fb 143)
Ref.: OCLC 9112728 ; 18634079
SG: ISEAS(SCR DS527.6 H46)
US: CU(Kroch Z7835.B9 H47 +) LC(Z7835.B9H4)
NL: KITLV(M 3f 200)
GB: BL(010057 ee 19)*
D: HD-UB(C 1389)* GÖ-SUB(KS Cb 595)*
US: YU: 2 (Eefb 837)
US: UC(NRLF 308t 1964 46 C 2 944 296)
UCB(MasterNeg CU-T 6468 printing master)
Dehel van Birma / samenst. en bew. uit het Engels door Dick van Koten ... et al. : originele basisteksten Eddy Bauer. – Rotterdam: Lekturama, 1978. 144 p., illus., krt. – (De Tweede Wereldoorlog) – Vert. van: Partworks and encyclopedia of World War II
Subject(s): Birma : History - Japanese occupation , World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns
NL: KB(GF 37/9-1 Depotexp.) KITLV(M ss 167 N+)
GB: BL-APAC(V 10223)

Held, Karl
S. 241-247: Burma
D: B-SBB(4406 Potsdamer Str.)
GB: SOAS(G 301/79.297)*

Held, Hans Ludwig <b. 1885>
Subject(s): Buddha (The concept) – Bibliography
Buddhism – Bibliography ; Bibliography – Buddhism
D: HD-UB(C 1389)* GÖ-SUB(KS Cb 595)*
GB: BL(2726 n 2)
NL: KITLV(M 3f 200)
US: CU(Kroch Z7835.B9 H47 +) LC(Z7835.B9H4)


Held, Suzanne
Birmanie : vision du Myanmar
→ Frédéric, Louis

Helen Kellogg Institute for International Studies < Notre Dame, Ind. >
Does lootable wealth bring disorder? : a political economy of extraction framework
→ Snyder, Richard Owen

Helfer, Johann Wilhelm <1810-1840>
Subject(s): Andaman and Nicobar Islands (India) : Description and travel
Tenasserim (Burma : Division) – Description and travel
Mergui Archipelago : Description and travel

GB: BL-APAC(V 10223)

[Report on the Tenasserim provinces / John William Helfer.]
2. The provinces of Ye, Tavoy, and Mergue, on the Tenasserim coast : visited and examined by order of government, with the view to develop their natural resources / by J. W. Helfer. – Calcutta : Bengal Military Orphan Pr., 1839. 76 p. – At head of title: Second report
3. Third report on Tenasserim : the surrounding nations, inhabitants, natives and foreigners, character, morals and religion / by John William Helfer. – Calcutta : Bishop’s College Pr., 1840. 33 p. – Without title-page
Subject(s): Tenasserim (Burma : Division) : Description and travel

Heldig, Karl
S. 241-247: Burma
D: B-SBB(4406 Potsdamer Str.)
GB: SOAS(G 301/79.297)*
Helfgen, Heinz eb. 1910
Shan S.9-30
D: GÖ-SUB(64 A 6116)*
NL: KITLV(M 3b 28 N)
US: LC(DS508.2.H4)   UC(NRLF ; SRLF)   UCSD(SSH DS508.2.H44)
[1.] Von Düsseldorf bis Burma. Mit 56 Fotos. 1.-10. Tsd. – 300 S.
S. 294-[301]: Burmesische Rebellen am Naaf-River
2. Burma, Indochina, Japan, USA, Grüne Hölle. Mit 35 Fotos. 1.-10. Tsd. – 399 S.
Burma S. 9-82
Subject(s): Cycling ; Voyages and travels.
East Asia : Description and travel
D: BASB(22/R: 69.678)
ditto. – ibd., 1957.
D: HD-SAI(geo 60 A 2,1-2)*
ditto. – ibd., 1958.
1. – 300 S., Illus.
2. – 399 S., Illus.
D: HH-BW(LIT HEL:T0001 EXE:01)
Vom Tigerpaß zum Irawadi : Heinz Helfgen radelt um die Welt. 5. Folge. – Gütersloh: Rufer-Verlag, 1955. 22 S. – (Spannende Geschichte ; 37)
Ref.: DB
Von Rangoon bis Bangkok : Heinz Helfgen radelt um die Welt. 6. Folge. – Gütersloh: Rufer-Verlag, 1955. 22 S. – (Spannende Geschichte ; 41)
Ref.: DB
S. 126-240: Krieg im burmenischen Bambusdschungel
D: HD-SAI(100 rei 86/968)*
Subject(s): Burma-Siam Railroad - History ; Hellfire Pass Memorial ; World War <1939-1945> - Monuments ; World War <1939-1945> - Prisoners and prisons, Japanese
GB: OUL(BOD L Floor M02.C01710) Ref.: OCLC 50161470
Helling, Victor [pseud.]
→Schmidt, Curt Wilhelm
Hellings, David
Subject(s): Brown, Harold Arrowsmith <1879-1936>
Civil service – Burma – Biography.
Burma : History <1824-1948>
D: HD-SAI(322 adm 98/2183 Kp)*
GB: BL-APAC(ORW 1997 a 2484) Ref.: OCLC 51061470
US: NIU(SEA DS530.32.B76 H444 1997)
Bibliographical description

**Hellwald, Friedrich Anton Heller von** <1842-1892>
Subject(s): Indochina : Description and travel
Asia, Southeastern : Description and travel ; Social life and customs.
US: CU(Annex DS524 .H47) MB MiU NjP

NL: KITLV(M tt 112)
US: CU(Annex DS524 .H47 1880) HU(Widen Ind 8368.80.2) LC(DS524.H47) NYPL UC YU(MUDD WC 10600)

**Hemingway, Kenneth**
Wings over Burma / by Kenneth Hemingway. 36 illus. and frontispiece. 1st publ. – London : Quality Pr., 1944. 192 p. Herbert 269
Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Operations, Aerial ; British ; World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns ; World War <1939-1945> - Personal narratives, British
AU:NLA(940.544 HEM)
D: B-SBB(580548 Potsdamer Str. NfLS) HD-SAI(reg 60 D 739)*
GB:BL(09099 b 18) BL-DSS(W11/7212) CUL(539:1.c.630.7) BL-APAC(T 2968) OUL(BOD Camera UB 222637 e.69) SOAS(GB959.10452 642270 ; 808374 ; E Coll 3 U/30)
Ref.: OCLC 1353400

**Hemingway, Theresa Tate**
Subject(s): Burma : Politics and government – 20th century.
Ref.: OCLC 32407151}

**Hempsall, Leslie <b. 1921>**
Subject(s): Hempsall, Leslie <b. 1921> Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Personal narratives, Canadian ; World War <1939-1945> - Operations, Aerial, Canadian
Canada : Royal Canadian Air Force - Biography

**Hemsley, William Botting <1843-1929>**
Collection of plants from Upper Burma and the Shan States – Collett, Henry

**Hendershot, Clarence <b. 1901>**
The conquest, pacification, and administration of the Shan States by the British, 1886-1897 / by Clarence Hendershot. – 1936. 298 l., maps, bibliogr. l. 294-296. – Part of: Chicago, Univ. of Chicago, Ph. D. (history) thesis 1936 Shulman 330
Subject(s): Shan State <Burma> : History ; Politics and government
US:CU(Kroch Film 7640) HU(Widen Ind 8255.5) UoC NcD LC(Microfilm DS 41) OCU Ref.: OCLC 12241375) 3491.

**Henderson, A. H.**
The story of the year 1919 : American Baptist Missions in Burma. – Rangoon : American Baptist Mission Pr., 1920. 120 p., illus., folded map.
Subject(s): Missions – Burma.
Baptists : Missions – Burma.
GB:BL(4763 eee 14)
Ref.: OCLC 41671898

**Henderson, Eugénie Jane Andrina <1914-1989>**
Ref.: OCLC 32838369
1. Introduction and texts. – XXIV, 159 p., map.
2. Dictionary and word list. – XVIII, 456 p., maps.
ISBN 0-7286-0263-6 (pbk)
Subject(s): Karen language – Dictionaries – English

Tiddim Chin : a descriptive analysis of two texts / by Eugénie J. A. Henderson. – London [etc.]: Oxford Univ. Pr., 1965. IX, 172 p., index. – (London Oriental series : 15) – Incl. 2 texts in Tiddim Chin, with English commentary and notes index. – Herbert 442
D: B-SBB(Potsdamer Str.) HD-SAI(nsp 41.69 H 1)*
GB: BL(Ac 8820 d/7) BL-APAC(T 20880)
OUL(BOD Nuneham Indo-Chin e 136) SOAS(GPE Chin 410/182.785 ; 232.701)*
IRL:TCD(HL- 58-797) NL: KITLV(M ss 54 N)
US: CU(Kroch +PL4053.H46x 1997) HU(Widener Harv.Depos.) & WU(Memorial Lib.)

Henderson, Georg Poland
The reference manual of directories

Henderson, John William <b. 1910>
Area handbook for Burma. – 2 ed.

Henderson, Larry Wills

Abstract: A profile of five countries that share a common Indo-Chinese culture - Vietnam, Laos, Cambodia, Thailand. Burma - emphasizing the cultural and geographic background of each as well as their political and economic struggles.

Subject(s): Asia, Southeastern ; Vietnam Asia, Southeastern ; Juvenile literature.

GB:SOAS(GA959/220799) SG: SIEAS(DS508.2 H49)
US: CU(Kroch & Annex DS508.2 .H49)
H(Underiden Ind 8369.67)
LC & NII(SEA) & NNC(Offsite) & UCSC(McHenry) & WU(Memorial Lib.) : DS508.2 .H44
UCB(Main DS508.2 .H39)
UCLA(YRL DS508.2 .H383v)

ISBN 0840770669 : 0840770677 (lib. bdg.)
US: CU(Kroch DS508.2 .H49 1972)
WU(CCBC Historical Non-Fiction 950 Henderson)

Henderson, Michael <b. 1932>


Abstract: How could survivors of the Burma Road, the Siberian Gulag, or Nazi atrocities forgive those who harmed them? How can representatives of entire peoples - Australian Aborigines, African-Americans, black South Africans - be reconciled with whites who exploited them? And how can the offenders find the grace to apologize? Michael Henderson writes about dozens of people of many nations and faiths who have been able to break the chain of hate and hold of history. - Book jacket.

Subject(s): Forgiveness.
Hensbroek, P. A. M. Boele van

Henslow, John
Subject(s): Henslow, John
Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns – Burma ; World War <1939-1945> - Personal narratives, British
Great Britain : Soldiers - Biography
Biography - Great Britain - Biography (sw)
D: HD-SAI(322 mil 96/1228)*
GB: BL(YC 1988 a 11768) SOAS(E Coll 3 M /36)
US: CU(Kroch D767.6.H52) LC(D767.6)
HU(Widener Harv.Depos.) & WU(Memorial Lib.) : D767.6.H46 1986
Ref.: OCLC18115157

Henty, E. E.
The Mahauthatha vatthu story
→Mahauthatha

Henty, George Alfred <1832-1902>
Contents: On the Irrawaddy. - By sheer pluck. - Captain Bayley's heir.
US: YU(Beinecke Bryher H398 A11)

Subject(s): Burmese War, 1824-1826 – Fiction
Children's literature, English - 19th century
Burma : History –<1824-1948> – Fiction
AU:ANU(Chifley PR4785.H55O57)
D: HD-SAI(reg 60 D 315)*
GB:BL(12842 dd 3)
US:CU HU(Widener *EC85 H3988 896ob)
LC(PZ7.H40n) NYPL(Research NAS) UCI
YU(MUDD, Stacks WB 1638)

ditto. – ibd., 1897. VI, 315 p., front., plates. 
SG: ISEAS(SCR DS530.62 H49)
US:HU LC(PZ2.H40) PU TxU

ditto. – London ; Glasgow and Dublin: Blackie, 1897. VI, 352 p., [8] l. of plates, illus., front. – (Mr. Henty's historical tales)
AU:ANU(Chifley PR4785.H55O57)
NLA(823.8 H527o)
GB:BL(012808 f 14) BL-APAC(T 34493)
SOAS(E.Coll.1 HEN/427.982)
IRL:TCD(OLS B-3-196 no.1)
SG: ISEAS(DS530.62 H49)
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<Bye-law under section 30>
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(39))*
BL-APAC(Bur D 1778 ; Tr.870(17))*

<Bye-law under section 89>
Bye-laws by the Henzada municipality under section 89, 90, 92, and 93, of the Burma municipal act, 1898. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for Secy.), Dec. 1900. 5 p.
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(40))*

<Bye-law under section 90>
Bye-laws of the Henzada municipality under section 90, clause (b), and section 142, clause (s), of the Burma municipal act, 1898. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for B. S.), Sept. 1899. 4 p.
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(41))*
BL-APAC(Tr 870(18))*

<Bye-law under section 102>
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(42))*

<Bye-law under section 102 (I,a). – April 1899>
Bye-laws by the Henzada municipality under section 102, clause (I) (a), and section 142, clause (s), of the Burma municipal act, 1898. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for Secy.), Aprt. 1899. [1 p.]
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(43))*

<Bye-law under section 102 (a). – Sept. 1899>
Bye-laws by the Henzada municipality under sections 102, clause (a), (d), and (f), and 142, clause (s), of the Burma municipal act, 1898. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for B. S.), Sept. 1899. [1 p.]
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(45))*
BL-APAC(Tr 870(19))*

<Bye-law under section 102 (I,e). – Nov. 1907>
Bye-laws by the Henzada municipality under section 102, subsection (I), clause (e), of the Burma municipal act, 1898. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for Secy.), Nov. 1907. 2 p.
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(44))*

<Bye-law under section 102 (I,e)> Additional bye-law by the Henzada municipality under section 102, subsection (I), clause (e), of the Burma municipal act, 1898 (Burma act III of 1898). – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for Secy.), May 1905. [1 p.]
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(46))*

<Bye-law under section 142 (a)> Bye-laws by the Henzada municipality under section 142, clause (a) and (b) of the Burma municipal act, 1898 (Burma act III of 1898). – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for Secy.), April 1904. 3 p.
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(47))*

<Bye-law under section 142 (d)> Bye-laws by the Henzada municipality framed under section 142, clause (d) of the Burma municipal act, 1898. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for Secy.), June 1899. 7 p.
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(48))*
BL-APAC(Bur D 1776)

<Bye-law under section 142 (g). – 1898> Bye-laws of the Henzada municipality framed under section 142, clause (g), of the Burma municipal act, 1898. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for B. S.), Sept. 1898. [1 p.]
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(49))*
BL-APAC(Bur D 1775)

<Bye-law under section 142 (g). – 1899> Bye-laws of the Henzada municipality framed under section 142, clause (g), of the Burma municipal act, 1898. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for B. S.), June 1899. [1 p.]
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(50))*

<Bye-law under section 142 (k)> Bye-law by the Henzada municipality under section 142, clause (k), of the Burma municipal act, 1898 (Burma act III of 1898). – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for Secy.), Augt. 1904. [1 p.]
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(51))*

<Bye-law under section 142 (q)> Bye-laws by the Henzada municipality under section 142, clause (q), of the Burma municipal act, 1898 (Burma act III of 1898). – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for Secy.), Dec. 1903. [1 p.]
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(52))*

<Bye-law under section 142 (q, r)> Bye-laws by the Henzada municipality under section 142, clause (q) and (r), of the Burma municipal act, 1898 (Burma act III of 1898). – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for Secy.), Jany. 1903. [1 p.]
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.232/19(53))*
Bibliographical description

Henzada District
→ Burma gazetteer

Heon, G. E.
Rapport sur le développement économique des Indes Anglaises, de la Birmanie et du Siam
→ Cateaux, L.

Heppner, Kevin
→ "My gun was as tall as me" : child soldiers in Burma

Heptonstall, C. H.
→ Daily strength for the needs

Herbert, Arthur Sumner
Historical catalogue of the printed editions of Holy Scripture in the library of the British and Foreign Bible Society
→ British and Foreign Bible Society / Library

Herbert, Frank Lothar
D: B-SBB(651 970 Potsdamer Str.)

Herbert, Jean
L’enseignement de Lédi Sayadaw
→ Lédi Sayadaw

Herbert, Patricia M.
ISBN 1-870838-65-3
Ref.: Publisher

Burma / Patricia M. Herbert, compiler. – Oxford ; Santa Barbara, Calif. ; Denver, Col.: Clío Pr., 1991. XXIV, 327 p., map, indexes. – (World bibliographical series ; 132)
ISBN 1-85109-088-6 ; 058505827X (electronic bk.)
850 titles on Burma
Subject(s):
Subject(s):
Burma : Bibliography

Burmaries : Histoire – Bibliographie analytique
AU:ANU(Menzies lge pamph DS530.H47 1928b) NLA(N 959.008 MON)
D: B-SBB(4° Ser. 25 535-27 Potsdamer Str.) HD-SAI(322 mil 92/1071 Kp)*
F: BIULO(BR.8.951(6))
GB: BL(ZA 9 a 629(2)) BL-APAC(W 7499(f) ; SEA 1986 b 108)
OUL(IND Burma 5 c 9 ; BOD M91.C02928)
SOAS(L GB945/480.225)*
SG: ISEAS(DS503 M73 no. 27)
NUS(DS503.4 Wpm 27)

The life of the Buddha / Patricia M. Herbert. 1st publ. – London : British Library Board, 1993. 95 p., illus. – "The life and teachings of the Buddha as narrated in .. two of the British Library's Burmese manuscripts"
ISBN 0-7123-0188-7

Ref.: OCLC 10892809 ; 38048011 ; 37069703

The life of the Buddha / Patricia M. Herbert, 1st publ. – London : British Library Board, 1993. 95 p., illus. – "The life and teachings of the Buddha as narrated in .. two of the British Library's Burmese manuscripts"
ISBN 0-7123-0188-7

Subject(s): Gautama Buddha : Art

Burma : draft paper to be presented at the 10th SALG Conference, Cambridge, 19. 10. 73 / comp. by Patricia M. Herbert. – 1973. [28] l. – At head of title: Handbook of South Asian bibliography
GB: SOAS(L.GB 016/311.807)*

Catalogue of the Burney parabaiks in the India Office Library
→ India Office Library < London >

Herbert 195

Subject(s): San, Hsaya

Peasant uprisings – Burma
Burma : History – Peasant Uprising <1931>
AU:ANU(Menzies lge pamph DS530.H47 1928b) NLA(N 959.008 MON)
D: B-SBB(4° Ser. 25 535-27 Potsdamer Str.) HD-SAI(322 mil 92/1071 Kp)*
F: BIULO(BR.8.951(6))
GB: BL(ZA 9 a 629(27)) BL-APAC(W 7499(f) ; SEA 1986 b 108)
OUL(IND Burma 5 c 9 ; BOD M91.C02928)
SOAS(L GB945/480.225)*
SG: ISEAS(DS503 M73 no. 27)
NUS(DS503.4 Wpm 27)

The life of the Buddha / Patricia M. Herbert. 1st publ. – London : British Library Board, 1993. 95 p., illus. – "The life and teachings of the Buddha as narrated in .. two of the British Library's Burmese manuscripts"
ISBN 0-7123-0188-7

Ref.: OCLC 10892809 ; 38048011 ; 37069703

The life of the Buddha / Patricia M. Herbert, 1st publ. – London : British Library Board, 1993. 95 p., illus. – "The life and teachings of the Buddha as narrated in .. two of the British Library's Burmese manuscripts"
ISBN 0-7123-0188-7

Subject(s): Gautama Buddha : Art
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Illumination of books and manuscripts. Buddhist – Burma
Art, Buddhist – Burma ; Buddhists - India, Biography
Art, Burmese ; Manuscripts, Burmese

D: HD-SAI(rel 52 A 93/1407 GF)*
GB:CUL(9000.b.5323)
Durham(+ 294.363 HER)
OUL(IND Main Libr Burma 1 d 16 501014018)
SOAS(FNA.L/651.272 ; 655.235)
ULL(PJC/Her)
IRL:TCD(Opub GB Libr 105)
LC(ND3338.H47  1993)
UCD(Shields BQ882 .H47 1993)
UCSB(Arts Lib N8193.2.B8 H47 1993 Arts)
YU(SML N8193.2 B8 H47 1993 (LC)+)

ditto. – San Francisco: Pomegranate Artbooks in association with the British Library, 1993. 95 p., illus. (some col.).
US: CU(Kroch N8193.2 .H53w 1993 ++)

List of manuscripts relating to Burma in the Burney papers at the Royal Commonwealth Society Library

→Royal Commonwealth Society < London > / Library

Sir Richard Carnac Temple and The thirty-seven nats
→Temple. Richard Carnac

→South-East Asia : languages and literatures

Herder-Institut < Leipzig >

→Zum Weltjugendtag : Berichte über die Jugend in Bulgarien, Burma, Guinea und im Irak

Herdt, Robert W.
The rice economy of Asia
→Barker, Randolph

The Heritage Foundation < Washington, D.C. > / Asian Studies Center

→Asian Studies Center < Washington, D.C. >

Herle, Anita
Les Naga : montagnards entre Inde et Birmanie
→Jacobs, Julian

The Nagas : hill peoples of Northeast India
→Jacobs, Julian

Herman, Herbert S.
Subject(s): Burma-Siam Railroad

Burma : World War <1939-1945>, on postage stamps - Catalogs ; World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns
Japan : Postmarks - Japan - Catalogs
Ref.: OCLC 53620337

Herman, Maya
Contents: Thailand - Golden triangle - Myanmar (Burma) - Singapore - Vietnam - Cambodia - Jade window - Story of Jim Thompson
Subject(s): Burma : Description and travel

→Herman, Robert W. Report of the mission to Burma
→Tisinger, Richard M.

Hero of Burma : the story of Dr. Gordon S. Seagrave told in pictures
→Seagrave, Gordon Stiller

Heroes and heroic deeds ... / ed. by Kyaw Tin et al.] – Rangoon : Burma Translation Society. – (Lu ThuA Lan' Ca Cañ ; …[Enlightenment series ; ] – Added title and text in Burmese
1. – 1950. – (… ; 18)
2. – 1952. 146 p. – (… ; 31)
Subject(s): Burma : Heroes - Biography ; Biography - Heroes
GB:SOAS: 2 (GPC 930/216.333 ; 230.027)*
Ref.: OCLC 46671602 . 1-2

Heroes of Burma
→Barretto, William Louis

Heroes of exploration ... – Rangoon : Burma Translation Society. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB:SOAS(GPC 418/230.966)*

Heroes of F Force [:] : honours over one thousand Australians who died and medical personnel who prevented cholera taking a greater toll] / collated by Don Wall. – Mona Vale, NSW: D. Wall, 1993. XII, 170 p., illus., maps.
ISBN 0-646-16047-8
Subject(s): Burma-Siam Railroad

World War <1939-1945> - Prisoners and prisons, Japanese
Thailand : World War <1939-1945> - Conscript labor - Thailand
Australia : Prisoners of war - Biography.
Great Britain : Prisoners of war - Biography.
GB:BL(YA.1998.b.2992) : Well(HMC.FK.227.AA9)
US: CU(Kroch D805.T5 H47x 1993)
LC(D805.T5H47  1993)

Heron, Alexander MacMillan <b. 1884>
The geology and ore deposits of the Tavoy District
→Brown, John Coggin

Siegfried M. Schwertner
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US: YU(SML Yale Class. Fxd K112 H443 1911)
NL: IK(XVI bd 3)
SOAS(GPE Kach 415/232.692)*
GB: BL(12907 r 5) BL-APAC(V 4389)

Subject(s): Kachin language

Hertz, Henry Felix <1863-1932>
Handbook of the Kachin or Chingpaw language: containing the grammatical principles and peculiarities of the language, colloquial exercises and a vocabulary / by H. F. Hertz. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma, 1895. II, 48 p. – Herbert 460
GB: BL(11103 f 4) BL-APAC(V 4429)
US: HU(Widener 1286.56) ICN NYPL OCL
Ref.: OCLC 5056271

A practical hand-book of the Kachin or Chingpaw language: containing the grammatical principles and peculiarities of the language, colloquial exercises and a vocabulary, with an appendix on Kachin customs, law and religion / by H. F. Hertz. Rev. and enl. ed. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma, 1902. V, 163 p. – Herbert 460
Subject(s): Kachin language

Kachin (Asian people)
D: B-SBB(4° Zw 22828 NILS) HD-SAI(reg 60 P 10)*
GB: BL(12906 g 36) BL-APAC(V 4387)
US: CU(Kroch PL4001.K3 H57+ 1902 ; Film 11052
Reel 1186 no.2) HU(Microforms (Lamont) Film W 24010) LC(PL4001.K3H57) WaU
YU(SML Yale Class. Fxd K112 H443)
Ref.: OCLC 16391888 ; 56003874

AU: NLA(SIMON 860)
GB: BL(12907 r 5) BL-APAC(V 4388)
SOAS(GPE Kach 415/232.692)*
NL: IK(XVI bd 3)
J: TYB(XII-25-G-7)
US: YU(SML Yale Class. Fxd K112 H443 1911)

US: NNUT(Burke MRL Outline RI H4438)

Hertz, William Axel <b. 1859>
Myitkyina District
→Burma gazetteer

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.53/20)* BL-APAC(IOR/V/27/732/27)

Report on the settlement operations in the Magwe District, season 1897-1903
→Settlement < Magwe > 1897-1903

Hervey, George Winfred
The story of Baptist missions in foreign lands, from the time of Carey to the present date / by G. Winfred Hervey ; with an introduction by A. H. Burlingham. – St. Louis: Barns, 1884. XX, 803 p., front. US: CU(Wason VS2520 H5 1884)

Herzog, Ellen-Brigitta

Hesbacher, Edwin Newton <b. 1908>
Medical education in Burma
→Page. Robert Griffith

Heslenfeld, Thijs <b. 1965>
NL: KITLV(M 1997 A 2606 ; 2143753 Depotexp.)
Bibliographical description

SG: ISEAS(D767.6 H62)  NUS(D767.6 Hic)
US: CU(Kroch D759.5 14th H534 1992)
NIU(Sea 4th FL FML D767.6 H534 1992)
HU(Widener Harv.Depos. X) & UCSB(Main) &
UCD(Shields) : D767.6.H53 1992
YU(SML D759.5 14th H534 1992)

Higgins, Michael Stewart Dobbs
→Dobbs-Higginson, Michael Stewart

Higginson, Michael Stewart Dobbs

High, Peter B.
The imperial screen : Japanese film culture in the Fifteen
years' war, 1931-1945 / Peter B. High – Madison: Univ. of
Wisconsin Pr., c2003. XXX, 586 p., illus., bibliogr. p.
559-571. – (Wisconsin studies in film) – Uniform Title: Tei-
koku no ginmaku. English
ISBN 0299181308 (cloth) ; 0299181340 (pbk.)
Contains: "A Lot Easier Than in China!": Malay War Record
and Burma War Record
Subject(s): Japan : Motion pictures – History
Sino-Japanese Conflict, 1937-1945 – Motion pictures and
the conflict.
Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Motion pictures and the
war, Japanese
US: LC & NNC(Butler) : PN2924 .H4713 2003

High Commissioner for Refugees
→United Nations / High Commissioner for Refugees

High Court < Rangoon >
→The annotated law reporter ... Rangoon section

Burma acts nos XIII to XVII of 1945

The Burma law reports

A decennial digest of Burma rulings, 1923-32

→Extract from the inland steam-vessels act manual,
Rangoon port rules and instructions for the Irrawaddy
River Service, and rules for vessels arriving at and leaving
from the jetties, and also stations in the district ...

Income tax and excess profits tax digest

The income tax digest

A manual of the practice of the Court of Small Causes, Rangoon
→Court of Small Causes < Rangoon >

Opinions on international law

The Rangoon law reports

Report on the administration of civil justice in Burma

Report on the administration of criminal justice in Burma

Scheme for the management of the Trust of the Surttee
Sunni Idgah, at Ahlone in the town of Rangoon

The Upper Burma rulings. – 1929

The High Court : report on Indian Constitutional reform,
paras. 331-141. – [1934?]. 7 p. – Burma British Association.
Burma Bibliographical Project

Subject(s): India : Constitutional history
GB: LSE(BLPES, Pamphlets; JF(5)/7, Special ; Microfilm M (Pamphlets 336))

High Court of Judicature (H.C.R.) < Rangoon >
→ The annotated law reporter ... Rangoon section : containing all the reportable decisions of the Rangoon High Court ...

→ The Burma companies rules
→ The Burma courts manual
→ The Burma law reports
→ The courts manual

→ A digest of Burma rulings 1923-1937
The family law of the Chinese
→ Möllendorf, P. G. von

GB: BL(IS.Bu.110/9)*
BL-APAC(V 10168 ; IOR/V/27/142/54)
US: LC(Law)
Ref.: OCLC 49032308

ditto. 2nd ed. – ibd., 1934. V, 546, XXXII p., index.
GB: BL(IS.Bu.110/5(2))*
Ref.: OCLC 49032306

→ Rules relating to the qualification and admission of advocates and pleaders in Burma

High Court of Judicature < Rangoon > / Library
Subject(s): Catalogs, Library Burma : Bibliography
US: MiU

Catalogue of the High Court Library. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for H. C. R.)
2. Index to authors. – 1924. 152 p.
Subject(s): Burma – Libraries
GB: BL(011900 c 52)*

The High Court office manual
→ High Court of Judicature < Rangoon >

Higher education and development in South-East Asia. – Paris: UNESCO and International Association of Universities. – (The development of higher education)
1 Director’s report / by Howard Hayden. – 1967. 508 p., tables.
p. 23-91: Burma
3.1 High level manpower for development / by Guy Hunter. – 1967. 184 p., tables.
p. 39-56: Burma
p. 73-89: Burma

D: HD-SAI: 1-4 (300 päd 67/500)*
GB: BL(UN.L.112/169)
NL: KITLV(M 3b 113 N)
US: C: 4(StateLib La 158J6)
LC(LA1059.S6J6) UCSB: 1-2 YU

Subject(s): Thailand, Northern : Social life and customs ; Civilization

GB: BL(IS.Bu.110/5(2))
BL-APAC(V 10202 ; IOR/V/27/142/50)

ditto. 2nd ed. – ibd., 1934. V, 546, XXXII p., index.
GB: BL(IS.Bu.110/5(2))*
Ref.: OCLC 49032306

→ The annotated law reporter ... Rangoon section : containing all the reportable decisions of the Rangoon High Court ...

→ The Burma companies rules
→ The Burma courts manual
→ The Burma law reports
→ The courts manual

→ A digest of Burma rulings 1923-1937
The family law of the Chinese
→ Möllendorf, P. G. von

GB: BL(IS.Bu.110/9)*
BL-APAC(V 10168 ; IOR/V/27/142/54)
US: LC(Law)
Ref.: OCLC 49032308

→ The Indian law reports
Rangoon series

→ Indian rulings : Rangoon section

→ Insurance laws of British India

→ Letters patent constituting a high court of judicature at Rangoon for the Province of Burma

→ A manual of the practice of the Court of Small Causes

→ The Rangoon law reports

→ Roll of advocates of the High Court of Judicature

→ Roll of first grade pleaders of the High Court

Rules and orders applying to the High Court of Judicature at Rangoon : original and appellate sides / published under the authority of the High Court of Judicature at Rangoon. – Rangoon : Govt. Print. and Staty., Burma, 1924. VI, 578, XXXIII p., index.
Subject(s): Court rules – Burma
Bibliographical description

H

Hill, Elizabeth Frances <b, 1958>  
UMI NN60205  
Subject(s): Yoruba (African people) : Folklore  
Folklore and education ; Folk literature - Study and teaching ; Tales - Canada - History and criticism ; Tales - Burma - History and criticism ; Tales - Benin - History and criticism ; English language - Study and teaching - Foreign speakers - Methodology ; Tales - Nigeria - History and criticism.  
CAN: Univ.of Alberta(Couts Floor2 Education LB 1583.8 H645 1990 ; RutherF SPCOL 90D-043)  

Hill, George  
Oh! To be a Chindit / George Hill. – 52 p. – Unpubl. conference paper  
Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> ; World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns  
GB: SOAS(E Coll 3 G 21)  

Hill, Hal <b, 1948>  
Subject(s): Industries - Burma  
GB: BL-APAC(V 25666(c))  

Hill, Walter  
D: HD-SAI(100 pol 66/363)*  
GB: BL(X 709/3916) SOAS(A 950.42/197.921)*  
NL: KITLV(M 3c 830 N)  
US: CU(Wason DS5 H64) LC(DS5.H56)
Hill, Harry Charles
Subject(s): Forests and forestry - Law and legislation - Burma
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.103/1)* CUL(Pam 5.88.338)
BL-APAC(Tr 814* ; IOR/V/27/560/84)
Ref.: OCLC 49409657

Memorandum on the forest laws in Upper Burma / by H. C. Hill ... – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for B. S.), 1899. 32 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB: BL(14300 g 11(6))* OUL(LAW Main Libr Burma 510 H646)

Hill, J.
Tide-tables for the Indian ports for the year ... – [London :] By authority of The Secretary of State for India in Council. Illus., tables.
1. Western ports (Aden to Pámban Pass)
2. Eastern and Burma Ports (Nagapatam to Port Blair)
Subject(s): Tides – India ; Tides, Tables
GB: GL(1895 1896 1898)

Hill, James Langdon <1848-1931>
The immortal seven : Judson and his associates, Dr. and Mrs. Adoniram Judson, Samuel Newell, Harriet Newell, Gordon Hall, Samuel Nott, Luther Rice / by James L. Hill.
Subject(s): Judson, Adoniram <1878-1850> Judson, Ann Hasseltine <1789-1826> Newell, Samuel <1784-1821> Newell, Harriet <1793-1812> Hall, Gordon <1848-1826> Nott, Samuel <1788-1869> Rice, Luther <1783-1836>
Missionaries, Biography ; Missions – Burma ; Missionaries – United States ; Missionaries – United States – Biography ; Missionaries, Americans – Biography.
GB:Birmingham(Main Library, Stack ; 266.0092. Ref.)
US: CUL(CASE Main 922 H55)
HU(Widener Ind 2120.5 ; Andover-Harv. Theol Harv.Depos. 814 H646im 1913)
YU(Mudd WB 59940 ; Divinity NK8 H553i)

Hill, John cb. 1918>
Note: This is the story of the 196 officers, NCOs and men who served in B Company of the 2nd Battalion, The Royal Berkshire Regiment, between November 1944 and June 1945.
Subject(s): Hill, John cb. 1918>
Great Britain : Army – Biography ; Army : Royal Berkshire Regiment
Great Britain : Soldiers - Biography
AU: NLA(YY 940.5425 H646)
D: M-BSB(93.1425) HD-SA1(322 mil 93/647)*
GB: BL(YC.1992.b.4720) CUL(539:1.c.610.195)
OUL(BOD L Floor M92.E12255)
SOAS(GB 949/620.938* ; 643.015* ; E Coll 3 K /42)
IRL:HL-154-334)
NL: KITLV(M ss 253 N)
SG: CL(940.54250922 HIL) NUS(D767.6 Hili)
US: CU(Kroch x) & HU(Widener WID-LC) & LC & OAU(Alden SE Asia) : D767 .H52 1991

Hill, L. G.
Subject(s): Kuki (Indic people) Chin (Southeast Asian people)
Ethnology – India – Assam ; Ethnology – Burma
US: CU(Kroch Film 8179 ; Annex Film N8179)

Hill area peoples' food and nutrition : research report / conducted by the Inter-Mountain Peoples Education and Culture in Thailand Association (IMPECT), the Association for Akha Education and Culture in Thailand (AFECT). – [Thailand : World, <1939-1945>] VII, 122 l., illus., col. map, bibliogr. l. 122. – The research was funded by the NOVIB, The Netherlands, for the research period of 1993-1995.
Subject(s): Mountain people – Thailand – Nutrition Food supply – Thailand ; Traditional agriculture – Thailand
US: LC(Microfiche 2000/63900 (H)) YU(SML LC Class. GN635 T4 H557 1995 +)
Ref.: OCLC 42452223 ; 43885979

Hill District of Arakan
→ Burma gazetteer

Hill tracts between Assam and Burma : selection of papers. – Delhi: Vivek Publ. Co., 1978. 342 p. – Repr. of 1909 ed. with the title: Selection of papers regarding the hill tracts between Assam and Burma and on the upper Brahmaputra
Subject(s): Ethnology – India, Northeastern ; Ethnology – Burma
India, Northeastern : Description and travel

Ref.: Fisher

Hillsman, Roger <b. 1919>

Subject(s): Hillsman, Roger <b. 1919>

Burma: History - Japanese occupation 1942-1945; Military operations, Guerrillas, American - Biography; World War 1939-1945 - Underground movements; World War 1939-1945 - Personal narratives, American

United States: Guerrillas - Biography; Office of Strategic Services - Biography

NL: KITLV(M 3n 1974 N)

GB: CUL(9001.c.4174) OUL(American Inst VHL)

OpenShelf D 802 .B8 H5 1990)

SOAS(E Coll 3 H/16)

IRL/TCD: 188-544)

US: CU(Kroch) & LU(Widener WID-LC) & LC & NNC(Butler) & OAU(Alden SE Asia) & UCBM(Main) & UCD(Shields) & UCI(Main Lib) & UCLA(YRL) & UCR(Rivera) & UCSB(Main) & WU(Hist. Soc. Lib) & YU(SML)

– D802.B8 H5 1990

NIU(Main Stacks-FML D802.B8)

NYPL(Research JFD 79-5330)


F: BIULO(GEN.III.58659)

Hinners, David Gardner <b. 1924>

Subject(s): Burma: Politics and government

Great Britain: Colonies – Burma – Administration

AU: ANU(Menzies microform JQ442 1951.H5)

D: B-SBB(1 A 499056) GÖ-SUB(A 2003 A 35158)

– HD-SAI(325 Idk 90/663)*

US: CRL(78-911867)

CU(Kroch D 802.8 H54 1978) NYPL(Research JFD 79-5330)

Ref.: OCLC 52794904

Hin’s”“Lat’
Dethkina-tharkhar Buddhys of Myanmar ... / Hin’s”“Lat’. – Ran’ kun’, 2001. 79 p., illus. – Added title and text in Burmese

Note: Iconography of Buddha's statues in Burma.

Subject(s): Gautama Buddha: Statues.

Art, Buddhist – Burma; Idols and images - Burma

US: CU(Kroch) & LC & YU(SML X): N7312 H56 2001

UC(SRLF AA0009543596)

Hin’gst, René <1973>

Subject(s): Burma: Politics and government <1988-> political development; obstacles to development; authoritarianism; democratization; political legitimacy; cultural pluralism; ethnic minorities

Birma s.Ethnizität s.Minderheitenfrage s.Politisches System s.Demokratisierung

Birma, Sozialistische Republik / Demokratisierungsbewegung

Birma, Sozialistische Republik / Ethnizität <<HD-SAI>>

Birma, Sozialistische Republik / Legitimität, politische

Birma, Sozialistische Republik / Politische Lage

Birma, Sozialistische Republik / Minorität

Birma, Sozialistische Republik / Autoritäre Herrschaft

CH: BS WWZ/SWA(RH 746, 310)

D: B-SBB(1 A 499056) GÖ-SUB(A 2003 A 35158)

– HD-SAI(325 Idk 90/663)*

US: CRL(78-911867)

CU(Kroch D 802.8 H54 1978) NYPL(Research JFD 79-5330)

Ref.: OCLC 52794904

Hin’gst, René <1973>

Subject(s): Burma: Politics and government <1988-> political development; obstacles to development; authoritarianism; democratization; political legitimacy; cultural pluralism; ethnic minorities

Birma s.Ethnizität s.Minderheitenfrage s.Politisches System s.Demokratisierung

Birma, Sozialistische Republik / Demokratisierungsbewegung

Birma, Sozialistische Republik / Ethnizität <<HD-SAI>>

Birma, Sozialistische Republik / Legitimität, politische

Birma, Sozialistische Republik / Politische Lage

Birma, Sozialistische Republik / Minorität

Birma, Sozialistische Republik / Autoritäre Herrschaft

CH: BS WWZ/SWA(RH 746, 310)

D: B-SBB(1 A 499056) GÖ-SUB(A 2003 A 35158)

– HD-SAI(325 Idk 90/663)*

US: CRL(78-911867)

CU(Kroch D 802.8 H54 1978) NYPL(Research JFD 79-5330)

Ref.: OCLC 52794904

Hin’gst, René <1973>

Subject(s): Burma: Politics and government <1988-> political development; obstacles to development; authoritarianism; democratization; political legitimacy; cultural pluralism; ethnic minorities

Birma s.Ethnizität s.Minderheitenfrage s.Politisches System s.Demokratisierung

Birma, Sozialistische Republik / Demokratisierungsbewegung

Birma, Sozialistische Republik / Ethnizität <<HD-SAI>>

Birma, Sozialistische Republik / Legitimität, politische

Birma, Sozialistische Republik / Politische Lage

Birma, Sozialistische Republik / Minorität

Birma, Sozialistische Republik / Autoritäre Herrschaft

CH: BS WWZ/SWA(RH 746, 310)

D: B-SBB(1 A 499056) GÖ-SUB(A 2003 A 35158)

– HD-SAI(325 Idk 90/663)*

US: CRL(78-911867)

CU(Kroch D 802.8 H54 1978) NYPL(Research JFD 79-5330)

Ref.: OCLC 52794904
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Hinsley, Francis Harry <b. 1918>

Hinton, Elizabeth

Hinton, Harold Clendenin


Hinsley, Narumon

Hinsley ; with E. E. Thomas, C. F. G. Ransom, R .C. Knight


Hinton, Elizabeth

Hinton, Harold Clendenin

Hinton, Harold Clendenin

Hinton, Elizabeth

Hinton, Harold Clendenin
**Historical documents / Information Department of the Revolutionary Government of the Union of Burma. – Rangoon**

1. **Internal peace parley**


**Historical facts about the Shan State. – [s.l.] Shan State , Dept. of Information, Govt. of Thailand Revolutionary Council, 1986. 56 l., map.**

Subject(s): National liberation movements – Burma – Shan State.

Shan State (Burma) : History.

US: CU(Kroch DS550.8.S45 H67 1986b ++)

Ref.: OCLC 41902224

ditto. – [s. l.] Dept. of Information, Shan State, 1986. 121 p., illus., maps.

US: CU(Kroch DS530.8.S45 H67)

A historical memorandum of royal relations of the Burmese hunters family from begining [sic!] to present 1228, A. D. 1866, collected from Burman history and various parts ; best corr. by various prince[s] and queen[s] and old officials of this Burma ; Yedanabhoom (Mandalay). – [1866.] 59 l.

Note: Papers and letters addressed to and collected by Sir Arthur Phayre, chief commissioner of British Burmeh and agent to the governor general of India; includes material on the royal families of Burma to 1228, correspondence from Thomas Spears and G.G. Doyle concerning the "Rebellion of 1863" and Burmese language testimony on the rebellion (from Ms. OR 3470 in the British Library)

Subject(s): Burma : History <to 1824> – Sources ; Burma – History <1824-1948> – Sources.

GB: BL(OR 3470)

US: CU(Kroch Film 10256 ; Annex Film N10256)

**Historical records on the hoisting of the gold umbrella on the Shwedagon Pagoda. – [Yangon:] Shwedagon Board of Trustees Office, [1999]. 215 p., col. illus., plans.**

Subject(s): Rvhe ti gum Ce ti to’ (Rangoon, Burma)

US: UC(SRLF BQ6335.R362 S534 1999 D0010527604)

**Historical records of the 6th Gurkha Rifles, etc. – Aldershot: Gale & Polden**


Subject(s): Gurkha Rifles, 6th

Burma : World war <1939-1945> – Campaigns ; World war <1939-1945> – Military operations, Gurkha

India : Army - Gurkha Rifles, 6th

GB: BL(8839 t 12) BL-APAC: 2 (V 26052)

US: CU(Annex UA652.Q3M58)

**Historical research series. – Rangoon : Universities Pr.**

1. → Tatsuro, Izumiya: The Minami organ

2. → Ni Myint: Burma’s struggle against British imperialism

**Historical review of the political relations in India and the Empire of Ava**

Bayfield, George Thomas

**Historical sites in Burma**

Aung Thaw
The history and activities of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Wilson, Horace Hayman

The history and activities of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs

History agenda 21

– Union > / Ministry of Foreign Affairs

History of Burma


History of Arakan


History of botanical researches in India, Burma and Ceylon


History of Chinese Communist strategy re Sino-Burma border question.

– Hongkong, 1960. a-h, VII, 95 l., illus., bibliogr. ref. in notes – (Research backgrounder) – [Mimeo-]

History of Christian work among the Chinese in Burma.


History of Arakan


History of botanical researches in India, Burma and Ceylon


History of Christian work among the Chinese in Burma.


History of Arakan


History of botanical researches in India, Burma and Ceylon


History of Christian work among the Chinese in Burma.


History of Arakan

History of education in Myanmar before the British conquest and after. – Rangoon : Mui Krann ca pe ; Khyi re, Mra Sita ca pe, 1995. 29, 234 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
Subject(s): Education – Burma – History
SG: ISEAS(Microfiche 96/63473)

History of King Theebaw's hairy family: correct description of the life and peculiarities of these remarkable human beings, engaged by P.T. Barnum & Co.'s Greatest Show on Earth. – New York : R. K. Fox, 1887. 16 p., illus. Subject(s): Thibaw – King of Burma, fl. 1875-1885
Hypertrichosis – Curiosities and wonders
US: ISU(Fl 6 Special Collections GV1835.H57)

Subject(s): United States – Army – Medical care - India
India : Medicine, Military ; Medicine, Preventive ; Malaria - Prevention ; Water - Pollution ; Sexually transmitted diseases - Prevention ; Intestines - Diseases ; Restaurants - Sanitation
Burma : Medicine, Military ; Medicine, Preventive ; Malaria - Prevention ; Water - Pollution ; Sexually transmitted diseases - Prevention ; Intestines - Diseases ; Restaurants - Sanitation
SG: ISEAS(Microfiche 96/63473)

History of King Theebaw's hairy family / transl. into Burmese by Mohomed Shumshoodeen. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for C. B.)
Bibliographical description
History of education in Myanmar before the British conquest and after. – Rangoon : Mui Krann ca pe ; Khyi re, Mra Sita ca pe, 1995. 29, 234 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
Subject(s): Education – Burma – History
SG: ISEAS(Microfiche 83/63402)

1. Services of gazetted officers
2. Services of other officers
Subject(s): Burma – Registers
D: HD-SAI: 1940-46,2 (322 adm 98/1104)*
BL-APAC: 1896-1941 (IOR/V/12)
LC: 1900.1-1915.1 1917.1-1934.1 (JQ447)
NcD NYPL: 1936-
NY: 1899.1 1901.1 1903.2 1904.1 1905.1-1907.2 1908.1 1909.1-1910.2 1912.1 (Mudd Ota56 A5)


Subject(s): Burma – Registers
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.148/11)* BL-APAC(IOR/V/12)


History of King Theebaw's hairy family / transl. into Burmese by Mohomed Shumshoodeen. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (for C. B.)
Bibliographical description
History of education in Myanmar before the British conquest and after. – Rangoon : Mui Krann ca pe ; Khyi re, Mra Sita ca pe, 1995. 29, 234 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
Subject(s): Education – Burma – History
SG: ISEAS(Microfiche 83/63402)

1. Services of gazetted officers
2. Services of other officers
Subject(s): Burma – Registers
D: HD-SAI: 1940-46,2 (322 adm 98/1104)*
BL-APAC: 1896-1941 (IOR/V/12)
LC: 1900.1-1915.1 1917.1-1934.1 (JQ447)
NcD NYPL: 1936-
NY: 1899.1 1901.1 1903.2 1904.1 1905.1-1907.2 1908.1 1909.1-1910.2 1912.1 (Mudd Ota56 A5)


Subject(s): Burma – Registers
GB: BL(I.S.Bu.148/11)* BL-APAC(IOR/V/12)

D: HD-SAI(reg 60 D 516,1.2 Kp)*


Burma Bibliographical Project

Siegfried M. Schwertner

to 1945 ... Fybate Lecture notes, Berkeley, Calif. – Berkeley, Calif., 1969. 73 p.
Lecture notes for History 186, a course given by the Univ. of California at Berkeley
Subject(s): Asia, Southeastern - History - Outlines, syllabi
US:CU(Kroch Pamphlet DS 146+)
p.186-204: The Anglo-Burmese wars: a new look / Tin Hla Thaw
p. 205-221: Doctor Ba Maw / Tin Hla Thaw
D: HD-SA(180 his 77/825)*
US: CU(Kroch Ds33.H67) UCB(Main DS33.H5)

History of the Army Service Corps : 5
→Moharir, V. J.
The history of the Buddha’s religion →Paññasāmisirikavīdhaṭṭha

History of the Burma Baptist Women’s Missionary Society ... – Ran’ kun’, 1984. 279 p., ports., illus. – Added title and text in Burmese
Subject(s): Burma Baptist Women’s Missionary Society : History
Women, Baptist – Burma – Biography
GB:BL-APAC(SEC.1990.a.439)
OUL(BOF Floor Bodl. Burm. e.529)
SG:ISEAS(DS530.52 M93)
US:CU(Kroch BX6316.B9 M93)
LC(Microfiche 93/68804)

History of the Catholic Church in Burma . – 1987. 37 p. – Ciclostilato, senza indicazione di autore o di Paese di pubblicazione
Subject(s): Catholic Church – Burma – History
I: BCMP(AS 07/02/0030)
Note: Copia dattiloscritta. Nella prima pagina si dice che il materiale fu raccolto prima da dal P. E.J. McCarthy, poi riscritto da Mgr. Patrick Usher e infine ampliato e aggiornato da Edward Evans
Subject(s): Catholic Church – Burma – History
I: BCMP(AS 07/02/0001)

History of the China-Burma-India theater →United States army in World War II : China-Burma-India theater

Subject(s): Church of the Province of Myanmar: History
Burma : Anglican Communion –History ; Church history
US:ViAltBPL BX5680.5.A44 M9 2001

History of the "Ethnographical and Linguistic Survey of Burma" and of attempts made to sarcast, together with relevant correspondence
→Ethnographical and Linguistic Survey of Burma

Subject(s): Great Britain : Army - World War <1939-1945>; Burma - Lincolnshire Regiment - Battalion, 1st - World War <1939-1945>
Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns
GB:BL(09101 dd 8) BL-APAC(ORW 1987 a 567)
SOAS(GB959.10452 /808399 ; E Coll 3 K /8)
US:NUI(SEA D759.51STBAT .H51949)

History of the Môn and Burma ... : dedicated to the late Dr Pra Salyaved Visisth. – Bangkok: Chuanpimp Pr., [1966]. 135 p., illus.
Ref.: Bernot

History of the Old Testament in Burmese. – Bassein: St. Peter’s Institute Pr., 1876. II, 276, VI p. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB:BL(14300 b 2)* BL-APAC(Bur B 491)
ditto. 3rd ed. – Bassein: Bassein Pr., 1910. V, 259 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB:BL(14300 b 20)* BL-APAC(Bur D 558)

History of the rev. Kesareinda, teacher and preacher "Vinayakosilla", gold medallist ... – [Mandalay: Hanthawaddy Pitaka Pr.,] 1930. 82 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
Subject(s): Kesareinda, Bhaddanta ; Buddhists - Biography.
GB:SOAS(GPC 293.092/496.992)*

Subject(s): World War <1939-1945>
Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns
GB:BL(P.633/5)* OUL(BOD 22283 c.66)

3.3: The long treat : the first Burma Campaign
→Smyth, John George
4.2, 1378-81
Arakan: the first uncertain step
→Cooper, Robert
p.1382-85
The Chindits : Wingate’s jungle raiders
→Swinson, Arthur Horace

H 72
8.15: Chronology 1933-1944
8.16: Chronology 1945-1949 and bibliography

**History of the third Burmese war**, 1885, 1886, and 1887. – Calcutta : Govt. Print., India (for Q. M. G.) – The official history of the third Burmese war is compiled in the Intelligence Branch of the Quarter-Master-General's Department in India ... – Period 1, Pref.
1. History of the war prior to the annexation of the country. – 1887. VII, 104 p., app., fold. map.
2. History of the war from the annexation of the country to the commencement of the winter campaign, 1886 to 87. – 1888. II, 95 p.
3. The winter campaign of 1886-87, and subsequent operations up to March 31st, 1888. – 1889. XI, 324 p., app., maps.
4. The winter campaign of 1888-89 and subsequent operations up to December 3rd, 1889.
5. The winter campaign of 1889-90.
6. The winter campaign of 1890-91.

Subject(s): Burmese War, 1885–86

GB: SOAS: 1-3 (LC 945/54.909)
US: MnU

The **history of the Turkey empire**, Mohomedan kings, princes, ruling chiefs and Nawabs of the world ... / transl. into Burmese from Arabic, Persian, Hindee and Urdu books by Maung Myit and from English books by Maung Mya. – Mandalay: Tampadepa Printing Works, 1907. XIX, 366, II p., 6 plates. – Added titles and text in Burmese

GB: BL(14302 b 39)∗

History of the Wegyi Boom and Depot, Forest Division, Burma

ISBN 0702600636 ; 0333582624
Subject(s): World War <1939-1945>

**Hitijahubessy**, S. F.

Ref.: FAO: TA final reports
HIV/AIDS among migrant population at the Thai-Burmese borders: Mae Sot and Mae HD-SAI / Suphathawat ; Amonthip Amaraphiban [et al.]. – [Bangkok, 1996.] 29, 228 p., illus., maps, bibliogr. p. 190-194. – Added title and text in Thai; summary in English and Thai

Subject(s): AIDS (Disease) – Transmission – Thailand.

Alien labor – Health and hygiene – Thailand.

AIDS (Disease) – Transmission – Burma.


Subject(s): HIV infections – Burma – Prevention

HIV-positive persons – Services for – Burma

AIDS (Disease) – Burma – Prevention

AIDS (Disease) – Patients – Services for – Burma

US: DNLM(2001 F-098) UCB

HIV/AIDS and cross-boundary migration: a rapid assessment of migrant population along the Thai-Burma (Myanmar) border regions.

Oppenheimer, Edna


Subject(s): AIDS (Disease) – Burma – Prevention.

AIDS (Disease) – Treatment – Burma.

US: CU(Kroch) & YU(SML) RA644 A25 F56 1999 +

HIV/AIDS Prevention and Care Project

HIV infections – Burma – Prevention

Drug abuse – Burma – Congresses

Malaria – Burma – Congresses

Malaria – Thailand – Congresses.

AIDS (Disease) – Thailand – Congresses.


LC(Microfiche 2000/63402 (R))

NIU(SEA HV5840.B93 H593)

HIV/AIDS Prevention and Care Project


Subject(s): AIDS (Disease) – Burma – Prevention.

AIDS (Disease) – Treatment – Burma.

US: CU(Kroch) & YU(SML) RA644 A25 F56 1999 +

HIV/AIDS Prevention and Care Project

HIV infections – Burma – Prevention

Drug abuse – Burma – Congresses

Malaria – Burma – Congresses

Malaria – Thailand – Congresses.

AIDS (Disease) – Thailand – Congresses.


LC(Microfiche 2000/63402 (R))

NIU(SEA HV5840.B93 H593)

HIV/AIDS Prevention and Care Project


Subject(s): AIDS (Disease) – Burma – Prevention.

AIDS (Disease) – Treatment – Burma.

US: CU(Kroch) & YU(SML) RA644 A25 F56 1999 +

HIV/AIDS Prevention and Care Project

HIV infections – Burma – Prevention

Drug abuse – Burma – Congresses

Malaria – Burma – Congresses

Malaria – Thailand – Congresses.

AIDS (Disease) – Thailand – Congresses.


LC(Microfiche 2000/63402 (R))

NIU(SEA HV5840.B93 H593)
**Myanmar**

CH: ILO(73B09/431)

**Hjorleifur Jonsson**

Naga feasts and fights / Hjorleifur Jonsson. – [1990]. 56 p., bibliogr. p. 53-56. – Prepared for Burma Seminar, Cornell University, Fall 1990.'

Subject(s): Naga (South Asian people) – Burma – Social life and customs ; India – Social life and customs.

*Kachin* (Asian people) – Burma – Social life and customs.

US: CU(Kroch +DS528.2.K3 H67)


US: CU(Kroch Rare & Mss thesis 1996 J817 ; Olin +Thesis GN 50 1996 J817)

**Hkin Hswei Myō**

Criminal law dictionary ... / Daw Hkin Hswei Myō. – Yan kon: Pāñゃ Bīman Sa ok Taik, 1980. 371 p., port. – Added title and text in Burmese

Subject(s): Criminal law – Burma – Dictionaries – Burmese

US: LC-LAW

**Hkin Myō Gyit**

→Famous letters and speeches

Newspaper world ... – Rangoon : Burma Translation Society, 1952. 342 p. – Added title and text in Burmese

GB: BL(14302 aao 70)* SOAS(GPC 070/215.514)*

**Hkin Thàn Wei**


GB: SOAS(GPC 646.4/457.478)*

**Hkindu Awnglat**

Maumwi laika / Hkindu Awnglat ... – Ran’ kun’, 1984. 158 p., illus.

SG: ISEAS(Microfiche 96/63483

**Hla**

Burma-Nippon-diary ... / by U Hla. – Sept. 1936. 311 p., il-

lus.

GB: BL(14302 111 43(1))*


US: LC(QC173.H57)

**Hla < Ludu U, 1910-1982 >**

→Arakan folktales

The caged ones / Ludu U Hla ; transl. by Sein Tu ; illus. by U Wa Throne. 1st English ed. – Bangkok: Tamarind Pr., 1986. VIII, 144 p., illus. – (Asian portraits = Visages d’Asie) – Translation of: Hlaung-chaine-hte-ga-nhet-nge-myar

ISBN 974-87368-6-5 – Herbert 288

Abstract: Imprisoned for political reasons in the 1950’s (and later), Ludu U Hla - perhaps Burma’s most prolific modern author and collector of Burmese folklore and cultural material - penned these sensitive portraits of his teenage fel-

low-behind-bars. His sympathetic probe of "criminals" old and new, willing and unwilling, uncovers the social pressures and failings that turn the weak, the young and unfortune-

ate against society, and harden them in a career of crime. This book won a UNESCO prize in 1958.

Subject(s): Juvenile delinquents – Burma – Biography

Prisoners – Burma – Biography ; Youth – Burma – Biography ; Biography – Juvenile delinquents : Prisoners ; Biography – Youth (sw)

Burma : Social conditions

AU:ANU(Chifley HV9192.A5L5313 1986)

D: HD-SAI(320 biog 96/218)*

F: BIULO(GEN.IV.7234)

NL: KITLA(M ss 142 N)

SG: ISEAS(PR9430.9 L94C1) NUS(PR9900 bur.L)

US: CU(Kroch HV9192.7.A5 L63 1986)

HU(Widener Harv.Depos.) & NIU(SEA) & UCB(Main) .

M: H(12) & WU(Memorial Lib) : HV7985.7.L474 1986

MIU(Hatcher) MnU(TC Wilson Ames HV9192.7.A5 L69x 1986)

NCC(Butler HV9192.7.A6813 L492 1986g)

OAU(Alden SE Asia HV7985.7.L4713 1986x)

UC(SRLF AA0008756413)

US: OC(91666271 ; 17911763

AU:NLA(YY 323.4092 H677)

GB: SOAS(GB365.6092/792774)

US: UC(SRLF AA0006876130)

UCLA(YR HV7985.7.L4313 1998)

→Chin folktales

→Folktales of Burma

→Folktales of Ludu U Hla

→Italian fables

→Märchen aus Burma

→Prince of rubies and other tales from Burma

Tales of indigenous peoples of Burma / by Ludu U Hla ; English version by Than Tun. 1st ed. – Mandalay: Ludu U Hla, 1974. 82 p., illus.

Subject(s): Tales – Burma – History and criticism. – Folk literature – Burma – History and criticism

AU:NL(A/YY 323.4092 H677)

GB: SOAS(GB365.6092/792774)

US: UC(SRLF AA0006876130)

UCLA(YR HV7985.7.L4313 1998)

→Italian fables

→Märchen aus Burma

→Folktales of Burma

→Prince of rubies and other tales from Burma
Hla Aye
D: HD-SAI

Subject(s): Church and college – Asia. Universities and colleges – Asia – Religion. Church work with students. Asia, Southeastern – Religion.
US: NNUT(Burke MRL Pamphlet 0783)
YU(LSF-Request A317.25)

Hla Bow
Studies on wheat growing problems in Namsang-Burma – Amir. Jacob

Hla Bu
Evangelistic task in the universities & colleges / by Hla Bu. – Rangoon : World's Student Christian Federation, 1951. 19 p. – (S.E. Asia S.C.M. study series; 7)
Subject(s): Church and college – Asia. Universities and colleges – Asia – Religion. Church work with students. Asia, Southeastern – Religion.
US: NNUT(Burke MRL Pamphlet 0783)
YU(LSF-Request A317.25)

Hla Din
Burmese grammar and composition for middle and high schools. – [Rangoon : Hla Din, 1962.] 286 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB: SOAS(GPC 415/231.870)*

Burmese translation of Doa-i-skandar / by Maung Hla Din. – Mandalay: Muslim Pr., 1921. 6 p.
GB: BL-APAC(Bur B 285)

A regional geography of Union of Burma / U Hla Din and U Than Maung. – Rangoon : Rankun, 1955. 232, 6 p., map. – Added title and text in Burmese
D: B-SBB(86 874 Potsdamer Str.)

Hla Gyaw, James
Law examination questions and answers on sixteen acts and regulations relating to revenue, stamp, excise and general law. – Rangoon : Hanthawaddy Print. Works, 1926. 250 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
US: LC(Law)

US: LC(Law)

Maung Yin and Ma Mè Ma Vattha: a novel in Burmese, being the first in the language . – Rangoon : Friend of Burma

Hla Aung Gyi
US: NNC(Butler) & YU(SML X) : BQ2567 M36 1998
Hla Htay

An adaptation of an English translation of "The Count of Monte Cristo" by Alexandre Dumas

GB: SOAS(GPC 830/35.465)*

Hla Hla Win

GB: SOAS(GPC 909/231.836)

US: NIU(SEA PL3988 .M6374 1959)

Ref.: OCLC 28826382

Hla Hkin

GB: BL(14300 f 7)*

Hla Hbe

GB: SOAS(GPC 830/35.465)*

US: NIU(SEA Oversize LG158 .H352)

Hla Han

Speech by the Minister of Education, Col. Hla Han, Chairman, Universities Central Council. – [Rangoon : Ministry of Education], 1970. 12 l. – Caption title: Speech delivered at the opening ceremony of the fiftieth anniversary celebrations of the Univ. of Rangoon by the chairman of the Universities Central Council.

Subject(s): University of Rangoon – History.

– Universities and colleges – Burma – Rangoon – History

US: NIU(SEA Oversize LG158 .H352)

Hla Hbe

Principles of political economy or economics ... – [n.p.] The Ākā Pr., 1933. 571 p.

GB: BL(14300 f 7)*

Hla Hkin

Rangoon today ... – [Rangoon :] Ya-the, 1969. 286 p., maps.

– Added title and text in Burmese

GB: SOAS(GPC 909/231.836)

Hla Hla Win


– Added title and text in Burmese

Hla Htut Lwin


Subject(s): Dissertations, Academic – UCLA – Epidemiology

US: UCLA(Biomed W4C L978b 2000)

Hla Kyaing

Dhamma discourses

– Jatila <A ran’>

Hla Kyi

– Annotated bibliography of health literature on Burma

Hla Maung

A dictionary of art and artists (Burma) ... – Rangoon : Ko-sa-pae, 1968. 345 p., illus. – Added title and text in Burmese

GB: SOAS(GPC 703/314.296)*

Hla Maung

Spacial implication in socio-economic development planning : general theoretical approach with special reference to Burma. – Warszawa, Szkól-a Glówna Planowania i Statystyki, rozprawa doktorska. – Shulman 133

Hla Maung

– also Kluseman, H.

Hla Maw


US: AzU

Hla Min

– Political situation of Myanmar and its role in the region

H 77
Hla Myaing

The universal English-Burmese dictionary

Hla Myint


– Shulman 112

Subject(s): Agriculture – Economic aspects – Burma

Burma : Economic policy : Economic conditions

AU:ANU(Chifley HD2065.7.M9)

D: HD-SAI(320 agr 82/1981)*

GB: SOAS(GB338.1/411.456)

SG: ISEAS(HD82 A833)


GB: BL(WP 1413/221)


US: LC(HD82.H54 1965)


GB: BL(WP 1413/292)*

SG: ISEAS(HD82 H54)

US: LC(HD82.H54 1967)


D: HD-SAI(soz 55 B 63)

GB: BL(WP 1413/417)*

SG: ISEAS(HD82 H54)

US: LC(HD82.H54 1973)

ditto. 5th ed. – ibd., 1980. 166 p. – (Hutchinson university library : economics)

GB: SOAS(A 330.91724/426.134 ; 474.189 ; 539.342)


US: LC(HD82.H54 1984)

Protection and economic development

Sundrum, R. M.

The role of agriculture in economic development


US: CU(Kroch Thesis DS503 C81 1960 M996+ ; Rare & Manuscripts Archives Thesis 1960 M996)


Subject(s): Asia, Southeastern : Economic conditions ; Economic policy

D: HD-SAI(300 wiw 80/2032)

SG: ISEAS(HC412 A833)


GB: BL(X 510/5135)

SG: SOAS(G 330/275.982 ; 355.143 ; 477.838)

US: CU(Kroch HC412.H67)

LC(HC412.H55 1972)

SIUE(Stacks HC412 .H551972)

– also Southeast Asia’s economy in the 1970s


Subject(s): Harbors – Burma – Rangoon – History. – Rangoon (Burma) : History.

SG: ISEAS(HE 560 R4H67)


Hla Myint Hpu

Mortality statistics of Burma / by Hla Myint Hpu. – 1984. XII, 143 l. – Canberra, Australian National Univ., M.A. sub-thesis 1984

Subject(s): Mortality – Burma – Statistics.


AU:ANU(Menzies thesis HB1466.7.A3.H52)

Hla Myint Kyaw

Mahāśi Sayadaw’s analysis of today's vipassana techniques

Sobhana < Mahāthera >
Bibliographical description

Hla Nyunt

Subject(s): Nuclear energy – Research – Burma
GB: SOAS(Pam SEAsia 23/542.351)
Ref.: OCLC 33398992

ditto. Microfilm. – Ithaca, N.Y.: Photo Science Studios, Cornell Univ., 1965. – (Western language publications on Burma on microfilm ; 12)
US: CU(Kroch Film 1050 no.12; Annex NFilm 1050,12)

Hla Pe < Maung>

Brief account of the countries now at war / by Maung Hla Pe. – Rangoon : Sun, 1914. 80 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB: BL-APAC(Bur D 313)

Added title and text in Burmese
Ref.: Bookseller

Selection of Aesop’s fables / Aesop

A bird’s eye view of Burmese poetry, A.D. 1450 to 1885 ... – [London, 1964?]. 21 l.

Herbert 651

Hla Pe < U>


Subject(s): Burmese drama


Konmara Pya Zat
also Pok Ni

[Narrative of the Japanese occupation of Burma]
U Hla Pe’s Narrative of the Japanese occupation of Burma / recorded by U Khin ; foreword by Hugh Tinker. – Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell Univ., Southeast Asia Program, 1961. 96 p. – (Data paper / Southeast Asia Program, Department of Far Eastern Studies, Cornell Univ. ; 41) – Herbert 289
Subject(s): Burma – History – Japanese occupation <1942-1945>
AU:ANU(Hope Store Bliss lge bk ONVV H677)
D: B-SBB(4° Ser.4135-41 Potsdamer Str.)
PA-UB(00/RR 51977 L688)
HD-SAI(reg 60 D 740 ; 322 mil 63/751)*
F: BIULO(GEN.II.464)
GB:BL(Ac 9233 wi/3(41) ; 14302 i 50)
BL-APAC(V 15990) OUL(BOD H Floor Per. Or. d.300/41) SAdS(ICS DS559 HLA)
SOAS(Ref.GB 949/155.167)*
F: BNF(4° O2 .2026(41))
NL: KITLV(M rr 203 N)
US: CU(Kroch D767.6 .H64+)

Hla Sāw Phru < Saya >
Subject(s): Burmese language – Conversation and phrase books
US: CU(Wason PL3933 H67B9 1960)

Hla Phaw Zan
Vegetable gardening in Burma / by U Hla Phaw Zan. – Rangoon : Thu Dhamma Wadi Pr., 1949. 204 p., illus. – Approved by the Text-Book Committee
Subject(s): Vegetable gardening – Burma
US: CU(Echols +UA583.B8 H67)

Hla Phyu Chit
Subject(s): Burma : Economic policy ; Economic conditions <1948->
D: HWWA(1993 B 651)
US: CU(Kroch HC422 H68 1993+)

The United States of America in Burma / by Maung Hla Pe. – Rangoon : Sun Pr., 1917. 91 p.
US: CU(Kroch HC422 .H68 1993+)

Hla Shain
Subject(s): Burma – Armed Forces – History
US: CU(TIC 56140)

Hla Shwe
Burma phase I rubber rehabilitation project completion re- port and recommendations, December 1984
→Anderson, Dara L.

Hla Thamein
→Lha Samin`
Hla Thein
SG: ISEAS(DS528.7 H67)

US: LC(PL4001.H557H5)

Hla Tin <b. 1923>
Lha Samin`


Hla Tun
The essentials of modern botany ... / by Hla Tun. – Rangoon : U Po Han, 1932. 90 p. – (Natural science series; 1)
GB: SOAS(GPC 580/29.942)*

Hla Tun Aung <b. 1933>
Cotton production in central Burma from 1946 to 1961 / Hla Tun Aung. – 1964. 901 l., maps.
Subject(s): Cotton growing – Burma ; Cotton trade - Burma
US: MWC
Ref.: OCLC 34614464

Hla Tun
Subject(s): Burma ; International monetary system
TH: CU(TIC 50629)

Hla U <b. 1953>
The Acts of the Apostles in Ashö Chin
→Bible, N.T. : Acts < K h y a n g >

The Gospel according to St. Luke in Ashö Chin
→Bible, N.T. : Luke < K h y a n g >

The New Testament in Asho Southern Chin
→Bible, N.T. < K h y a n g >

Hla Win
Mental health in Burma: an evaluation and some proposals / Maung Hla Win. – 1957. – Columbia Univ. (Social Work), Masters essay, 1957
US: NNC(Offsite MA 4761 ; Rare book MA 1957)

Hlaing <Thukhamein>
Thing lost at sea / Thukhamein Hlaing ; transl. by Maung Tha Noe. 1.a krim’. – Ran’ kun’: Nhan’ C” C” a pe, 2003. 40 p. – Added title and text also in Burmese
Note: Twelve Myanmar poems with English transl.

Hlaing, T.
Ref.: FAO: Fisheries 02168-67

Hluttaw
→Burma / Hluttaw

US: LC & YU(SML X) : DS530.65 .H58 1998

Hmaing
Biography of Dhammaceti : son-in-law of Shin-saw-pu / by Maung Hmine ... – 1917. 193 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB: BL(14302 bb 11)*

The coming of Mr. Mg. Hmine: an autobiography ... – [Rangoon] – Added title and text in Burmese
GB:BL(14302 bb 4)

ditto. – ibd.
1. – 1925. 226 p.
GB:SOAS(GPC 920/29.166; 29.166)*

Letters of Maung Hmine ... / comp. by Sain Maung. 1st ed. – Rangoon : National Print. Works, 1924. 264 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB:BL(14302 bb 29)*

Letters of Mr Maung Hmine … – Ran’ kun’, 1965. 318 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
Abstract: A collection of Thakin Kodaw Hmaing’s works on Burmese languge, history and culture.
SG: ISEAS(PL3970 H671)
Burma Bibliographical Project

Hnin Aye Lwin
Human resource development in Myanmar hotel industry: a case study of selected hotels. – 2003. 64 l. – Asian Institute of Technology, School of Management, M.B.A. thesis 2003
Subject(s): Burma; Human resources; Domestic trade
TH: CU(TIC thesis 66442)

Hnin Mya Kyi
Subject(s): Education, Higher – Burma
Ref.: OCLC(6999960)
US: MBNU

Subject(s): Old age homes – Burma
Ref.: OCLC 52177422

Hninzigone Management Committee
→Hninzigone Home for the Aged, Yangon

Hnit taya-hnahse pyet-kad in 1856-1976
→English and Burmese hundred and twenty year calendar, 1857-1976

Ho, Alexandra Chai Hoong
Subject(s): Ethnicity – Burma; Ethnology – Burma.
SG: ISEAS(LO DS528 H67)

Ho, Minfong <b. 1951>
Subject(s): Fiction in English - Burmese writers <1945-> – Texts
IRL:TCD(PB-65-49)
ISBN 0435123408
IRL:TCD(HB-37-850)

Ho, Tit-wah <b. 1909>
→Chinese army in India-Burma campaign: active participation by the New First Army
Ho, Yung-Chi <b. 1902>
The big circle / by Ho-Yung Chi. – New York : Exposition Pr., 1948. 152 p., group port., maps, illus.
Abstract: An account of China's role in the Burma Campaigns of 1942 to 1945.
Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns China : World War <1939-1945> - China
D: B-SBB(26 206 Potsdamer Str.)
HD-SAI(reg 60 D 742)*
GB: BL-APAC(T 14159)
SOAS(CC 951.0422/374.690 ; E Coll 3 F/21)
US: CU(Annex D767.6 .H67)   HU   InU
LC(D767.6.H6)   MiU
Hobby, Raymond
Working plan for the Henzada portion of the Henzada-Bassein Forest Division for the period 1948-49 to 1958-59
→Working plan < Henzada >

Hobbs, Cecil Carlton <b. 1907>
Subject(s): Buddha (The concept) : Burma Buddhism – Burma ;
Burma : Social conditions
US: CU(Wason HQ670 B8H6+ 1950)
LC(HQ670.B8H6 1952) MiU
Ref.: OCLC 25044589 ; ocm5070195
ditto.  – ibd., 1952. IV, 97 l.
AU:ANU(Menz Bliss microform KQCR.SR H682)
US: CST(CU(Kroch HQ670.B8 H68 1952+))
LC(HQ670.B8H6 1952) OrU TxU
UC(NRLF HQ670 .H6 1952 SC 23 758)
UCLA(YSR * HQ670.B9 H6)
Subject(s): Religious education – Burma ; Family – Burma Family – Religious life
US: CU(Kroch Film 625) LC(Microfilm 6866 BV)
NRL(Swasey Div Graduate thesis CRDS M.Th. 1942)
OAU(Alden SE Asia BV4526 .H6x)
Ref.: OCLC 167699
US: LC
US: CST-H
Southeast Asia : a bibliography of writings, 1942 to 1978 by Cecil Hobbs
p. 21-42: Burma
AU:ANU(Menzies Zs3221.U524)
D: GÔ-SUB(4° Geogr.N.983)
GB:BLX(802/3887)*
MY: RH RUL
NL: KITLV(M 3l 7 N)
US: CU(LC/Z3221.U49) UCLA(YRL)
UCB(Main DS503.1.U616) UCSB YU
p. 25-41: Burma (no. 86-143)
AU:ANU(Chifley Asian ref. Z3221.U524 1964)
GB:BL(15012 e 2)*
TH:CU(TIC 05812)
US: LC(Z3221.U524 1964)
D: B-SBB(OLS Ab SOA 520 Potsdamer Str.)
GÖ-SUB(KS Rb 651)*
GB: BL(BB.R d 39) SOAS(Ref.G 016/248.818)
J: TYB(B-535)
US: LC(Z3221.U524 1968)
UCR(Rivera Storage f Z3221.U524 1964a)
D: HD-SAI(inf 40 S 860)
US: CU   YU
Subject(s): Burma ::Bibliography
Thailand : Bibliography
Indochina : Bibliography
Malay Peninsula : Bibliography
Malay Archipelago : Bibliography

US: CU(Ref. Z3221 .U58+)
HU(Widener Asia 28.40 ; Law B/OOMP/AS/020 UNI)
LC & NNC(Butler) : Z3221.U5 1946)
UC(NRLF Z3221 .U6 1946 ; SRLF D00056369)
WU(Memorial Lib. Z3221 U52 1946)
YU(SML Yale class. X867 946U ; SEA Ref. Z3221
U515 (LC)+)

p. 21-24: Burma
AU:ANU(Menzies Z689.H62)
D: HD-SAI(inf 1 B 39)*
GB: BL(Ac 9233 w i(385))
NL: KITLV(M 3b 159 N)
SG: NUS(Z448 Hob)
TH: CU(Asia 021.00959 H682S)
US: CU(Wason Z448 H6857+ LC(Z689.H72)
p. 21-31: Burma
AU:ANU(Hope St Bliss large OHD2 H682s)
D: HD-SAI(inf 40 S 866)*
GB: BL(19012 e 11; Ac 9233 w i(340))
NL: KITLV(M 31 20 N)
TH: CU(CL TH 016.959 H682S)
US: CU(Wason Z448 H686+ ; Film N 2113) DA
HU IaU KU LC(Z451.H63) UCSC

Southeast Asian material in the Australian National University Library : a programme for development and use / by Ceci-
US: LC(Z3221.H555 1975) UCB UCLA

Understanding the peoples of Southeast Asia : a bibliog-
ographical essay / by Cecil Hobbs. – Urbana, 1967. 58 p. – (Occasional papers / Univ. of Illinois Graduate School of Li-
brary Science ; 81) – [Mimeogr.]
p. 33-36: Burma
AU:ANU(Menzies Asian ref. Z3001.H6)
GB: BL(2771 ef 13)*
US: CU(Mann Z3221 H68)
LC(Z674.I52 no.81)
Hobbs, Zoe Patricia
From Rotterdam to Rangoon in verse ... / Zoe Patricia Hobbs. – Boston: B.J. Brimmer, 1927. 52 p.
Ref.: OCLC 18446005
Hobday, A.
→Burmese and English almanac for 1870
Hobson, G. Vernon
D: B-SBB(Ser. 698-74.2 Potsdamer Str.)
GB: BL-APAC(SV 47 ; IOR/V/20/66)
BL(P) NX055-E(2)/24614400x)
US: LC(QE295.A4 v.74 pt.2) MiU ViU
YU(QE295 A13)
Hobson-Jobson
→Yule, Henry
Hochberg, Fritz
2. – VIII, 319 p., index.
GB: BL(10056 pp 7)*
Hochschulschriften zu Süd- und Südostasien
→Grünewald, Reinhold
Hocking, Ernest William
Re-thinking missions
→Laymen’s Foreign Missions Inquiry / Commission of Appraisal

H 84
Hodge, John Zimmerman


Subject(s): Rural development – Burma.

US: YU(LSF-Request A079.01)

Tales from the inns of healing of Christian medical service in India, Burma and Ceylon

Hodge, M. C.


Subject(s): Buddhist Theosophical Society.

Buddhism – Sri Lanka

Buddhism – Burma

Buddhism – Thailand

Sri Lanka – Social conditions

Burma – Social conditions

Thai literature – Social conditions

GB: SOAS(LJS294.3/704209)

US: CU(Annex D811.5 .H692)

Hodgkinson, F. O.

Taw Gaung Gyi: a story from the jungles of the silken East. – [Burma, s.n., 1931?]. – Burmese

IRL: TCD(PAM K.20 no.6)

Hodgson, Francis Mary

→ Bay of Bengal pilot

Hodson, James Lansdale <b. 1891>

War in the sun: being some account of a war correspondent’s journey, meetings, and what was said to him in the Middle East, India, Burma and West Africa during 1941-2 / by James Lansdale Hodson. – London: Gollancz, 1942. 392 p.

Subject(s): Burma: World War 1939-1945 - Personal narratives, English

D: HD-SAI(reg 6D 741)*

GB:BL(9101 i 33) CUL(539:1.c.1.5)

N: UBB(HF BM 1810) UHS(Mag313 I 45 Hod)

US: CU(Annex D811.5 .H692) GU

LC(D811.5.H636 1942)

NYPL(Research BZAS)

YU(MUDD WB 54388)


NL: KTTLV(M 3n 1662 N)

Hodson, Thomas Callan

India: census ethnography, 1901-1931 / by T. C. Hodson. – New Delhi: Govt. of India Pr. (for H. D.), 1937. V. 118 p., fold. maps.

GB:BL(I.S.313/2)* BL-APAC(IOV/V/15/191)

Höfer, Hans Johannes

Burma. – 1979

Höfer, András


Höfer, Hans Johannes

Klein, Wilhelm

→ Burma: Myanmar

Birma: Myanmar

East Asia. – 1987

Myanmar, Burma

Klein, Wilhelm

Hoegger, Bertha


Subject(s): Sri Lanka: Description and travel.

India: Description and travel.
Hogan, David W. 〈b. 1958〉
Defeat into victory : battling Japan in Burma and India, 1942-1945
→Slim, William Joseph Slim

ISBN 0160358817
http://purl.access.gpo.gov/GPO/LPS33141

Subject(s): United States : Army - History - World War <1939-1945>
India : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns
Myitkyina (Burma), Battle of, 1944

Hogan, T. T.
Ref.: FAO: Land and water 61494-58

Holdsworth, Edward R.
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.113/19)*

Holland, Gerald Edward <1860-1917>
GB:BL(I.S.Bu.108/17)*

Holland, Fred
→Association of Evangelicals of Africa and Madagascar
[AEAM text on worship]

Holland, Grace
→Association of Evangelicals of Africa and Madagascar
[AEAM text on worship]

Holland, Thomas Henry <1868-1947>
Burma (Birmanie)
→Lexique stratigraphique international ; v. 3, facs. 6

Subject(s): Mines and mineral resources – India ; Minerals – India ; Minerals – Pakistan ; Minerals – Bangladesh ; Minerals – Assam ; Minerals – Burma
GB:BL-DSS(Wq6/7781)
BL-APAC(W 6991 ; W 7767)
OUL(BOD)

Holland House Corporation of the Netherlands
→Design and technique in textiles of the East Indies

Hollaway, Charles E.
Membership directory
→China-Burma-India Veterans Association

Holliss, Dennis I.
The petroleum geology and analysis of the sedimentary basins of Burma, Thailand, Malaysia, Indochina, and Taiwan
→Hamilton, Neil W.

Hollister, Mary Brewster
Subject(s): Cookery, Burmese
Cookery, International
Cookbooks – Burma – 1962
Menus – 1962
Advertisements – 1962
US: HU(Schlesinger 641.695 H74r)
Hollowood, Margaret Frances

A vacation church school course for intermediates on Burma, Assam, Benegal-Orissa, South India / by Margaret Frances Hollowood – 1940. 191 p., illus., bibliogr. 1. 185-186. – Wynnewood, Pa., Eastern Baptist Theological Seminary, M.R.E. thesis 1940.

Subject(s): Missions – Asia, Southeastern – Study and teaching. – Missions – India – Study and teaching; Vacation schools, Religious.

US: PPEB (A k Blois Ref. BV4070 .E294 1940.3 40522)

Holman, Dennis <b. 1915> / Lady Louis : life of the Countess Mountbatten of Burma / by Dennis Holman. – London: Odhams Pr., 1952. 191 p., illus., ports., index.

Subject(s): Mountbatten, Edwina Cynthia Annette Ashley – Countess, 1901-1960

AU: NLA (920 MOU)

GB: BL (10823 k 50)*

US: CU (Kroch + Pamphlet S Burma 12)

Holmberg, Paul <b. 1933> / Opiumkrieg i Gyllene triangeln / Paul Holmberg. – Stockholm: Svenska Carnegie institutet: Askelin & Hägglund, 1989 : (Södertälje : Fingraf), 143 s., illus. – (Carnegie dokumentationsserie, ISSN 0281-7608 ; 10)

ISBN 91-7684-170-7; 165:00


S: Dth(DH: Oh0 G(90/1183) H(MAG SOCVET 22.682) L(ÖS Oep) O(Oep-oc Holmberg)

Holman-Hunt, Henry Lushington / The strength and elasticity of some of the most common Burmese timbers and size of scantlings deduced from first principles / by H. L. Holman-Hunt. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma (P. W. Secy.), 1916. 34 p., 60 plates.

GB: BL(I.S.Bu.46/9)*


Subject(s): Farm mechanization – Burma

US: CU (Kroch + Pamphlet S Burma 12) – DNAL

Holmes, Linda Goetz / Four thousand bowls of rice : a prisoner of war comes home / Linda Goetz Holmes. – St. Leonards, N.S.W.: Allen & Unwin, 1993. XXIII. 179 p., illus., index, bibliogr. p. 174-175. – Includes some narrative by Cecil Dickson et al.

ISBN 1863735798

Abstract.: Four Thousand Bowls of Rice tells how one prisoner of war prepared himself, mentally and physically, for his journey home after three and a half years of brutal captivity in Java, Burma and Thailand during World War II. Staff Sergeant Cecil Dickson was a member of the 2/2 Australian Pioneer Battalion, which was forced to surrender to the Japanese in March 1942. His engineering unit bore the heaviest work in constructing the Burma-Thailand Railway.

Sergeant Dickson was also a journalist, and within days of his release in August 1945, he began writing a series of letters to his wife back in Melbourne, as he anxiously awaited final transport orders. Drawing on these letters, and her research with many surviving Pioneers, Linda Goetz Holmes paints a dramatic picture of prisoner of war life under the Japanese. Dickson's letters are yesterday's version of the "live-remote" coverage one expects to find on today's newscast.

Through his words, the reader discovers what it felt like to emerge abruptly from one day's starvation to the next day's air-drops, and from being in regimented captivity to being in charge of one's own time again. More significantly, Dickson's writings provide a unique glimpse of one man's determination to free his mind from continued captivity by replacing bitter memories with the sights and sounds of postwar Bangkok, and with tender thoughts of reunion with loved ones.

While Dickson's letters provide the sound track, it is the series of photographs, taken secretly by other Australian prisoners, which give shape to this vivid picture of POW life. Published here for the first time, these daring close-ups of gaunt faces and ravaged bodies leave the reader with an unforgettable personal statement of suffering - and triumph.

Subject(s): Dickson, Cecil <1902-1988> – Prisoners of war – Australia

Holmes, Linda Goetz / The strength and elasticity of some of the most common Burmese timbers and size of scantlings deduced from first principles / by D. J. Holmes. – Rome, 1964. 26, II p. – (FAO report / Food and Agricultural Organization, Expanded Technical Assistance Program ; 1895)

Subject(s): Farm mechanization – Burma

US: CU (Kroch + Pamphlet S Burma 12) – DNAL
Holmes, Robert Alexander <b. 1943>


D: BSUB   PA-UB(55/RR 69983 H752)

GB: SOAS(GA327/411.410)* SG: ISEAS(DS518.9 C5H75)

Us: CSt(Green MFILM N.S. 1931) NIU(NIU Microforms-2nd FL-FML Microfilm AC801 .H75271972)

NRL(327.510591 CHI microfilm)

US: NNUT(Burke MRL Day Rare LaH)

UoC(Regenstein BV1060.I4H75) YU(LSF-Request La2 H742)

Ref.: OCLC 29619219

Holmwood, Herbert <b. 1856>

⇒ The law and practice of registration in India

Holt, Arthur Erasrus <1876-1942>


Us: NNUT(Burke MRL Day Rare LaH)

UoC(Regenstein BV1060.I4H75) YU(LSF-Request La2 H742)

Ref.: OCLC 29619219

ditto. Microform. – Chicago : Univ. of Chicago Library, 2000. 1 microfilm reel ; 35 mm. – (History of religions preservation project ; MN41778.10)

US: UoC(Regenstein Microforms microfm41778.10)

Ref.: OCLC 45627511

Holt, Estelle

Asia and I / by Estelle Holt. – London : Putnam, 1961. 263 p. – Many of these chapters were first published in Holiday magazine. p. 197-234; In the Union of Burma

D: HD-SAI(190 Idk 92/388)*

GB: BL(10099 i 84)*

US: CU(Wason DS414 H75)

Holt, John

⇒ Guide to Buddhist religion

Holt, William Everett

The active tectonics and structure of the Eastern Himalayan syntaxis and surrounding regions. – 1989. 243 p. – Univ. of Arizona, Ph.D. (geosciences) thesis 1989


Holtheuer, Almut


D: HD-SAI(281 kul 67/353 GF rara)*

Holtz, Sarah


Ref.: OCLC 53268410

The Holy Bible

⇒ Bible

The holy Communion / the Church of the Province of Myanmar. – [Yangon: The Church,] 1999. [46] p. – Approved by the 12th General Meeting of the Provincial Council, Yangon, 1999


Us: ViAlTh(BPL - Pamphlets Pam 1999 72) Ref.: OCLC 48645076

Holy Cross Theological College / Centre of Ministry Formation – Yangon

Academic information / Holy Cross Theological College, Centre of Ministry Formation. – [Yangon, 1999.] 14 p. – Approved by the 12th General Meeting of the Provincial Council, Yangon, 1999.

Subject(s): Church of the Province of Myanmar

Burma : Theological seminars – Graduation requirements

Us: ViAlTh(BPL - Pamphlets Pam 1999 72) Ref.: OCLC 48645076

The holy gospel...

⇒ Bible, N.T. : Gospels

Holzbachova, Renata


Ref.: OCLC 43324622


Ref.: OCLC 3268410
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The home for Lepers, Mandalay, annual report
  Home for Home and Hospital < Mandalay >

Home for Waifs and Strays < Rangoon >
  Report for the year ... – Rangoon. – English and Burmese
  Subject(s): Children – Institutional care – Burma – Rangoon

Home vegetable gardening in Burma ...
  – King, J. R.

Homiliae in evangelia pro dominicis et festis praecipuis anni : idiomate Birmano exaratae, opera clericorum regularium S. Pauli missionarium, praestitit Josephi d’Amato. – Bassein: Catholic Mission Pr., 1869. VII I, 562, 201 p., incl. app. – In Burmese
  F: BIULO(AA.VIII.8)*

Homeopathic directory of India & Burma
  – Ghosh, S. K.

Honda, Hiromu <b. 1918>
  ISBN 983-560020-1
  Contains: Burmese Wares
  Abstract: The Honda collection is one of the finest private collections of South-East Asian ceramics ever assembled. Exceptional in its range and quality, it includes over 350 pieces from Burma, Cambodia, Laos, and Thailand that span some 4,000 years, from the Neolithic period to the seventeenth century. The pieces are outstanding and in excellent condition. They serve as model examples to pre-seventeenth century. The pieces are outstanding and in excellent condition. They serve as model examples to pre-
  Subject(s): Honda, Hiromu <1918-> : Art collections – Catalogs
  Shimazu, Noriki <1944-> : Art collections – Catalogs
  Pottery, Southeast Asian – Catalogs
  Pottery – Private collections – Japan – Catalogs
  AU: NLA(YYq 738.0959074 H771)
  D: B-SBB(Ols Ef SOA 830 Potsdamer Str.)
  F: BMH(DS 504.5 .P8)
  GB: BL(YK 1997 b 5121)
  BL-DSS(fm01/1041)
  CUL(S408:5.9.23)
  OUL(East. Art VWnc Hon)
  SOAS(FN.L717410)
  IRL:TCD(HX–42-532)
  NL: KB KITLV(M 1998 B 331)
  SG: ISEAS(NK4154 H777)

Home for Waifs and Strays < Rangoon >
  Report for the year ... – Rangoon. – English and Burmese
  Subject(s): Children – Institutional care – Burma – Rangoon

Honda, Hiromu <b. 1918>
  ISBN 983-560020-1
  Contains: Burmese Wares
  Abstract: The Honda collection is one of the finest private collections of South-East Asian ceramics ever assembled. Exceptional in its range and quality, it includes over 350 pieces from Burma, Cambodia, Laos, and Thailand that span some 4,000 years, from the Neolithic period to the seventeenth century. The pieces are outstanding and in excellent condition. They serve as model examples to pre-seventeenth century. The pieces are outstanding and in excellent condition. They serve as model examples to pre-
  Subject(s): Honda, Hiromu <1918-> : Art collections – Catalogs
  Shimazu, Noriki <1944-> : Art collections – Catalogs
  Pottery, Southeast Asian – Catalogs
  Pottery – Private collections – Japan – Catalogs
  AU: NLA(YYq 738.0959074 H771)
  D: B-SBB(Ols Ef SOA 830 Potsdamer Str.)
  F: BMH(DS 504.5 .P8)
  GB: BL(YK 1997 b 5121)
  BL-DSS(fm01/1041)
  CUL(S408:5.9.23)
  OUL(East. Art VWnc Hon)
  SOAS(FN.L717410)
  IRL:TCD(HX–42-532)
  NL: KB KITLV(M 1998 B 331)
  SG: ISEAS(NK4154 H777)
Subject(s): Botany – India ; Botany – Burma ; Botany – Sri Lanka
GB:BL(7031 s 7(3))*

US: UCD

Hooker, Michael Barry <b. 1939>
ISBN 0-19-825344-3 -- Herbert 585
D: PA-UB(PU 5800 H784)   R-UB(31/PU 1520 H784)
GB:BL(X.200/31609)
NL: KITLV(M 3b 365 N)
US: BL(010057 e 2(4))*   OUL(Camera UB 24624 e.1)

Hoosein, Willoughby Wallace
Burma : a series of 100 photographs illustrating incidents connected with the British Expeditionary Force to that country from the embarkation at Madras, 1st Nov. 1885, to the capture of King Theebaw ; with many views of Mandalay and surrounding country, native life and industries and most interesting descriptive notes / W. W. Hoover. – London : Lugard 1887. 100 p., 51 plates. – Herbert 243
GB:BL-APAC(W 2624)

Subject(s): Burma : Description and travel
History – Burma
GB:BL(010057 e 2(4))* OUL(Camera UB 24624 e.1)
IRL:TCD(Pa.595/1)

Hoosein
GB:SOAS(Pam GPC 418/234.129)*

Hooton, Walter Stewart <b. 1870>
The first twenty-five years of the Bible Churchmen's Missionary Society : 1922-47 / by W. S. Hooton ... and J. Stafford Wright ... – London : Bible Churchmen's Missionary Society, 1947. XII, 242 p., illus., maps, port., index.
Contents:
1 Laying foundations 1922-8 : New church society ; early days ; consolidation ; colleges.
2. Completing a decade 1929-33: Another continent; stub
3. Still increasing light 1934-9  Falling star of Ethiopia;
4. Cast down but not destroyed 1940-7 : Remote from bat
5. Still increasing light 1934-9 Falling star of Ethiopia;
6. Constellation & single stars ; young crescent; lights of home.
7. Constellation & single stars ; young crescent; lights of home.
8. Constellation & single stars ; young crescent; lights of home.
9. Constellation & single stars ; young crescent; lights of home.
10. Constellation & single stars ; young crescent; lights of home.
11. Constellation & single stars ; young crescent; lights of home.
12. Constellation & single stars ; young crescent; lights of home.
13. Constellation & single stars ; young crescent; lights of home.
14. Constellation & single stars ; young crescent; lights of home.
15. Constellation & single stars ; young crescent; lights of home.
16. Constellation & single stars ; young crescent; lights of home.
17. Constellation & single stars ; young crescent; lights of home.
18. Constellation & single stars ; young crescent; lights of home.
19. Constellation & single stars ; young crescent; lights of home.
20. Constellation & single stars ; young crescent; lights of home.
21. Constellation & single stars ; young crescent; lights of home.
22. Constellation & single stars ; young crescent; lights of home.
23. Constellation & single stars ; young crescent; lights of home.
24. Constellation & single stars ; young crescent; lights of home.
25. Constellation & single stars ; young crescent; lights of home.
26. Constellation & single stars ; young crescent; lights of home.
27. Constellation & single stars ; young crescent; lights of home.
28. Constellation & single stars ; young crescent; lights of home.
29. Constellation & single stars ; young crescent; lights of home.
30. Constellation & single stars ; young crescent; lights of home.
31. Constellation & single stars ; young crescent; lights of home.
32. Constellation & single stars ; young crescent; lights of home.
33. Constellation & single stars ; young crescent; lights of home.
34. Constellation & single stars ; young crescent; lights of home.
35. Constellation & single stars ; young crescent; lights of home.
36. Constellation & single stars ; young crescent; lights of home.
37. Constellation & single stars ; young crescent; lights of home.
38. Constellation & single stars ; young crescent; lights of home.
39. Constellation & single stars ; young crescent; lights of home.
40. Constellation & single stars ; young crescent; lights of home.
41. Constellation & single stars ; young crescent; lights of home.
42. Constellation & single stars ; young crescent; lights of home.
43. Constellation & single stars ; young crescent; lights of home.
44. Constellation & single stars ; young crescent; lights of home.
45. Constellation & single stars ; young crescent; lights of home.
46. Constellation & single stars ; young crescent; lights of home.
47. Constellation & single stars ; young crescent; lights of home.
48. Constellation & single stars ; young crescent; lights of home.
49. Constellation & single stars ; young crescent; lights of home.
50. Constellation & single stars ; young crescent; lights of home.
51. Constellation & single stars ; young crescent; lights of home.
52. Constellation & single stars ; young crescent; lights of home.
53. Constellation & single stars ; young crescent; lights of home.
54. Constellation & single stars ; young crescent; lights of home.
55. Constellation & single stars ; young crescent; lights of home.
56. Constellation & single stars ; young crescent; lights of home.
57. Constellation & single stars ; young crescent; lights of home.
58. Constellation & single stars ; young crescent; lights of home.
59. Constellation & single stars ; young crescent; lights of home.
60. Constellation & single stars ; young crescent; lights of home.
61. Constellation & single stars ; young crescent; lights of home.
62. Constellation & single stars ; young crescent; lights of home.
63. Constellation & single stars ; young crescent; lights of home.
64. Constellation & single stars ; young crescent; lights of home.
65. Constellation & single stars ; young crescent; lights of home.
66. Constellation & single stars ; young crescent; lights of home.
67. Constellation & single stars ; young crescent; lights of home.
68. Constellation & single stars ; young crescent; lights of home.
69. Constellation & single stars ; young crescent; lights of home.
70. Constellation & single stars ; young crescent; lights of home.
71. Constellation & single stars ; young crescent; lights of home.
72. Constellation & single stars ; young crescent; lights of home.
73. Constellation & single stars ; young crescent; lights of home.
74. Constellation & single stars ; young crescent; lights of home.
75. Constellation & single stars ; young crescent; lights of home.
76. Constellation & single stars ; young crescent; lights of home.
77. Constellation & single stars ; young crescent; lights of home.
78. Constellation & single stars ; young crescent; lights of home.
79. Constellation & single stars ; young crescent; lights of home.
80. Constellation & single stars ; young crescent; lights of home.
81. Constellation & single stars ; young crescent; lights of home.
82. Constellation & single stars ; young crescent; lights of home.
83. Constellation & single stars ; young crescent; lights of home.
84. Constellation & single stars ; young crescent; lights of home.
85. Constellation & single stars ; young crescent; lights of home.
86. Constellation & single stars ; young crescent; lights of home.
87. Constellation & single stars ; young crescent; lights of home.
88. Constellation & single stars ; young crescent; lights of home.
89. Constellation & single stars ; young crescent; lights of home.
90. Constellation & single stars ; young crescent; lights of home.
91. Constellation & single stars ; young crescent; lights of home.

Hookway, J. D.
→M & [and] R : a regimental history of the Sikh Light In
day 1941-1947

Hoole, Barbara
→Hofland, Barbara Wrecks Hoole

Hooper, Shadrach George
Subject(s): Banks and banking – Burma ; Banking law – Burma ; Credit – Burma
US: CU(Kroch HG3384 .H78)
Hopkins, Edward Reginald


Subject(s): Lisu language – Syntax

Lisu language – Grammar, Generative

D: HD-SAI(nsp 42.21 E 1)
F: BIULO(COL.1464.B(34))
GB:BL(Ac 5938 a(34))
SOAS(L.GPE Lisu 415/333.812)*
US: CU(Wason PL4001 L73H79+)
LC(PL4001.L61H6)

Hopin Agricultural Station

→Agricultural Station < Hopin>

Hopkins, Harry


p. 202-243: Burma ; the open back door

D: B-SBB(22 800 Potsdamer Str.)
HD-SAI(300 pol 67/564)*
GB:BL(010056 aa 61)
NL:KITLV(M 3b 339)
US:CU(Widener Ind 8369.52) & HU(Widener Harv. Depos.) & NIU(Main Stacks FML) & NNC(Butler g) & UCD(Shields) & WU(Madison Hist. Soc. Lib.) & YU(SML) : D769.31 5307th H67 1999

Hopkins Center for Southeast Asian Studies < Rangoon>

→Rangoon-Hopkins Center for Southeast Asian Studies

Hopkinson, Henry

→Progress report of the forests of the Tenasserim and Martaban Provinces for 1858-59 & 1859-60

→Report on the revenue administration of the Tenasserim Provinces

Hoppe, Billy J.


Abstract: Airpower in the early part of the twentieth century was dominated by the development and demonstration of the power of the strategic bomber and the high performance fighter. Yet, airlift, one of the last elements of airpower to emerge from this era, proved to be one of the most instrumental in our nation.

Ref.: OCLC 37872840

Hopple, Paulette


Subject(s): Burmese language ; Grammar.

Ref.: OCLC 52482989

Hoptonstall, Charles Henry

→Annual Burma compendium : a brief account of the American Baptist Burma Mission for the year 1929

Hopwood, C.

Working plan for the Taungdwin reserve in the Myittha Forest Division

→Working plan < Myittha: Taungdwin>

Hopwood, S. F.

Working plan for the North and South Gangaw Working Circles in the Yaw Forest Division, Southern Circle, Up-per Burma

→Working plan < Yaw: North and South Gangaw>

Working plan for the Thingandon-Yama and Patolon working-circles in the Lower Chindwin Forest Division, Northern Circle, Upper Burma

→Working plan < Lower Chindwin : Thingandon-Ya Patolon>

Hora, Sunder Lal <1896-1955>

Distribution of crocodiles and chelonians in Ceylon, India, Burma and farther east / by Sunde Lal Hora. – London :
Hostachy, Victor
La Birmanie et ses pagodes : Rangoun, Mandalay. – Grenoble: Éd. de la Revue Les Alpes, 1942. 32 p., figs., carte. – (Autour du monde / V. Hostachy ; 3)
F: BNF(8° G.14534(3))

Hosten, Henry <1873-1935>
GB: BL(14302 c 7)* BL-APAC(V 8899)

Hough, George Henry <1788-1859>
An Anglo-Burmese dictionary / by G. H. Hough. Publ. for the use of schools under the sanction of the Local Committee of Public Instruction. – Maulmain: American Mission Pr., 1845.
F: BULIO(Y IV 91)
GB: BL: 1, 3 (12907 b 24)* SOAS(EB 84.669/213.129)*
US: BU: 1-3 (Widener Depos. 1286.49.10) LC: 1-3 (PL3957.H68) MB UC

Hough, Richard Alexander <b. 1922>

Subject(s): Hospitals – Burma – Statistics – Periodicals.
Burma : Statistics, Medical – Periodicals.

Subject(s): English language – Dictionaries – Burmese
Burmese language – Dictionaries – English
Burmese language – Grammar

F: BNFX.26502) BIULO(V VIII 71)

GB: BL(621 a 42)* SOAS(EB 82.29/6.291 ; CWML D.1/9)

US: LC(PL3957.H7 Rare Bk Coll)

NIU(SpeCol PL3957 .H6841825) YU((SML Yale Class. Fxa5 H81)


GB: SOAS(EB 85.234/11.585)

The Holy Bible
Bible < Burmese : Judson >

The Indian penal code

Narrative of the first Burman war [ / George Henry Hough]. – Rangoon : American Baptist Mission Pr., 1897. 113 p., illus. – Added title and text in Burmese

GB: SOAS(EB Ds475.7.H68)


GB: BL(D-3225 dd 8)

Ref.: BLC
Bibliographical description

GB: BL(YK.1993.a.3726)
OUL(BOD L Floor M93.H00950 500728525)

Edwina, Countess Mountbatten of Burma / Richard Hough.

Subject(s): Mountbatten of Burma, Louis Mountbatten <Earl, 1900-1979>
Statesmen’s spouses – Great Britain – Biography
Biography – Great Britain – Statesmen’s spouses


Subject(s): Mountbatten of Burma, Louis Mountbatten <Earl, 1900-1979>

Great Britain : Royal Navy – Biography.

Admirals – Great Britain – Biography
Viceroyos – India – Biography
Biography – India – Viceroyos (sw)

US: CU(Annex DA89.1.M92 H83)
HU(Hilles & Lamont) & LC & MnU(TC Wilson)
UCI(Main SpCol Naval) & UCSB(Main): DA89.1.M59 H68

ISBN 3-7014-0182-9

D: B-SBB(578067 Potsdamer Str.)

2nd impr. Oct. 1980

Subject(s): Mountbatten of Burma, Louis Mountbatten <Earl, 1900-1979>

Admirals – Great Britain – Biography
Viceroyos – India – Biography

Great Britain : Royal Navy – Biography

Australia

US: ANU(Chifley DA89.1.M59H68)
D: HD-SAI(424 biog 91/22)*
F: BDIC(O 134194)
GB: BL(X.800/29042) CUL(545:18.c.95.222) BL-APAC(V 24651)
OUL(BOD G Floor 22891 d.259)

US: OCI OU TxE

Ref.: OCLC 7968007 ; 7957514
GB:BL(X 809/65878)* CUL(Uc.7.8925)

GB:BL(X 809/50110)*

Houghton, Arthur Theodore 1896-1993
Subject(s): Bible Churchmen’s Missionary Society
Missions – Burma ; Missionaries – Burma
Burma : Description and travel
GB:BL-DSS(X8/4647)
BL-APAC(T 44100 ; SEA.1986.a.814)
SOAS(GB266/436.781)*
US: CU(Annex BV3270 .H83)

Houghton, Graham <b. 1950>
Subject(s): Burma for children
Burma : Juvenile literature
AU:NLA(NL 959.1 H838)
GB:BL(YC 1988 b 2773) CUL(1988.10.37)
OUL(BOD G Floor 206 d.314/12)
IRL:TCD(HL- 99-762)
OAU(Alden SE Asia BV2087 .H83 1930x)
Ref.: OCLC 1842810

Houghton, J. C.
→Statistical report of the Tavoy Province
Houghton Library
→Harvard University < Cambridge, Mass. > / Houghton Library

Hourihan, John J.
Subject(s): Women in development Burma.
Burma : Social conditions ; Economic conditions.
US: NIU(SEA HQ1240.5.B93 H6871985)

Hours, Laurence
Subject(s): medecine veterinaire : carnivores
Chat ; race burmese
F: Maisons-Alfort-Ecole Vétérinaire

Housman, Alfred Edward <1859-1936>

Subject(s): Housing – Burma.
Burma / National Housing and Town and Country Development Board.
HU(Loeb Design: VF NAC 1430g151 Bur

Housman, George Herbert <1868-1901> : Correspondence ; Housman, Lucy <1875-1901> : Correspondence
War poetry, English

Houghton, Graham <b. 1950>
Subject(s): Burma for children
Burma : Juvenile literature
AU:NLA(NL 959.1 H838)
GB:BL(YC 1988 b 2773) CUL(1988.10.37)
OUL(BOD G Floor 206 d.314/12)
IRL:TCD(HL- 99-762)
SG: CL+RUBC(959.105 Hou)

Houghton, J. C.
→Statistical report of the Tavoy Province
Houghton Library
→Harvard University < Cambridge, Mass. > / Houghton Library

Hourihan, John J.
Subject(s): Women in development Burma.
Burma : Social conditions ; Economic conditions.
US: NIU(SEA HQ1240.5.B93 H6871985)

Hours, Laurence
Subject(s): medecine veterinaire : carnivores
Chat ; race burmese
F: Maisons-Alfort-Ecole Vétérinaire

Housman, Alfred Edward <1859-1936>

Subject(s): Housing – Burma.
Burma / National Housing and Town and Country Development Board.
HU(Loeb Design: VF NAC 1430g151 Bur

Housman, George Herbert <1868-1901> : Correspondence ; Housman, Lucy <1875-1901> : Correspondence
War poetry, English

Houghton, Graham <b. 1950>
Subject(s): Burma for children
Burma : Juvenile literature
AU:NLA(NL 959.1 H838)
GB:BL(YC 1988 b 2773) CUL(1988.10.37)
OUL(BOD G Floor 206 d.314/12)
IRL:TCD(HL- 99-762)
SG: CL+RUBC(959.105 Hou)

Houghton, J. C.
→Statistical report of the Tavoy Province
Houghton Library
→Harvard University < Cambridge, Mass. > / Houghton Library

Hourihan, John J.
Subject(s): Women in development Burma.
Burma : Social conditions ; Economic conditions.
US: NIU(SEA HQ1240.5.B93 H6871985)

Hours, Laurence
Subject(s): medecine veterinaire : carnivores
Chat ; race burmese
F: Maisons-Alfort-Ecole Vétérinaire

Housman, Alfred Edward <1859-1936>

Subject(s): Housing – Burma.
Burma / National Housing and Town and Country Development Board.
HU(Loeb Design: VF NAC 1430g151 Bur

Housman, George Herbert <1868-1901> : Correspondence ; Housman, Lucy <1875-1901> : Correspondence
War poetry, English

Houghton, Graham <b. 1950>
Subject(s): Burma for children
Burma : Juvenile literature
AU:NLA(NL 959.1 H838)
GB:BL(YC 1988 b 2773) CUL(1988.10.37)
OUL(BOD G Floor 206 d.314/12)
IRL:TCD(HL- 99-762)
SG: CL+RUBC(959.105 Hou)
Bibliographical description

GB: BL(YC.2002.a.10093) OUL(BOD 151 (02))
IRL: TCD(PL-365-422)
US: UCB(Main PR4809.H15 S67 2001)
UCI(Langson) & UCLA(YRL) & UCSD(SSH): PR4809.H15 A6 2001
Ref.: OCLC 50102213 = WU 0504 best.

Housman, George Herbert <1868-1901>
Soldier, I wish you well: the military poems of A E Housman and the letters from Burma of G H Housman
→ Housman, Alfred Edward

Houtman, Gustaaf
Subject(s): Names, personal, in literature
Burmese literature : Names, Personal – Burma

Houtman, Gustaaf
Subject(s): Burma : politics and government 1988->

Hovemyr, Anders P. <b. 1952>

Karen (Southeast Asian people) : Politics and government ; Missions ; Religion ; Ethnic identity
Religion and politics – Burma – History – 19th century
Religion and politics – Thailand – History – 19th century
Evangelistic work – Thailand ; Evangelistic work – Burma
Missions and Missionaries ; Religion – History – Thailand

YUL(SML DS530.65 H57X 1999)
Ref.: OCLC 42082488

Subject(s): Burma : politieke antropologie

NL: KB(5138645 Depotexp.)


Abstract: An examination of the current political crisis in Burma, and in particular its Buddhist and socio-psychological aspects.
Subject(s): Aung San Suu Kyi ; Tin U ; Kyi Maung
National League for Democracy

Mental discipline ; Buddhism – Doctrines ; Buddhism and politics – Burma ; Buddhism and state – Burma ; Buddhist culture and state – Burma ; Nationalism – Burma

Burma : Politics and government 1<1988->

Karaen : Politics and Government <1988->
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Burma Bibliographical Project

How to find and where to buy in Rangoon

How do we know there is a god? ... 

How to find and where to buy in Rangoon: a useful commercial guide and ready reference of Rangoon (in Burmese and English) – Rangoon, National Trade Corporation. [194-?] 387 p., illus. – Without title-page

How to read Burmese in a month


Subject(s): Human rights – Burma – Handbooks, manuals, etc.; Democracy – Burma; Freedom of speech – Burma; Censorship – Burma; Political activists – Burma

Burma: Politics and government – 1988–; Handbooks, manuals, etc.

GB: SOAS(GB322.4/721.380)*
US: WU(Memorial Library Ref. DS530.65 F74 1997)
Ref.: OCLC37681230

Howard, A. T.
Ontsnapping uit Rangoon / A. T. Howard. – Strombeek-Bever: De Schorpioen, [ca. 1968]. 159 p. – (Collectie vuur ; 2) – Transl. of Rangoon episode


GB: BL(WP 4401/24)*

Howard, Henry Fraser <1874-1943>
Memorandum on the financial questions arising out of the proposed separation of Burma and India [by H. F. Howard; J. C. Nixon]. – Delhi: Govt. of India Pr. (for F. D.), 1931. 53 p., app. – Confidential

Subject(s): Finance, Public – India; Finance, Public – Burma; India: Economic conditions

Burma: Economic conditions

D: HD-SAI(reg 60 F 7 GF)*
US: BL-APAC(ITOR/V/27/300/13)*
US: UC(NRLF)– UCD
Ref.: OCLC 6079769

Howard, Keble [i.e. John Keble Bell]

GB: BL(012331 e 90)

Howard, Matthew A.

US: NNiaU(Thesis DK 1969.3)
US: BL(WP 4401/24)*

Howard, Michael Carlton <b. 1949>

Contents: Palaung in Burma: settlement patterns and economic activities; Social and political organization; Religious beliefs and practices - Dress and identity; Dress of neighboring Mon-Khmer speaking peoples; Literature on Palaung dress; Sub-group differences; Silver Palaung dress – Flight from Burma: oppression and the flight from Loe Lai - Life in Northern Thailand: No Lai 81; Pang Daeng Nai 84; Other Palaung settlements in Chiang Dao - Conflicts in Northern Thailand

Subject(s): Palaungs (Burmese people) - Thailand, Northern; Refugees - Thailand, Northern; Refugees - Burma - Shan State; Ethnology - Thailand, Northern; Thailand, Northern; Social conditions - 20th century; Economic conditions - 20th century.

Wattana Wattanapun.

AU: ANU(Menzies DS570.P35 H68 2001)

GB: SOAS(GC305.8/850725)

SG: ISEAS(DS570.P3 H68 2001)

TH: CU(56289 ; CL reserve 391.009591 H851T)


Ref.: OCLC 49516239


Ref.: OCLC: 49206998

Textiles of Southeast Asia: an annotated & illustrated bibliography / Michael C. Howard. – Bangkok; Cheney: White Lotus, 1994. 212 p., illus. ISBN 974-8496-11-2; 974-8496-13-9(pbkb.);

1-879155-33-8 (Cheney); 1-879155-34-6 (Cheney pbkb.) p. 207-212: Burma

Subject(s): Textile fabrics – Burma; Textile design – Burma; Weaving – Burma; Indigenous peoples – Burma – Costume; Minorities – Burma – Costume

Kachin (peuple d'Asie): Costume – Birmanie – Ouvrages illustrés

Khm (peuple d'Asie du Sud-Est): Costume – Birmanie – Ouvrages illustrés

Lisu (peuple d'Asie du Sud-Est): Costume – Birmanie – Ouvrages illustrés

Chan (peuple d'Asie du Sud-Est): Costume – Birmanie – Ouvrages illustrés

Kachin (peuple d'Asie): Costume – Birmanie – Ouvrages illustrés

AU: NL(AA)Yy 746.09591 H848)

Ref.: OCLC 42828143

Howard, Michael Elliot <b. 1922> →Grand strategy ; 4

Strategic deception

Hinsley, Francis Harry

British intelligence in the Second World War ; 5


Subject(s): Great Britain – World War <1939-1945> – Secret service ; Intelligence service


Howard, Randolph Levi <b. 1883>

Baptists in Burma / by Randolph L. Howard ; ed. by the Department of Missionary Education, Board of Education of the Northern Baptist Convention. – Philadelphia ; Boston
Burma Bibliographical Project

Siegfried M. Schwertner

[etc.]: Judson Pr., 1931. 5, 168 p., front., illus., maps. – p.167-168: Books on Burma
Subject(s): Baptists : Missions
Missions – Burma.
D: HD-SA(Reg 60 M 118)*
MY: NL RUL
US: CU(Annex BV3270.H85) LC(BV3270.H6) HD-SAI(reg 60 M 118)*

It began in Burma / by Randolph L. Howard. – Philadelphia ; Chicago [etc.]: Judson Pr., 1942. 125 p., plates, ports., maps, facsim.
p. 125: Burma reading list
Subject(s): Missions – Burma
D: B-SBB(385 027 Potsdamer Str. NfLS)

Howard, Vernon Linwood <b. 1918>
Subject(s): Missionaries.
US: LC(BV3700.H74)

Howard-Nixon memorandum
→ Howard, H. F.

Howarth, Patrick
Burma p. 204-211

Howat, Irene
Subject(s): Judson, Adoniram <1788-1850>

Missionaries – United States, Biography. Juvenile literature ; Missionaries – Burma – Biography - Juvenile literature
GB:BL(H.2002/5278)
IRL:TCD(- PB-206-621)

Howya Chipaw
Report on the goitre and general medical survey, Chin Hills → Raymond, Roland Lionel

Hoyland, John S.
GB:BL(14300 b 49(3))*

Hoyt, Edwin Palmer
Subject(s): United States : World War <1939-1945> - Regional histories ; Army - Composite Unit (Provisional), 5307th - History
US: San Diego Pub Libr,CA

Hpaawung Tang Gun
Subject(s): Kachin (Asian people)
Burma : World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns - Fiction
GB:SOAS(E Coll 3 F/22)

Hpay
Bunyan’s pilgrim’s progress → Bunyan, John

Hpe Aung
Selected lectures and papers on Buddhism / by U Hpe Aung. – Rangoon : Buddhist Scholars Society. – (Buddhist Scholars Society publication ; …)
[v. 1.] – 1958. – (… ; 2) – Publ. on the occasion of the second anniversary of the Buddhist Scholars Society, Burma. Founded on April 1, 1956
Contents:
Transmigration, reincarnation, rebirth and liberation
The Buddhist texts in the Theravada Tipitakas
Life and teachings of the Buddha

Contents:
1. The coming of the Buddha and the return of the Sakayas.
2. Treading into the unknown and retreating to the known.
3. Who will carry the banner of truth?
4. Buddhist ethics, Buddhist psychology and Buddhist philosophy from Buddha-Desana

Subject(s): Buddhism

Selected papers on Buddhism.

1. The law of Kamma.
2. From the Buddha and to the Buddha.
3. Treading into the unknown and retreating to the known.
4. The stream of life and momentariness

4. Buddhist ethics, Buddhist psychology and Buddhist philosophy from Buddha-Desana

Subject(s): Buddhism

HraF

→Human Relations Area Files <New Haven, Conn.>

Hre, Bernard Luai

Theologogenesis : "theology by the people" as a new paradigm for doing theology among the "Chin" people of Myanmar / by Bernard Luai Hre. – 1993. VI, 217 l., bibliogr. 1. 209-217. – Coligate Rochester Divinity School ; Bexley Hall, Crozer Theological Seminary, D.Min. thesis

Subject(s): Chiris (Southeast Asian people)

Theology, Doctrinal – Burma ; Theology Study and teaching – Burma ; Burma – Church history.


Ref.: OCLC 29339269

Hsaimekhkon Ywazā <b. 1783>

Gamani sanda pyo ... – [Rangoon, 1936,] 40 p. – (Burmese text series / Burma Research Society ; 41) – Added title and text in Burmese

US: LC(PL3988.H8U4)

Mahaw pyathathanakhan pyo ... – Rangoon : Myanma Zeyya Pr., 1939. 89 p. – Added title and text in Burmese

US: LC(PL3988.H8M3)

Ommadandi pyo ... / by Maha Minhla Min Khaung ; ed. by U Tin and U Po Byu. – Rangoon, 1933. 69 p. – (Publication series / Burma Research Society ; 3) – Added title and text in Burmese. – Poems

GB: SOAS(GPC 293/28.835)*

Ref.: OCLC 43001783

ditto. 6th ed. – ibid., 1937. 66 p. – (Publication series / Burma Research Society ; 3) – Added title and text in Burmese

GB: SOAS(GPC 293/231.843)*

US: LC(PL3988.H8U4)

Thutathoma pyo / by Hsameikkhon Ywaza ; ed. by Saya Lin ... – Rangoon, 1928. 123 p. – (Publication series / Burma Research Society ; 12) – Added title and text in Burmese

GB: SOAS(GPC 810/10.836)*

US: LC(PL3988.H8T5)

Ummadanti pyo : notes with explanation on Ommadandi pyo. – 1935. 10, 264 p. – In Burmese romanized

US: LC(PL3988.H8 U4 1935 FT MEADE)

Hsan Shi Kyi

Story of Nan Non Kavi / Hsan Shi Kyi ... – Rangoon : Karen Times Pr., 1939. 89 p. – (Publication series / Burma Research Society ; 3) – Added title and text in Burmese

G: SOAS(GPC 810/10.836)*

US: LC(PL3988.H8U4)

Ref.: OCLC 43001783

Hsinbushin < King of Burma, 1737-1776>

The Po U Duang inscription erected by King Sinbyuyin in 1774 A.D. – Rangoon : Govt. Print., Burma, 1891. 16 p., 2 plates.

GB: CUL(CRA.89.2)

US: ICN(Eames fX O53.861)
A preliminary study of the Po: U: Daung: inscription of S’inbyuyin, 1774
→ Taw Sein-Ko

Hsiung, Deh-Ta
Best-ever Asian cooking : the authentic taste of eastern cuisine with over 100 recipes
→ Morris, Sallie

De oosterse keuken : authentieke recepten en klassieke ingrediënten uit China, Hongkong, Japan, Korea, Maleisië, Singapore, Thailand, Birma, Indonesië, de Filippijnen en Vietnam
→ Morris, Sallie

The practical encyclopedia of Asian cooking
→ Morris, Sallie

Hsu, Hsi-chien
The grammar of Kachin ...
→ Tai, Ching-hsia

Hsue Ngnet
Abstract: Description and history of Mandalay City, Burma; articles.
Subject(s): Mandalay (Burma) : Social life and customs ; History

SG: ISEAS(DS530.9 M3H87)
US: CU & HU(Widener Harv. Depos.) & LC & NNC(Offsite) & UCB & WaU(Suzzallo/Allen) : DS530.9.M3 C413 2003   YU
Ref.: OCLC 54372317

Hta Oke
Yangon church directory, 1999 ... / prep. by Hta Oke. – Yangon: The Christian Library, 1999. 157 p. – Added title and text also in Burmese
Subject(s): Church buildings – Burma – Rangoon – Directories ; Religious institutions – Burma – Rangoon – Directories

US: LC(Kroch) & NNC(Butler) & UCB & WU(Memorial Lib.) : BR1179.5.R36 H73 1999   YU(Divinity)

Htar, Khin That
→ Khin That Htar

Htyau Aung
The path at dawn poem ... / by Maung Htyau Aung ; with English translation by Kenneth Ba Sein. – Rangoon : Myit Min Ei Ya Wadi Su Pei, 1974. 149 p. – Title also in Burmese, Burmese and English text on opposite pages

GB: SOAS(GPC 810/490.868)
US: CU(Echols PL3988.T88 M9)   LC

Htyau Htay Than
Zur Weiterentwicklung des Chemieunterrichts in der Union von Burma durch vertiefte theoretische Fundierung und

U 71.1214. – Shulman 219. Grünendahl 912

Htin Han
Planning for economic development : Burma's experience / by Htin Han. – 1965. 99 l., illus., bibliogr. l. 94-99. – Claremont Graduate School, M.A. thesis, 1965
Subject(s): Burma : Economic conditions ; Economic policy.
Ref.: OCLC 45165463)
US: Claremont Col, CA (CCC)

Htilar Sithu
→ Thì là Cac’ sū

Htin Aung
Shulman 551
US: YU(SML, Microform Film B482 12)

Burmese drama : a study, with translations, of Burmese plays / by Maung Htin Aung. – [Calcutta :] Oxford Univ. Pr., 1937. XX, 266 p., index, bibliogr. ref. – Based on the author's thesis (Ph. D), Univ. of London. – Appendices (p. [151]-251) contain the English translations of 4 complex plays and extracts of 8 others. – Herbert 652

Burmese drama – History and criticism
Burmese drama – Translations into English
English drama – Early modern and Elizabethan, 1500-1600 – History and criticism.

AU:ANU(MenziesPL3981.H7 1937)
D: B-SBB(Potsdamer Str.)
PA-UB(55/RR 51968 T367 B9)
GB: BL(14302 e 26)   BL-APAC(T 1876)*
OUL(IND 59 C 25)   SOAS(GB820/33.954)*
MY: RUL

US: C   CU(Wason PL3971 H87; Olin Micrfiche 887)

HRAF(AP1-21)
AU:ANU(MenziesPL3981.H7 1937)
D: B-SBB(Potsdamer Str.)
PA-UB(55/RR 51968 T367 B9)
GB: BL(14302 e 26)   BL-APAC(T 1876)*
OUL(IND 59 C 25)   SOAS(GB820/33.954)*
MY: RUL

US: C   CU(Wason PL3971 H87; Olin Micrfiche 887)

Repr. – Calcutta : Oxford Univ. Pr., 1956. XX, 266 p., app., index.
D: B-SBB(Potsdamer Str.)   HD-SAI(nsp 2.26 D 63/12 82)*
US: CU(Kroch Film 10952 no.3.)
NNC(ANNEX (GL) Ask at circ desk 899.2 Au57)
UC(NRLF ; SRLF)   UCSB   UCSC
ditto.
Repr. – Calcutta : Oxford Univ. Pr., 1956. XX, 266 p., app., index.
D: B-SBB(Potsdamer Str.)   HD-SAI(reg 60 O 7)*
GB: BL-APAC
US: CU(Kroch Film 10952 no.3.)
NNC(ANNEX (GL) Ask at circ desk 899.2 Au57)
UC(NRLF ; SRLF)   UCSB   UCSC
ditto.

Ref.: BiP

Subject(s): Tales – Burma ; Law in legends – Burma ; Law – Burma – Folklore
AU:ANU(Hope Store Bliss KQCR,WM H873b)
NLA(398.2109591 HTI)
D: B-SBB(Potsdamer Str.)   GÖ-SUB(62 A 6878)
F:  BIULO(GEN.III.1887)   BMH(DS 520.5 .C5 A922)
GB:BL(14300 g 76 ; 14302 bb 26)*
IU(Undergrad Remote Storage 895.8 H85B1957)
NCC(Annex (GL) Ask at circ desk 895.8209 H873B1957)
UC(NRLF ; SRLF)   UCLA
Ref.: OCLC 9188304
ditto.

Ref.: BiP

Repr. – ibid., 1956. XX, 266 p., app., index.
AU:ANU(Menzies PL3981.H7 1957)
D: PA-UB(55/RR 51966 T367 B9)
GB:FOL(LD 820/34.102)   SOAS(GB 820/225.072)*
US: HU(Loeb Music Seeger Room Mus194.5 90)
IU(Undergrad Remote Storage 895.8 H85B1957)
NCC(Annex (GL) Ask at circ desk 895.8209 H873B1957)
UC(NRLF ; SRLF)   UCLA
Ref.: NLC 9883260
ditto.

Microform of 1947 ed. – Urbana-Champaign, Ill.: Univ. of Illinois Library, 1987. On part of 1 microfilm reel ; 35 mm. – (Burmese cultural microfilm collection ; reel 44, no. 3)
US: IU(Main Stacks Microfilm Rm Film959.1B929 reel 44)

Burmese folk-songs

Burmese folk-tales

Subject(s): Burmese history before 1287
AU:ANU(Menzies PL3981.H7 1970)
D: B-SBB(304 077 Potsdamer Str.)   GÖ-SUB(71 A 554)
F: BIULO(GEN.III.6088)
GB:BL(14300 g 76 ; 14302 bb 26)*
IU(Undergrad Remote Storage 895.8 H85B1957)
NCC(Annex (GL) Ask at circ desk 895.8209 H873B1957)
UC(NRLF ; SRLF)   UCLA
Ref.: NLC 9883260
ditto.

Burmese monk’s tales

Epistles written on the eve of the the Anglo-Burmese war

Field notes on the Burmese standard of living as seen in the case of a fisherman-refugee family

H 103
Burma Bibliographical Project

AU:ANU(Menzies new book +2022479)
D: PA-UB(55/RR 51977 T367)
HD-SAI(inf Zs 149.57)*
GB:BL(Ac 8830 g)*
SOAS(Per 21/14.108)
SG: ISEAS(DS530.45 K5H87)

Subject(s): Buddhism – Burma ; Folklore – Burma
Buddhism – Burma – Addresses, essays, lectures.
D: SB-UB(2002674)
GB: OUL(CSL Chin.Stud W 1886 Hti)
SG: ISEAS(1453 H87)

Folk tales of Burma

TCD(959.1 K71)
J: TYB(10479)
NL: KITLV(M ss 49 N)
SG: ISEAS(BL1453 H87)

A kingdom lost for a drop of honey

Subject(s): Gaung, U.
Burma – Foreign relations – France.
Ref.: OCLC 19297138
US: C CBGTU(DS485.B86 H77)

US: CU(Annex BQ422 H78 1978)

D: HD-SAI(320 rel 67/770a)*

→Folk tales of Burma

→Four Myanmar plays

Subject(s): Burma – History
AU:ANU(Menzies DS528.5.H75)
NLA(Luce 289 959.1 H873)
D: B-SBB(23 A 286 Potsdamer Str.)
GB: BL(X 700/2910) CUL(632:2.c.95.4)
FOL(LD 930/41.307) BL-APAC(T 22964)
SOAS(GB959.1 /212396* ; 355139* ; 809088)

US: CU(Annex BQ422 H78 1978)

AU:ANU(Hope Store Bliss KQCR.U H873f)
NLA(320.3 HTI)
D: B-SBB(23 A 286 Potsdamer Str.)
GB: BL(X 700/2910) CUL(632:2.c.95.4)
FOL(LD 930/41.307) BL-APAC(T 22964)
SOAS(GB959.1 /212396* ; 355139* ; 809088)

US: CU(Annex BQ422 H78 1978)

D: HD-SAI(320 rel 67/770a)*

→Four Myanmar plays

US: CU(Annex BQ422 H78 1978)

D: HD-SAI(320 rel 67/770a)*

→Folk tales of Burma

→Four Myanmar plays

Subject(s): Burma – History
AU:ANU(Menzies DS528.5.H75)
NLA(Luce 289 959.1 H873)
D: B-SBB(23 A 286 Potsdamer Str.)
GB: BL(X 700/2910) CUL(632:2.c.95.4)
FOL(LD 930/41.307) BL-APAC(T 22964)
SOAS(GB959.1 /212396* ; 355139* ; 809088)

US: CU(Annex BQ422 H78 1978)
Subject(s): Churchill, Randolph Henry Spencer <Lord, 1849-1895>

Htin Aung : Bibliography

Burma : Foreign relations – Great Britain ; Great Britain – Foreign relations – Burma ; Politics and government – <1824-1948> ; History <1824-1948>

Great Britain : Foreign relations <1837-1901>

Burmese War, 1885

AU:ANU(Menzies DS529.7.H85 1990)

NLA(YY 959.103 C563H)

D: B-SBB(1 A 112835 Potsdamer Str.)

GÖ-SUB(92 A 1048) HD-SAI(322 his 92/2306)*

F: BIULO(GEN.III.36976)

GB: BL-APAC(ORW.1995.a.19699

OUL(IND Main Libr Burma 5 d 102 500734997)

SAdS(ICS DS555 HTI)*

SOAS(GB945/701600)

NL: KITLV(M ss 250 N)

SG: ISEAS(DA565 C6H87) NUS(DA565 Chu.Ht)

US: CU(Kroch DS529.7.H85 1990)

建材图形


Abstract: Summaries of Burmese tales in English and Burmese, with notes, exercises and vocabulary in English.

Subject(s): Tales – Burma.

US: CU(Kroch GR305 .H78z 1953 Notes)

Ref.: OCLC 56200075

→ Thirty Burmese tales

Htin Fatt

Bhārā sutta

→ Sobhana <Mahāthera>

A discourse on To Nibbāna via the noble eightfold path

→ Sobhana < Mahāthera>


Subject(s): Burma : History – Japanese occupation <1942-1945> − Fiction

Burmese fiction – History and Criticism.

F: BIULO(BIR.III.562)

GB: BL-APAC(ORW.1993.a.1865)

OUL(IND Burma 10 d 5) SOAS(GB830/787228)

US: CU(Echols PL3988.H88 N5)


ISBN: 8186754555

US: WU(Geography Library QC901 B8 H8 1962)

Htin Gyi


Subject(s): Burmese fiction – History and Criticism.

F: BIULO(BIR.III.562)

GB: BL-APAC(ORW.1993.a.1865)

OUL(IND Burma 10 d 5) SOAS(GB830/787228)

US: CU(Echols PL3988.H88 N5)

US: WU(Geography Library QC901 B8 H8 1962)

Htin Lin

→ Thein Maung

Htin Zaw

The management and fertilization of upland soils of Burma

→ Hla Aye

Htin Zaw

Myanmar’s membership in ASEAN what is in it for Myanmar and ASEAN / by Htin Zaw. − 1997. 13 p. − (Paper / National University of Singapore ; 1997)

Subject(s): ASEAN countries − Foreign relations − Burma

Burma : Foreign relations – ASEAN countries

SG: ISEAS(LO DS528.8 AH83


Subject(s): Balance of trade – Burma

Burma : Commerce.

SG: ISEAS(LO HF1586.7 H87)
Burma Bibliographical Project

Htoo Hla E <Thra>
→ The golden book

Htun Chan
The Arakanese calendar: with the corresponding dates in Burmese and English, 1820 – 1918 / by Htoo Chan. – Akyab: Akyab Pr., 1905. LIII, 396 p.
GB: BL (14302 m 2)*

Subject(s): Calendar, Burmese; Astronomy – Burma.
US: MnU

Htū Shwei
Practical Burmese composition ...
→ Kūn

Htun, Rawe
→ Tilokasāra, Cha rā to'

Htun Aung Gyaw
US: CU (Kroch Thesis DS 503 C81 1997 G993 + ; Rare & Manuscripts Archives Theses 1997 G993)

Htun Hmat Win <Sao>
Subject(s): Buddhism – Burma ; Buddhist monks – Burma ; Buddhist novices – Burma ; Buddhism - Burma ; Rituals ; Buddhism - Social aspects ; Burma ; Initiation rites - Religious aspects – Buddhism ; Ordination (Buddhism) - Burma ; Buddhism - Burma - Customs and practices ; Monasticism and religious orders, Buddhist – Rules
Burma : Religious life and customs
AU: ANU (Menzies BQ6160.B93 H78 1986)
D: GÖ-SUB (FMAG: 91 A 13105)*
HD-SAI (rel 52 I 97/2998)*
F: BIULÖ (GEN.III.54347)
GB: BL-APAC (ORW.1986.a.1927)
OUL (IND Burma 11 d 30)
SG: ISEAS (BQ6160.B93 H76 1986)
UCLA (YR) - YU (SMl BQ6160.B93 H76 1986)

Subject(s): Buddhism – Lectures and lecturing ; Buddhism.
Burma : Religion
D: B-SBB (610 743 Potsdamer Str.)
US: CU (Kroch BQ6160.B8 H87 ; Microfiche 887 SEI 93 68828) HU ( Widener WID-LC) & OAU (Alden1st Fl SEA) & WU (Memorial Lib.) : BQ6160.B93 H78 1986x
LC (Microfiche 93/68828)
NIU (SEA BQ6160.B93 H7861986)
NNC (Butler BQ6160.B93 H76 1986g)
UY (SML) : BQ6160.B93 H76 1986

Mahā satipatthāna vipassanā-insight meditation
→ Nandiyā Mather

Seats, postures, vehicles and historical sketch of Burmese Buddhist iconography ... / by Sao Htun Hmat Win. – Ran’ kun’: Sasana Re” U” Ci’ Thana ,1980. [20], 302 p., [38] l. of plates, illus., bibliogr. p. [287]-292. – Added title and text in Burmese
Subject(s): Idols and images – Burma ; Art, Buddhist – Burma ; Art, Burmese
US: CU (Film 10943 no.1) NIU (SEA N8193.B8 H8841980)

Subject(s): Art, Buddhist – Burmese ; Art, Burmese Mudras (Buddhism)
GB: BL-APAC (MYAN.A.490) OUL (Bodl. Burm d.38)

Eleven holy discourses of protection
Herbert 476

Htun: Hpe
The inner history of the Chinese revolution ... – [1940.] 212 p. – Added title and text in Burmese
GB: BL (14302 aaa 42(3))*
Htun Kyi
Burma and her reflection in English letters. – 1953. 135 p. – Prague, Charles Univ., Phil. Fac., Ph.D. thesis 1953


Htun Lynn
< b. 1950>
Abstract: Tree volume prediction equations for various groupings of tree species were developed using data from the Forest Survey and Inventory Project of Myanmar (Burma). Three regression models were evaluated, one based on actual volume, one based on standing tree volume, and one combining information from standing tree and actual volume. The third model was found to be the best, but this model requires felled tree data which may not be practical to obtain. Several methods of aggregating tree species were also considered. Finally, the aggregation methods and volume prediction results were applied to the Myanmar data to develop tree volume prediction equations for various tree species groups.
Subject(s): Forests and forestry – Burma – Mensuration; Forests and forestry – Mensuration; Forest surveys – Burma; Site index (Forestry) – Burma; Trees - Burma
SG: ISEAS(Microfiche Mfc A2005)
US: NSyU(Moon Theses+Archives Theses+Microform Thesis:L889)

→Tree volume equations for Myanmar

Htun Maung, Germano
Subject(s): Evangélisation – Birmanie – Thèses
Christianisme – Relations – Bouddhisme – Thèses
Bouddhisme – Relations – Christianisme – Thèses
Language: English
F: Lyon-Facultés catholiques(LFCZ 1488.ARP)
I: BCMP(AS 07/02/0029) FI-BNC
RM-BNC Vittorio Emanuele II
US: YU(DIVINITY, Stacks)

Htun Ngein
→ Tun Nyein

Htun Tin
Economics of co-operation ...
→ Hipp Wun

Opening speech of the Hon’ble U Htun Tin, B.A., B.L., Min-ister for Education and Union Culture at the Summer School of the British Council, Rangoon, organized for improvement in the teaching of English in Burma. – [Rangoon, Burma : Ministry of Education and Union Culture], 1957, 15 p., [1] l. of plate, port. – Speech delivered at the annual Summer School by the Hon’able U Htun Tin, Minister for Education and Union Culture.
Subject(s): English language Study and teaching – Burma
Language policy – Burma; Education and state – Burma.
US: NIU(SEA PE1068.B93 H7851957)
Ref.: OCLC 33337568

Htun Yee
< b. 1950>
→Collection of Sayin
Subject(s): Great Britain : Imperialism – History
Public Health – History ; Colonialism – History
GB:Well(Student diss. 2001/HTW)
Ref.: OCLC 47103541

Hu, Howard
→ Health and human rights in Burma

Hu, Kent Kang.
Subject(s): Medicine
US: YU(Medical Theses T113 +Y12 6572)
Ref.: OCLC: 54311002

Hua ying mien pai nien jih li
→ The calendar of corresponding Chinese, English and Burmese dates

Huachung University
→ Monographs on Chinese studies

Huang, Walter Ta < b. 1924>
US: LC(DS748.2H8)
ditto. 2nd ed. – New York : Vantage Pr., [1967]. 92 p., illus., map, bibliogr. footnotes.
D: B-BBB(144 718 Potsdamer Str.)
US: LC(DS748.2H8 1967) NNC
Burma Bibliographical Project

Huang, Zuwen
Sino-Burmese border campaign, 1766-1769 ... / Huang Zu Wen zhu. – Singapore: Xinjiao Nanyang xue hui chu ban, 2000. 102 p., map, incl. bibliogr. ref. – (Xinjiao Nanyang xue hui cong shu ; 43) – Main title and text in Chinese
ISBN 9810424663
Subject(s): China : History – 18th century ; History 〈to 1824〉; China : Boundaries - Burma
Burma : Boundaries – China
SG: RUBC & Tampines & Woodlands : Chinese 951.07
HZW
US: CU(Kroch) & OAU(Athens) UC*SRLF) :
\[DS754.82\]
.H83 2000x YU(SML DS754.82 .H848 2000

Hubbard, Ethel Daniels
Subject(s): Judson, Ann Hasseltine, 1789-1826
\[Baptists \— Missions \— Burma\]
\[Missionaries \— Burma \— Biography \— Missions \— Burma\]
\[Missionaries \— United States \— Biography\]
\[Women missionaries \— Burma \— Biography\]
\[Women missionaries \— United States \— Biography\]
US: LC(BV3271.J81H8) NYPL(Research AN, Judson)
YU(Divinity MU14 J9215 Xh86)
\[ditto. \— New York : Interchurch Pr., c1913. 245 p., illus.\]
US: HU(Andover-Harv. Theol: OLD DIV 814.4 J93 H875an 1913 ; Schlesinger: 266.023 J93h)
\[ditto. \— New York : The Methodist Book Concern, [1913].\]
US: HU ViU
\[ditto. / illustrated by Margaret Ayer. \— New York : Friendship Pr., 1941. 184 p.\]
D: HD-SAI(reg 60 M 120)*
US: CU(Wason BV3271 J931H87)
PPEB(A K de Blois Main Coll BV3271 J81 H8 1941)
\[Hubbell, Donald Sidney <b. 1906> \]
Feed grain production in Burma : a compilation from selected references. – Rangoon : U.S. Agency for International Development, 1963. 56 l., bibliogr. l. 56. – (Agricultural information series / U.S. Agency for International Development ; 2)
Subject(s): Grain – Burma ; Feeds – Burma
Subject(s): Agriculture – Tropics.
\[Hubert, Annie \]
D: HD-SAI(345 eth 96/1259)*

Hubinon, Victor <1924-1979
Aanval in Birma
\[Charlier, Jean-Michel \]
Siegfried M. Schwertner
Agriculture – Handbooks, manuals, etc.
D: HD-SAI(320 agr 98/1107)*
US: CU(Kroch) & UoC(Crerar) : \[SB111 .H87 \]
LC & NIU(SEA) & WU(Steenbock Library) : \[SB111 H77\]
Ref.: OCLC12409976

US: DNAL

Livestock production in Burma : a compilation from selected references. – Rangoon : U.S. Agency for International Development, 1963. 84 l., bibliogr. l. 84. – (Agricultural information series / U.S. Agency for International Development ; 4)
Subject(s): Stock and stock-breeding – Burma
Livestock – Burma

Subject(s): Pastures – Burma ; Grasses – Burma
US: CU(Kroch SB199 .H87+ ) LC(S21.Z142 no.3)

Subject(s): Agriculture - Tropics - Handbooks, manuals, etc.
US: LC(S471.T75 H8)

Huber, Kurt
Frauengesänge aus Birma
→Scherman, Lucian
Im Stromgebiet des Irrawaddy
Huddersfield Chamber of Commerce

→ Commerce with the Shan States ...

Hudson, J. R.
Subject(s): Animal diseases - Control - Burma
Animal diseases - Control - Cambodia
Animal diseases - Control - Laos
Animal diseases - Control - Thailand
Animal diseases - Control - Vietnam

GB: Edinburgh(CTVM Library FAO report seq)

Hudson

US: CU(Olin x) & LC:

GB: SAS((596.3):8-94)

D: B-SBB(Ser. 25 119-2 Potsdamer Str.)

NcD(Perkins - 940.5425092 H885, S958, 2002)

US: CU(Kroch DS527.7 H88)

NIU(SEA DS527.7 .H833)

Hudson-Rodd, Nancy

Control of land and life in Burma / by Nancy Hudson-Rodd and Myo Nyunt. – Madison, Wis.: Land Tenure Center, Univ. of Wisconsin-Madison, [2001]. 8 p., illus., bibliogr. p. 8. – (Tenure brief ; 3) – April 2001

http://www.wisc.edu/ltc/tb03.html

US: CU(Kroch DS527.7 H88)

NIU(SEA DS527.7.H83)

Hürlimann, Martin <1897-1984>

Asia / Martin Hürlimann. 289 pictures in photogravure, 4 colour plates, introductory essay, historical notes. – London : Thames and Hudson, 1957. 262 p., chiefly illus., index.

Burma: p. 248-249, plate 154-162

D: B-SBB(811447 Potsdamer Str.) M-BSB(89.8340)

GB:BL-DSS(88/19094) CUL(539.1.c.630.168)

SOAS(GB949.092/551912)*

IRL:TCD(HL-113- 7)

SG: NRL(940.548141 HUD) NUS(D805 B9 H83x 1987)

LC(D805.B9 .H83x 1987)


GB: Durham(Main Library 355.940547252 HUD)

Hudson, Roy <b. 1919>


Subject(s): Burma : Guidebooks.

D: B-SBB(Ser. 25 119-2 Potsdamer Str.)

GB:BL(14302 gg 28)

SOAS(GB 909/546.136* ; 786976)

US: CU(Kroch DS527.7 H88)

NIU(SEA DS527.7.H83)

Hürlimann, Martin <1897-1984>


Subject(s): Art, Indian – Exhibitions.

US: EU(Fine Arts: 70 Z96iw no.83)


Subject(s): Art, Indian – Exhibitions.

US: EU(Fine Arts: 70 Z96iw no.83)
Burma, Ceylon, Indo-China, Siam, Cambodia, Annam, Tongking, Yunnan: landscape, architecture, inhabitants / Martin Hürlimann. – London: The Studio, 1930. XXXIX p., 288 plates on 144 l., illus., maps. – (Orbis terrarum) – Captions in German, French, English and Italian. – Herbert 727
Burma p. XVIII-XXIII, 49-128

Subject(s): Architecture – Asia, Southeastern

Asia, Southeastern: Pictorial works; Description and travel – Views; Social life and custom - 20th century

GB: BL(L.R.51 e 17)* BL-APAC(W 3967)
US: CU(Kroch DS508 .H89 1930)
SG: NRL(q950 HUR)
GB: OUL(BOD K Floor 206 c.17; AL East. Art V Hur*)
Ref.: OCLC 8075511

Burma et l’Indochine: Birmanie, Siam, Cambodge, Annam, Tonkin, Yunnan; architecture, paysages, scènes populaires / Martin Hürlimann. – Paris: Libraire des Arts Décoratifs, [1930]. XXXIX p., 288 plates on 144 l., illus., index. – (Orbis terrarum) – Transl. of: Ceylon und Indochina. – Text on plates in German, French, English and Italian

Subject(s): Architecture – East Asia

East Asia: Pictorial works; Description and travel – Views; Social life and custom – 20th century

CH: SLB(Nq 66057)
D: B-SBB(4° Up 4612/212 Potsdamer Str. NfLS)
US: CU(Kroch Mo 2611) HBSUB(h ggr 250 ap/176-24)
MA-UB(Xa 4123)
R-UB(00/LO 88580 H887)
GB: Aberdeen(Queen Mother Library ; x910821 Orb 6)
OUL(EAL East. Art V Hur + 30335083)

Ref.: OCLC 2600770

ditto. – Berlin: Atlantis Verlag, 1930. XXXIX, 288 p., illus., maps. – (Orbis terrarum)

GB: OUL(BOD K Floor 206 c.17; AL East. Art V Hur*)
SG: NRL(q950 HUR)
US: CU(Kroch +DS508 .H89 1930)
Ref.: OCLC 8075511

ditto. – New York: Westerman, 1930. XXXIX, 288 p., illus., maps, chiefly illus., maps, index. – (Orbis terrarum)

GB: BL-DSS(WI/2096) SOAS(LGA901/605.985)
SG: NUS(CL Closed Stacks DS508 .H8; DS508 .H8)
US: CU(Kroch DS508 .H89++)
Ref.: OCLC 8075511

Ceylon et l’Indochine: Birmanie, Siam, Cambodge, Annam, Tonkin, Yunnan; architecture, paysages, scènes populaires / Martin Hürlimann. – Berlin: Wasmuth, 1929. – Transl. of: Ceylon und Indochina. – Text on plates in German, French, English and Italian

Subject(s): Architecture – East Asia

East Asia: Pictorial works; Description and travel – Views; Social life and custom – 20th century

CH: SLB(Nq 66057)
D: SB-UB
US: CoU CU(Wason DS508 H89+ 1930b)
MiEM NYPL(Research BE+)


XXIX, 288 Taf. auf 144 S. – (Orbis terrarum) – Text on plates in German, French, English and Italian

S. XVIII-XXI und Taf.49-128: Burma

Subject(s): Architecture – East Asia

Indochina: Pictorial works.

Burma: Pictorial works.

Sri Lanka: Pictorial works.

Malay Peninsula: Pictorial works.

Thailand: Pictorial works.

East Asia: Pictorial works; Description and travel – Views

East Asia: Social life and custom – 20th century

A: ÖNB(545624-C 18 Kar)
CH: SLB(Nq 66057)
D: B-SBB(4° Up 4612/212 Potsdamer Str. NfLS)
KA-BLB(Mo 2611) HBSUB(h ggr 250 ap/176-24)
MA-UB(Xa 4123)
R-UB(00/LO 88580 H887)
GB: Aberdeen(Queen Mother Library ; x910821 Orb 6)
OUL(EAL East. Art V Hur + 30335083)

Ref.: OCLC 2600770

Huff, W. Gregg

The impact of colonialism on Burmese economic development

→ Fenichel, Allen H.

Huffman, Franklin E.

Bibliography and index of mainland Southeast Asian languages and linguistics / Franklin E. Huffman. – New Haven, Conn. [etc.]: Yale Univ. Pr., 1986. XXXII, 640 p., index. ISBN 0-300-03679-5 – Herbert 839

Subject(s): Asia, Southeastern: Languages – Bibliography

D: HD-SAI(inf 40 S 885)*
GB: BL(2725 g 443; 15012 e 5) OMPB(RR)
US: CU(Kroch Asia Ref DS508 .H89++)


Subject(s): Asia, Southeastern: Pictorial works.

Indochina: Pictorial works.

Burma: Pictorial works.

Thailand: Pictorial works.

Cambodia: Pictorial works.

Vietnam: Pictorial works.

Yunnan Sheng (China): Pictorial works.

Champa (Kongdom): Pictorial works.

AU:ANU(Menzies)
SG: NLB(Tampines & Woodlands: English q959 HUR) NNL(RUBC: English q959 HUR)
US: HU(Widener Harv.Depos.) & LC & NIU(SEA) & UC(SRLF) & WaU(Suzzallo/Allen) & UC(RLF) & WaU(Allen/Allen) & DS251.3 .H85 2001

Huffner, Robert W.

The impact of colonialism on Burmese economic development

→ Fenichel, Allen H.
Hughes, Alfred Marcus <b. 1900>
The birds of Burma
→ Smythies, Bertram E.

Hughes, Cecil Kendrik
Subject(s): Karens (Southeast Asian people) : Burma – Missions
Missions – Burma
GB: BL(010007 de 26)
US: YU(LSF-Request Lrb H874)
Ref.: OCLC 3944831

ditto. 2nd rev. ed. – ibd., 1944. 20 p., illus.
GB: SOAS(Pam GB 306/155.262)
US: LC(BV3270.H8 1944)

ditto. 3rd ed. – ibd., 1947. 24 p., illus., maps, ports.
GB: OUL(BOD L Floor M92.G00916)
Ref.: OCLC 13086883

Hughes, David Rees
South-East Asia : a geographical notebook / by D. R. Hughes. With 6 maps and 21 diagrs. – London : Harrap, 1957. 64 p. – p. 6-12: Burma
AU: NLA(p915.9 HUG)
GB: BL(10059 df 24)*
US: CLU CU(Wason DS508 H893) InU
LC(DS508.H84) MoU YU

US: CU(Wason DS508 H893 1959)
UCLA(YRL DS508.2 H87s 19959)

D: HD-SAIf(reg 60 B 11 Kp)*
NL: KITLV(M 3b 108 N)
GB: BL(1000 e 43)
US: NBU UC(Main DS508.H78 1961)

Hughes, Thomas Lewis <b. 1897>
The Burma campaign / by T. L. Hughes. – Lahore: Northern India Print. and Publ. Co., 1943. 14 p. – Based on a lecture given to the Royal Central Asian Society in London on November 3rd, 1943
Subject(s): Burma : World War <1939-1945> – Campaigns
GB: BL-DSS(W22/2524)
D: HD-SAIf(reg 60 D 789 Kp)*
US: LC(D767.6.H78)
NYPL(Humanities-Micro *Z-BZAC p.v.386,no.6)
Ref.: OCLC 20876589

D: HD-SAIf(reg 60 E 13 Kp)*
F: Cujas
J: TYB(XII-25-H-15)
Ref.: OCLC 26677007

Abstract: The Battle is now on to drive the Japanese invaders from Burma – the key to India and the gateway to the Burma Road, lifeline of China. Here is the authoritative story, told for the first time.
Subject(s): Burma : History ; Personal narratives ; World War <1939-1945>
GB: BL-DSS(W22/0791) BL-APAC(PT 3042)
SAS(Scott, C. Box 1 (Archive papers)*
US: CST-H LC(D767.6.H8)
Hughes, William Gwynne
The hill tracts of Arakan / by Major W. Gwynne Hughes. – Rangoon : Govt. Pr., 1881. VI, 55, X p., front plate, fold., map, app.
Subject(s): Ethnology – Burma – Arakan
Arakan (Burma) – Description and travel
D: B-SBB(Up 4915/10 Potsdamer Str.)
GB: SOAS(S IV.1.353/54.795)* BL-APAC(V 6670 ; IOR/V/27/64/165) SAS(Archive. CUR.11)
NL: KITLV(M rr 598)
US: CU(Kroch +DS485.B85 H91 ; Olin Ref. Micro-
GB: SOAS(L.GB330/454.207)*
D: HD-SAI(reg 60 S 13 Kp)*
Ref.: OCLC35598888

Hull, Victor
GB:BL(14302 aaa 3(6))*
Subject(s): Ethnology – Burma – Arakan
Arakan (Burma) – Description and travel
Hull, Robert Edward
The hill tracts of Arakan / by Major W. Gwynne Hughes. – Rangoon : Govt. Pr., 1881. VI, 55, X p., front plate, fold., map, app.
Subject(s): Ethnology – Burma – Arakan
Arakan (Burma) – Description and travel
D: B-SBB(Up 4915/10 Potsdamer Str.)
GB: SOAS(S IV.1.353/54.795)* BL-APAC(V 6670 ; IOR/V/27/64/165) SAS(Archive. CUR.11)
NL: KITLV(M rr 598)
US: CU(Kroch +DS485.B85 H91 ; Olin Ref. Micro-
GB: SOAS(L.GB330/454.207)*
D: HD-SAI(reg 60 S 13 Kp)*
Ref.: OCLC35598888

Hughes, William W.
Hell on land, disaster at sea : the story of Merrill's Marauders and the sinking of the Rhona
Randle, Fred E.
A short guide to Bassein / by Father Hull.
Hull
US: CoFS DNAL
InU(Geogr/Map) & LC : QC901.B93 H85 1962
Ref.: OCLC1953371

Hull, John Mervin
Adoniram Judson : God's pioneer / J. Mervin Hull. – Philadelphia ; Boston [etc.]: American Baptist
Missionaries
Ref.: OCLC4037416

Hull, John Mervin <1854-1923>
Adoniram Judson : God's pioneer / J. Mervin Hull. – Pensacola, FL: Beka Book, c2002. 162 p. – (Heroes of the faith)
Subject(s): Judson, Adoniram, 1788-1850 – Juvenile literature
Missionaries – Burma – Biography – Juvenile literature.

Judson, el explorador / por J. Mervin Hull ; versió n castel-lana por la redacción de "El Atalaya Bautista.". – El Paso: Casa Bautista de Publ., 1929. 151 p., [8] l. of plates, illus., ports. – Translation of Judson, the pioneer
Subject(s): Judson, Adoniram, 1788-1850.
US: NRAB

Subject(s): Bassein (Burma)
US: CSt Ref.: OCLC21012396

Judson, Adoniram, 1788-1850
Adoniram Judson : God's pioneer / J. Mervin Hull. – Pensacola, FL: Beka Book, c2002. 162 p. – (Heroes of the faith)
Subject(s): Judson, Adoniram, 1788-1850 – Juvenile literature
Missionaries – Burma – Biography – Juvenile literature.

Judson, Adoniram, 1788-1850
Adoniram Judson : God's pioneer / J. Mervin Hull. – Pensacola, FL: Beka Book, c2002. 162 p. – (Heroes of the faith)
Subject(s): Judson, Adoniram, 1788-1850 – Juvenile literature
Missionaries – Burma – Biography – Juvenile literature.

Judson, Adoniram, 1788-1850
Adoniram Judson : God's pioneer / J. Mervin Hull. – Pensacola, FL: Beka Book, c2002. 162 p. – (Heroes of the faith)
Subject(s): Judson, Adoniram, 1788-1850 – Juvenile literature
Missionaries – Burma – Biography – Juvenile literature.

Judson, Adoniram, 1788-1850
Adoniram Judson : God's pioneer / J. Mervin Hull. – Pensacola, FL: Beka Book, c2002. 162 p. – (Heroes of the faith)
Subject(s): Judson, Adoniram, 1788-1850 – Juvenile literature
Missionaries – Burma – Biography – Juvenile literature.

Judson, Adoniram, 1788-1850
Adoniram Judson : God's pioneer / J. Mervin Hull. – Pensacola, FL: Beka Book, c2002. 162 p. – (Heroes of the faith)
Subject(s): Judson, Adoniram, 1788-1850 – Juvenile literature
Missionaries – Burma – Biography – Juvenile literature.

Judson, Adoniram, 1788-1850
Adoniram Judson : God's pioneer / J. Mervin Hull. – Pensacola, FL: Beka Book, c2002. 162 p. – (Heroes of the faith)
Subject(s): Judson, Adoniram, 1788-1850 – Juvenile literature
Missionaries – Burma – Biography – Juvenile literature.

Judson, Adoniram, 1788-1850
Adoniram Judson : God's pioneer / J. Mervin Hull. – Pensacola, FL: Beka Book, c2002. 162 p. – (Heroes of the faith)
Subject(s): Judson, Adoniram, 1788-1850 – Juvenile literature
Missionaries – Burma – Biography – Juvenile literature.

Judson, Adoniram, 1788-1850
Adoniram Judson : God's pioneer / J. Mervin Hull. – Pensacola, FL: Beka Book, c2002. 162 p. – (Heroes of the faith)
Subject(s): Judson, Adoniram, 1788-1850 – Juvenile literature
Missionaries – Burma – Biography – Juvenile literature.
Hulsbus, Joop <b. 1922>  
En de zon werd rood : de ondergang van Nederlands Indië en de hel van Birma spoorweg, 1941-1945 / Joop Hulsbus.  
Subject(s): Burma – Siam Road  
Ref.: OCLC 20264736

Hulscher, Andrea Michelle  
Henry and a special friend : Burmese translation / written and illus. by Andrea Michelle Hulscher. Shanti Volunteer Association.  
Added title and text in Burmese.  
This publication was sponsored by the office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) in Thailand with additional support from the New Zealand Embassy, Bangkok. – ISBN 9748794598  
Subject(s): Burma – Siam Road; Railroads – History; History - Japanese occupation  
Ref.: OCLC 20264736

Human Development Initiative (HDI)  
→United Nations / Development Programme / Human Development Initiative (HDI)

Human Development Initiative Extension  
→Township documentations: Mawlamyaing Gyun

Human Relations Area Files  
Mawlamyaing Gyun  
< New Haven, Conn. >  
US: CU(Olin Microfiche 887 ; Networked Resource Online GN3457 .E42a) & NIU(Microforms Microfiche AS36 .H84 A556)

Akha and Miao  
→Bernatzik, Hugo Adolf

→Annotated bibliography of Burma

→Burma. – 1956

→Burma. – 1962

Burma : a selected and annotated bibliography  
Trager, Frank Newton  
Ethnic groups of mainland Southeast Asia  
→Lebar, Frank M.

Ethnographic notes on the Akhas of Burma  
Lewis, Paul White


D: HD-SAI(inf 54 F 2)*

→Japanese and Chinese language sources on Burma

Southeast Asia : selected annotated bibliography of Japanese publications  
Irikura, James K.

Human resource development and nation building in Myanmar  
Subject(s): Manpower policy – Burma – Congresses.  
SG: ISEAS(HD5812.7 A6h91)  
US: HU(Widener Harv.Depos.) & LC & OAU(Alden SE Asia) & YU(SML X) : HD5812.7 A6H86 1998
ISBN 0160579120
Subject(s): Human rights – Burma

Human rights in Burma (Myanmar)

US: CU(KF27 .I54934 1998h)

Bibliographical description

Human rights in Burma

US: CU(KF27 .I54934 1998h)

Human rights in Burma (Myanmar) in 1991

Ref.: OCLC 25850417
Ref.: OCLC 52313471

Subject(s): Human rights – Burma ; Civil rights - Burma
US: CU(Kroch JC71 .H86 1994)

Ref.: OCLC 49609599

Human Rights Law Group <Washington, D.C.>


p. 10-11: Selected bibliography on Burmese women
Subject(s): Women's rights – Burma ; Women – Burma – Social conditions ; Women – Crimes against – Burma

Ref.: OCLC 49609599

Ref.: Burma news bulletin 3/8,1993,18

Ref.: OCLC 49609599

Human Rights Watch

→Burma/Thailand : no safety in Burma, no sanctuary in Thailand

→Burma/Thailand : unwanted and unprotected ; Burmese refugees in Thailand

Children in combat

→Reis, Chen

Malaysia/Burma : living in limbo : Burmese Rohingya in Malaysia

→Coursen-Neff, Zama

→A modern form of slavery

→"My gun was as tall as me" : child soldiers in Burma

→Out of sight, out of mind : Thai policy toward Burmese refugees and migrants
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Human Rights Watch / Asia Watch

- Bangladesh: abuse of Burmese refugees from Arakan
- Bangladesh/Burma: Rohingya refugees in Bangladesh; the search for a lasting solution
- Burma: abuses linked to the fall of Manerplaw
- Burma: children’s rights and the rule of law
- Burma: entrenchment or reform?
- Burma: rape, forced labor and religious persecution in Northern Arakan
- Burma: the Rohingya Muslims
- Burma/Thailand: no safety in Burma, no sanctuary in Thailand
- Burma/Thailand: the Mon; persecuted in Burma, forced back from Thailand
- Changes in Burma?
- The Mon persecuted in Burma, forced back from Thailand

Human Rights Watch / Asia Watch Committee

- Asia Watch Committee

Human Rights Watch / Children’s Rights Project

- Reis, Chen

Human Rights Watch / Women’s Rights Project

- A modern form of slavery


Subject(s): Civil rights – Burma – Periodicals; Human rights – Burma; Censorship – Burma; Political prisoners – Burma; Torture – Burma.

AU:ANU: 1995 (Chifley serial JC571.H82)
GB:BL-APAC: 1994- (ORW 1997 a 328)
SOAS: 1998/99 (GB323.4 /784314)
NL: KITLV: 1995 (Ref JC571 H915)
HU: 1995 (Widener)
WU(Memorial Lib. JC599 B87 H87)

Human Rights year book

Collinson, Helen

Humanising peace


Subject(s): Burma; International cooperation

Burma United Nations Service Office

TH:CU(TIC 63315)

Humboldt-Universität < Berlin > / Institut für Asien- und Afrikawissenschaften

- Institut für Asien- und Afrikawissenschaften

Hume, Allan Octavian <1829-1912>


Subject(s): Game and game-birds – India; Game and game-birds – Burma; Game and game-birds – Sri Lanka

F: BNF(4° S.335) MNHN
GB:BL(7285 g 4; 7285 ee 10)* CUL(MB.49.85-)
BL-APAC(V 5023) OUL(RSL Stack 1896141 d. 6/1-3)
SG:NUS-SG(QL691 Hum v.1-3)
US:CU(Ornithology SK315 H92)
HUMuseum Comp Zoology: Spec. Coll.)
NYPL(Research MYT) UCLA UCSD
YU(Ornithology QL691 I4 H8)

The game birds of India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Burma and Sri Lanka (including Nepal, Bhutan and Tibet) / Hume and Marshall. – New Delhi : Bhavana, 1994. 3 v., illus. – "originally published in 1879 as The game birds of India, Burmah, and Ceylon"

Subject(s): Game and game-birds – India
- Game and game-birds – Burma
- Game and game-birds – Sri Lanka
- Game and game-birds – Pakistan
- Game and game-birds – Nepal
- Game and game-birds – Bhutan
- Game and game-birds – Bangladesh
- Game and game-birds – Tibet

F: MNHN
GB:BL((B) GC 755)
SG:NUS(QL691 Hum v.1-3)

Reorganization of forest system in British Burma [/ A. O. Hume]. – Calcutta, (for R., A and C), 1874. 6 p. – (Government of India, Department of Revenue, Agriculture and Commerce, Forests ; 1874, 802)

GB:BL-APAC(IOR/in: V/27/560/71)*

Hump express / India China Division, Air Transport Command. (1.4, Feb. 8, 1945) – [India?:] India China Division, Air Transport Command, Public Relations Office. Illus. – Weekly

Subject(s): World War <1939-1945> - Aerial operations, American - Periodicals
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**United States**: Airlift, Military - Periodicals

**Himalaya Mountains**: World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns - Periodicals.

**Burma**: World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns - Periodicals - World War <1939-1945> - Military operations, Aerial, American

**India**: World War <1939-1945> - Campaigns - Periodicals

US: Wisconsin Veterans Mus Res
Ref.: OCLC 53294812

**Humphreys, Christmas**
→**Humphreys, Travers Christmas**

**Humphreys, Rachel**
p. 170-223: Burma

Subject(s): India: Description and travel
Sri Lanka: Description and travel

GB: BL(010056 f 1)*
BL-APAC(ORW.1986.a.3642)
US: MnU(TC Wilson Ames DS413 .H93x 1915
NYPL(Research BGT)
UC(SRLF A0009633165)

**Humphreys, Roy S.**

Subject(s): Burma: World War <1939-1945> - Personal narratives, British ; World War <1939-1945> – Military operations, British - Personal narratives
India: World War <1939-1945> - Personal narratives, British

East Asia: World War <1939-1945> - Personal narratives, British

GB: BL(1996.b.8941) CUL(9005.c.2538
OUL(IND Burma 5 d 114) SOAS(GB949/726.053* ; GB959.1045209/85003 ; E Coll 3 M /39)

GB: BL(12906 de 50) COL(PL 3933) BL-APAC(P/T 3 613
*: SEA.1990.a.83) OUL(IND Retind)
SOAS(GPC 413/139.140 ; 230.891)*
US: LC(PL3933.H8) NYPL(Research *OAC p.v.601)
UC(NRLF)

**Hundley, Gordon**

Subject(s): Burmese language – Conversation and phrase books ; Burmese language – Transliteration into English Burmese language – Text books for foreigners
F: BIULO(Mél. 8° 1632(6))
GB: BL(12906 de 50) COL(PL 3933) BL-APAC(P/T 3 613
*: SEA.1990.a.83) OUL(IND Retind)
SOAS(GPC 413/139.140 ; 230.891)*
US: LC(PL3933.H8) NYPL(Research *OAC p.v.601)
UC(NRLF)

**Hundley, H. G.**
Check list of mammals of Burma ... – Rangoon, [1964]. 46 p.
Ref.: Bernot
Ref.: Bernot

→List of trees, shrubs, herbs, and principal climbers, etc. – 3rd ed.

A hundred years since Judson : how the centennial will be celebrated / American Baptist Foreign Mission Society. – Boston: Griffith-Stillings Pr., 1914. 10 p., illus.

Subject(s): Missions (Foreign), India: Burma

US: NYPL OCIWHi
Ref.: OCLC 38446037

**Hungarian Information and Cultural Centre < New Delhi**
→A painter’s pilgrimage

**Hungarian publications on Asia and Africa**
→Apor, Eve

**Hunt, Ethel Leora**
Education in Burma. – Seattle, 1926. 86 l., tables, bibliogr. l. 85-86. – Seattle, Univ. of Washington, M.A. thesis, 1926
Hunter, Cleda Beatrice.
The contributions of J. H. Telford in the christianizing of the Lahus of Burma : during the period from 1924 to 1939 / by Cleda Beatrice Hunter. – 1946. 60 l., illus., map. – Wynnewood, Pa., Eastern Baptist Theological Seminary, M.R.E. thesis 1946.
Subject(s): Telford, James Haxton, 1886-1949. Missions - Burma
US: PPEB(A K de Blois BV4070 .E294 1946.3 40524)

Hunter, Edward <b. 1902>
The people win through : a play
→Nu <U; Thakin, b.1907>

Hunter, Guy
High level manpower for development
→Higher education and development in South-East Asia

p. 16 - 20: The countries of the region : the Buddhist mainland ; Burma
D: HD-SAI(300 ldk 67/1102)*
GB: BL(X 809/2897)
J: TYB(10683)
NL: KITLVM(M 3b 34 N)
US: CU(Wason DS518.1 H94) YU
HU(Widener Ind 8369.66.15)
LC(DS509.5.H84 1966)
GB: BL(X 709/16167)

Hunter, M. V.
Women's missionary work in Ceylon, India and Burma : report of secretarial visit, 1920-1921
→Bradford, H. M.

Hunter, Helen-Louise
Peking and the Burmese communists : the perils and profits of insurgency / by Helen-Louise Hunter. – 1971. VIII, 125 l., illus., maps.
Subject(s): Communism – Burma ; Insurgency – Burma
China : Foreign relations – Burma
Burma : Foreign relations – China
US: CU(Kroch HX385.7.A6 H94+ 1971a)

Hunter, William <1755-1812>
A concise account of the climate, produce, trade, government, manners and customs of the Kingdom of Pegu : interspersed with remarks moral and political ; with an appendix containing 1. Enquiry into ... fleeces of sheep in different climates, 2. Description of some at Elephanta, Ambola and Canara ; the whole being the result of observations made on a voyage performed by order of the Hon. East-India Company / by W. Hunter. – Calcutta ; London : Sewell, 1789. 110 p.
D: GO-SUB(8 H AS II, 3342)
Subject(s): Pegu (Burma: Division) – Description and travel – 18th century
GB: BL-APAC(T 38848)

A concise account of the kingdom of Pegu : its climate, produce, trade, government, manners and customs of its inhabitants. Interspersed with remarks moral and political with an appendix containing an enquiry into the cause of the variety observable in the fleeces of sheep in different climates, to which is added a description of the caves at Elephanta, Ambola, and Canara, the whole being the result of observations made on a voyage, performed by order of the Hon. East India Company / by W. Hunter. – Calcutta : Printed by John Hay, 1785. 152 p.
Herbert 50
Subject(s): Caves – India ; Physicians – Travel.
Voyages and travels ; Wool – Climatic factors.
Pegu : Description and travel.
GB: BL(C.115 N33 ; 147 b 14 ; G 16047 ; 981 d 15)
SOAS(EB 78.108/11.359)
US:HU(Countway Medicine Rare Bks DS598.P38 T7)
CSt NcD-MC OKU
YU(MUDD, Stacks Eef P34 782)

Subject(s): Burma : Description and travel
Pegu (Burma : Division) : Description and travel – 18th century
Sri Lanka: Description and travel
D: M-BSB(H.as 4605r) PDUB(40/5 (99)
F: BMH MNHN
GB: BL(571 c 17)* BL-APAC(T 45116)
F: BNF(geFF 7437 ; 8° O2 K 1523)
NL: KITLVM(M 3c 86)
US:HU MWC NYPL WaU

in: **Neue Sammlung von Reisebeschreibungen** /[ hrsg. von Christoph Daniel Ebeling]. – Hamburg : Bohn ; Bd. 9, 1787, S. [397]-465
D: GO-SUB(8 Itin I, 5324:9 ; Mc 8 Itin I, 5324:9)
SLB(Hist.Asiae 1916)

**Hunter, William Wilson** <1840-1900>
A brief history of the Indian people / transl. and adapted for schools in British Burma by W. W. Hunter. Published under the authority of the Text-Book Committee. – Rangoon : Text Book Society, 1885. 137 p. – Added title and text in Burmese

GB: BL(14302 i 13(3))


GB: BL-APAC(V TR 1478/3)

A comparative dictionary of the languages of India and High Asia : with a dissertation based on the Hodgson lists, official records and mss. / by W. W. Hunter. – London : Trübner, 1868. 218 p. – Preface and index in English, French, German, Russian and Latin

D: EI-UB(EV 180 H947)

F: BIULO(O II 3 ; QQ I 56)

GB: BL(12907 h 2 ;* L.R.299 aa 11)

SOAS(CWML C.22/32)


/ccbys/ccbys/ccbys/ccbys

**Huntington, George Briggs** <1873-1943>

Subject(s): American Baptist Foreign Mission Society.
Missions ; Missions Burma.
US: NNNUT(Burke Union Stacks Pamphlets MR1 A51)
NYPL  YU(Divinity, Stacks NE6 Am2 K)
Ref.: OCLC 24035999

**Hup, Cung Lian**

UMI 9325725

Subject(s): American Baptist Mission in Burma : History.
Missions – Burma – Chin Hills – History.
**Burma** : Church history.
**Chin** (peuple d'Asie du Sud-Est) : Birmanie
AU:ANU(Chifley BV3270.H87  1993)
D: TU-UB(microfiche: 1 G 2903)
F: BIULO(GEN.III.62659)

GB: NIU(Microforms-2nd FL-FML Microfilm BV3270 .C8541993)

YU(Divinity, Stacks Fiche B3779)

HURFOM

→**Human Rights Foundation of Monland, Burma < Bangkok >**

**Hurle, Edward Forbes Cooke**
→**Cooke-Hurle, Edward Forbes**

**Hurst, Philip**

Ref.: Herbert 134

**Husaini, S. H.**
Report on fellowship to study conditions in inland water transport in Burma, the United Kingdom, the Federal Republic of Germany and the Netherlands, March to August, 1964 / by S. H. Husaini. – Geneve, 1964. III, 84 l.

Subject(s): Inland water transportation – Burma
Inland water transportation – Great Britain
Inland water transportation – Germany
Inland water transportation – Netherlands
US: LC(HE617.H8)

**Huss, Ralph E.**
Records of the Department of State relating to internal affairs of India and Burma, 1910 – 1929
→**United States / Department of State**
Hut’ Cin’
Subject(s): Burmese language – Dictionaries – English.
Burmese language – Dictionaries – Pali.
AU: ANU(Menzie's ASIAN reference PL3957.H6)
GB: CUL(839:33.c.95.32)
OUL(BOD A Floor Bodl. Burm. d.166)
SOAS(Ref.GPC413.21/515.404* ; GPC413/470.832)
SG: ISEAS(Ref. PL3956 H72 ; Microfiche 92/63437)
US: CU(Wason PL3957.H6)
LC(DS485.C57H8)
GB: BL(I.S.Be.226)
KNUB(atp 282:a366a/h99)
Hutchinson, Charles Strachan <b. 1933>
Herbert 98
GB: SOAS(G555/595.199)*
Hutchinson, Robert Henry Sneyd
GB: BL(010058 h 28)*
US: LC(DS485.C57H8)
GB: BL(I.S.Be.226)
Vocabulary of the Lushai language / by R. H. Sneyd Hutchinson. – Calcutta : Bengal Secretariat Pr., 1897. 22 p.
GB: BL(12906 t 1)*
Hutchinson, Walter Victor
→ Customs of the world
Hutheesing, Otome Klein
Subject(s): Women, Lisu – Social conditions
Women, Lisu – Economic conditions
Equality – Thailand – Chiang Rai (Province)
Lisu (peuple d'Asie du Sud-Est)
Rôle selon le sexe – Thaïlande (nord)
Femmes Lisu – Conditions rurales
Opium – Industrie et commerce
Chiang Rai (Province): Social conditions ; Economic conditions
D: B-SBB(1 A 126277 H.2) M-BSB(91.5265.Lisu)
F: BIULO(GEN.III.48070)
GB: BL-DSS(90/13271) BL-APAC(ORW 1991 a 147)
US: LC(DS570.LS6H87 1990)
Hutton, Christopher
→ Where China meets Southeast Asia
Hutton, John Henry <1885-1968>
Subject(s): Naga (South Asian people)
D: HD-SAI(222 eth 62/2464)*
F: BMH(DS 432.N3 H983)
GB: BL(010007 ee 18)*
BL-APAC(ORV/27/910/17)
SOAS(JMB301.2/232.855)
MY: RH
US: CU LC(DS432.N3H8) NYPL
SBN 19-635272-X
US: LC(DS432.N3H8 1969)
GB: BL(X 809/6909)
US: LC(DS432.N3H8 1969b)
The Ao Nagas
→ Mills, James Philip
The Lakners
→ Parry, Nevill Edward
The Lhota Nagas
→ Mills, James Philip
Notes on the Thadou Kukis

Shaw, William


Hutton, W. R.

The mirror of the heart in Mikir

Hutton, Wendy

The food of Burma : authentic recipes from the land of the golden pagodas

Huxford, Harold James


Huxley, Aldous Leonard <1894-1963>


Huxley, Andrew

Thai law : Buddhist law


ditto. Cheaper ed. – ibd., 1928. 291 p., front., plates

Huxley, Andrew Leonard


H 122
Subject(s): Ethnic groups
TH: CU(50820)

Huxley, Julian <1887-1975>
Science and life
→ Andrade, Edward Neville da Costa
Simple science
→ Andrade, Edward Neville da Costa

Huynh, Nguyen A.
Dealing with challenges to the Massachusetts Burma Law: bringing the Burma Law into compliance with the Government Procurement Agreement. – Cambridge, Chicago : John F. Kennedy School of Government, 1998. – (Policy analysis exercise)
US: HU(Kennedy Sch of Gov: PAE)

Hyman, Gwenda L. <b. 1934>
Subject(s): Cookery, Southeast Asian.
Cookery – Asia, Southeastern.
GB:BL(YK.1996.a.3243) OUL(Nuneham X96.F01621)
IRL:TCD(PL-236-259)
NL: KITLV(M 3b 1820 N)
SG: ISEAS(TX724.5 A9H99)
NUS & NUS-HL : TX724.5.S68 H96 1993
US: CU(Hotel Admin TX724.5.S68 H96 1993)

Subject(s): Hymns, Burmese – Translations from English Hymns, English – Translations into Burmese
GB:BL(14300 b 28) BL-APAC(Bur D 1341)
US: UCB

Hyman and tune book [in Sgaw Karen] ...
→ Sgaw Karen hymn and tune book ...

US: NjMD(in: BY2030 A2B 1906 cop.2)

Note: Annotazione manuale su una pagina preliminare: "Canti in gheba con musica. La musica fu trascritti dal rev. Bro. Raphael Pa kè, un Fratello indigeno della diocesi di Toungoo
I: BCMP(AS 07/02/0077)

GB:BL(11103 a 10)*
ditto. ... 2nd Sgau Karen ed. – ibd., 1854. 546 p.
GB:BL(11103 a 9)*
ditto. ... 4th Sgau ed. – ibd., 1860. 505 p. – Without music
US: LC(PL5054.A2H9 1860)
ditto. – Rangoon : American Baptist Mission Pr., 1867. – Added title and text in Sgau Karen
US: NRCR RPB

Hymns and prayers in Burmese. – Bassein: St. Peter’s Institute Pr., 1874. 197, 8 p.
F: BIULO(AA IX 34)
GB:BL-APAC(Bur B 736)

Subject(s): Hydroelectric power plants – Thailand. Hydroelectric power plants - Burma
Salween River : Watershed.
US: LC(Microfiche 2000/63881 (T)

Hydro-Electric Survey
→ Burma / Hydro-Electric Survey

Hydrographic Office < London >
→ Great Britain / Hydrographic Office

US: LC(WMLC L 83/338)

Hwa, Cheng Siok
→ Cheng, Siok Hwa

Hymn and tune book

GB: SOAS(Pam Indo-Chinese langs A/65.511)*

Subject(s): Hymns, Burmese 
Baptists : Hymns. 
US: CU(Kroch Asia Rare PL 3976 .H99 1839)
ditto. 4th ed. – ibd., 1844. 73 p. 
US: CU(Kroch PL 3976 .H99 1844) 
HU(HU(Houghton 1286.53.17* ; 1286.17.24*)
ditto. 7th ed. – Maulmain: American Mission Pr., 1857. 182 p. – Added title and text in Burmese 
GB: BL(14300 a 4)*

Hymns for the V.P.S.C.E. ... – Rangoon : American Baptist Mission Pr., 1904. 89 p. – (Sunshine in the soul ; 2) – Added title and text in Sgaw Karen 
GB: BL(11103 a 26)* BL-APAC(Karen B.96)
ditto. [/ comp. and transl. by D. Gilmore. 3rd ed.] – ibd., 1911. 123 p. – (Sunshine in the soul ; 3) 
GB: BL(11103 a 41)* BL-APAC(Karen B.93)

Hymns for young and old in Pwo Karen. – Rangoon : American Baptist Mission Pr., 1912. 230 p. – Added title and text in Pwo Karen, index also in English 
GB: BL(11103 a 49)* BL-APAC(Karen B.19)

Subject(s): Hymns ; Karen language – Texts 
US: HU(Tozzer Spec Coll IND H 99)

Hymns of praise ... [ / ed. by William Shaler Hascall. Preword by F. D. Phimney ; B. M. Jones. – Rangoon : American Baptist Mission Pr., 1913. 156 p., index. – Added title and text in Burmese : index also in English 
Subject(s): Hymns – Burma ; Hymns, English 
Hymns, English – United States. 
GB: BL(14300 a 26)* BL-APAC(Bur B 145) 
Ref.: OCLC 23966196
ditto. – ibd., 1917. 28 p. 
GB: BL-APAC(Bur B 145)

GB: SOAS(GPC 240/11.337(1) ; 11.438(1))*

Hyndman, Vance 
Subjects: Economic assistance, American – Asia United States : Foreign relations – Asia 
Asia : Foreign relations – United States. 